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DEPARTMEN IS 
DENISON  UNIVERSITY 
U    .•''        C mprises Five Departments: 
rRANVIl ! E COLI EGE. 
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III.   DOANE ACADEMY. 
I Hi. CONSERVATORY OK MUSIC. 
V.   THE SCHOOL OF ART. 
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DEPARTMENTS 
DENISON UNIVERSITY 
Denijon Univcriity Compriiei FIYC Department!: 
L   GRANVILLE COLLEGE. 
IL   SHEPARDSON COLLEGE. 
m.   DOANE ACADEMY. 
IV.   THE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
V.   THE SCHOOL OF ART. 
For CaUlogu« or otbcr information, 
Addna, EMORY W. HUNT, D. D., LL. D., Prctldrnt, 
GKANVII I r.     OHIO. 
THE UNIVERSITY CALENDAR. 
1*05 
April 4 Tuesday 
June 9-10 Th., Fr, Sat 
June 11  Sunday 
June '   nday     . 
June 13 Tuesday 
June U Wednesday 
June l-r> Thursday 
13 WediM 
tnbcr        14 ThuMflay 
i!   Th   and  Fri. 
Dcccmbcf        21 Thursday   . 
1100 
Spring Term l^gin* at 9 A.   M. 
Final Examination*. 
Baccalaureate Sermon. 10 A. M. 
Sermon before Christian Associa- 
tion*. 8 P. M 
Field Day. 
Commencement Concert, 8 P. M. 
Graduating   Exercises  of  Doane 
Academy.  10 A.   M 
Scripture Prize Reading, 3 P. M. 
Lewis  Literary Prize Contest, 8 
V   M 
Qaai Day Exercises* 10 A. M. 
- Meeting of the Alumni. 
President's Reception, 8 P. M. 
University    Commencement,    10 
A   M 
Alumni  Dinner. 
Examinations for Admission. 
I-Vst Semeater begins, at 9 A. M. 
Thanksgiving Kecess. 
Holiday   Recrs.  begins, at  noon. 
■ 4 Thiir*rlav Holidaj  Recess ends, at noon. 
■ ■ 25 1 hnrsday Day of   Prayer  for Colleges. 
■ ■   -    .* .   1 Mid year   Examinations. 
■ '   ''     day Second    SemeMer   begins,    at 
A. M 
Spring Recess begins, at noon. M ■ 28 Wednesday    . 
April .    . Spring Recess ends, at  nooa 
14 Thursday Commrneement. 
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n
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Ilenr,   Ottotai   I',   [,„„.     (   pi.y.ici ,„j   o,.mi,„r 
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!i>. aa u-ert in ih„ raWllaWli include, all pertoaa 
r.*!lf J°*rV I'I" '" '^ '"""" deruitmcnt. "f lh' |-n,,„„ir; ,h. department h      he,    .mludc   in   each   caae   all   oetaona   ...in.   m.tr^ti.m   in   the   department   la 
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Thrtther   11.11. 
Thr.rtur IlalL 
orriccRS or ADMINISTRATION 
TW UatTOTitty 
EMORY W   HUNT, I). I).. I.L. D.. 
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INFORMATION. 
Cranville, the home of Dcnison University, it situated in 
Licking Count) near the geographical center of Ohio. It lies 
among the moderately derated and partly wooded hills which 
mark the transition from the more level portion of the State to 
the m ire lurface of the southeastern section.    These 
geographii il of the most lwautiful  and 
restful Ian the State,—a natural environment admira- 
bly suited to I      piril and purpose of college life.   The commu- 
nitj and origin, and the continued resemblance 
of it! to that oi the best type of New England village 
frequently  remarked     The  intellectual, moral and  religious 
lion i- high, and every endeavor  is made to 
•  the best influences,    The introduction of 
rlinance of council as soon as the 
law- • .t'.- made such action possible,    Recent attempts to 
evade this ordinal! •■  led  to a  Local  Option election under the 
Law, with the gratifying result of a vote    i more than six 
against th   nti     id   n  if the saloon. 
ledo and Ohio Central Rail- 
way, to Newark, onlj  six miles distant, has 
• m, the Baltimore and Ohio. 
1:  also  has electric car connections 
'   ■ Springfield, Dayton and various other 
;   .   led with local and long dis- 
tance I 
MUssgs, 
- occupied by the various departments 
the following may be mentioned: 
i building was erected in  1856. to provide 
Th»   w«.i ,,,, itudents, literary society halls and lcc- 
DormHofj-.       u,.r r,   ,,„,      j,   j, J^J,  of )|rjcl(    f(JUr s,|)rjes  hjBn_ 
13a fnt  m length and 45 feet deep.    It has recently undergone 
rs,   and   is   now   devoted   to dormitory   purposes 
1 .  , 
1 
1 ^^■"> •* J   1                                 -^*^^tr 
\    v, MK.   i\   \\ i-i   DORuii .mi. 
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alone. The former society halls and lecture rooms have been 
cut up into living rooms for students. The wood work has been 
renewed wherever it was seriously worn, the rooms and halls 
have been largely plastered anew, the walls and ceilings freshly 
papered and the entire building repainted. Lavatories, including 
an ample supply of shower baths, with hot and cold water, have 
been introduced on each of the four floors and made easily acces- 
sible from the rooms of all students. The rooms have been newly 
supplied with all the heavier furnishing necessary, including a 
single white iron bed and mattress for each student, dresser, 
lounge, book case, study table and chairs. The rooms are lighted 
by electricity and heated by hot water, from the central plant. 
The charges for these rooms, which are very moderate, will be 
found on another page. (See general index, under head of Ex- 
penses). 
II. This is a four story brick building, 133 feet long 
Th« Eut by 66 feet in depth, completed in 1871. Two floors 
0t
"
m
*°'y- complete and part of a third have been newly re- 
fitted for dormitory purposes in the same style and with the same 
conveniences as have been described in the preceding paragraph 
for the West Dormitory. Eight large and well lighted class 
rooms have been fitted up in this building, three on the first floor 
and five on the second, for the departments of German, Romance 
Languages, Latin, History, Mathematics, Engineering and Art. 
These two dormitory buildings together furnish accommoda- 
tions for one hundred and fifty students. 
III. This  was  erected   in   1878   for  the  University 
DOM. Hall.     Library, by Dr. W. Howard Doanc.   It is of brick 
and stone, built in the form of a cross, and well adapted to its 
purposes. Its shelves now contain nearly 30,000 bound and un- 
lx>und volumes. Recent improvements in heating, lighting and 
furnishing have contributed much to the comfort and conven- 
ience of readers. 
IV. This building is the gift of E. J.  Rarncy, Esq., 
B
""«       erected in memory of his father, Eliam E, liarney, 
LL. D., one of the firmest friends of the University 
in its earlier davs.    It contains 44 rooms, devoted 
Memorial 
Hall. 
II ■ 
entirely i" scientific "• rk    The building it of l>uiT pressed brick, 
142 feet i"^ 1 irioiu departments of 
scieni have  their  laboratory  and lecture rooms here. 
1
 ml   .     tioni are made t" the working ipparatui of the 
.■:..; departments including many ol the best and most recent 
es for physical, chemi ti research. 
A machil athes l-working   machinery. 
itudi nts to gain  skill in 
the shop usually work 
■  Winter.    Much valuable appa- 
l to the laboratories.    During 
the past year 1 g has been completely redecorated and 
original donor.    Its 
■  • '■'! b) the erection of 
• lifihting pli 
v. in addition to the Principals office, 
Do
*
n
* society halls of the Academy, 
Ai4demx     f,r wnjcn   . plated, contains the 
! ■■ asurer, the President's 
departments of English and 
' hapel.   It 1-"i Oakland pressed brick 
high above the basement. 
Dr. W. Hi ward Uoanc. 
VI. building, erected for 
Burton M.n rdson College, in 1888.    The intc- 
tful and homelike in 
During  the  past 
ivi   been installed on 
• 
v
" King Hall ■   : si a later dale, to provide 
K,n
" "*" bool, and con- 
•'        I he  r.»,ms are of 
into corridors sur- 
irt.   The lavatories hive In en renewed 
I. M :" t,!' I  irton Hall, described above, 
vl
" of ShepardaoB  College, 
Dunn* run      living on the I ollege grounds, except those in the 
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IX. 
Coniervn- 
tory 
Building. 
Club House, lake their meals in the Dining Hall, a bright, 
spacious room, fully equipped for its purposes ami easily accessi- 
ble to the two Halls above described, and the smaller cottages 
as well. 
This  is the gift  of  Professor and   Mrs.   A.   V. 
Thresher, and is located on Cherry Strict, opposite 
the iquare occupied by the buildings last described. 
It is devoted entirely to the Conservatory of Music. 
and contains fifteen rooms for instruction and practice. 
X. The Recital Hall stands on Cherry Street, by the 
Recite! Hull, side of the Conservatory building. It is furnished 
with opera chairs and has a raised lloor, giving each spectator 
an uninterrupted view of the stage. The Stage is equipped with 
raiseil platform, has seating capacity for a chorus of seventy-five 
voices, and is furnished with Steinwav concert grand and parlor 
grand pianos anil a pipe organ, the gift of Dr. Doane. 
XI. The new apparatus for heating and lighting from 
Th*  Hating     a central station has now been extended to all the 
University buildings. The plant is divided into two 
pan-, the boiler room, which lies just to the cast of 
the Young Men's Christian Association building, on a some- 
what lower level, and the machinery room, which lies beneath the 
eastern end of that building. The boiler room is now supplied 
with three one hundred horse power horizontal-tubular boilers, 
of the Atlas make, with room for a fourth if any future exten- 
sion of the University demands it. At present, but two are 
needed in operation at any one time. Coal, gas, or both simulta- 
neously may be used as fuel. The smoke is conducted by an 
underground smoke-duct to an eighty foot stack situated back 
of the dormitories on College Hill, giving a total elevation from 
the grate bars to top of stack of more than two hundred feet, 
and thus securing a strong draft. Auxiliary to the boilers are 
two Stilwell-Rierce and Smith-V'aile 6x4x6 duplex boiler- 
feed pumps which may he used either to supply the boilers or to 
distribute hot water to the lavatories in the various buildings. 
The water for the latter purpose is supplied from a heater mounted 
over one of the large boilers.   Two Laidlaw-Dunn-Gordon duplex 
»nd   Lighting 
Plant. 
lti MH1S0M   ivnostn 
pumps, 12 X 10 X 18, situated in the machinery room, circulate 
the water i"r heating jttir^x -ses throughout all the buildings of the 
University, and also the Baptist church building, Hut one of 
these is needed at a time, to that there is no 'lander of a failure 
of heat through accident to any part of the machinery. There 
are all r use of the exhaust steam from the engines, 
? live steam when the engines are not in motion.    The water 
maj be heati    • tl tl        \< r« direct!) or by the use of ex- 
haust sti  ••■    The lime is ren fi m the water before it enters 
the ' e of s Stilwell-Bierct ami Smith-Vaile feed- 
water heater and purifier    The plant now carries 44,000 feet of 
greater service as the growth 
■ - it.   The lighting apparatus consists 
generator, direct-connected to a 
Go hoi one 75 Kilo-Watt Thresher gen- 
ted to a Russell engine of no horse power. 
The I lyof !-'■>'. ghts, the former of 720.   These 
ghl t" all tin- (,'niversit)   buildings, ami electric current 
to the ' . for experimental purp 
XII. ling for the Young Men's Christian 
CUvduid \j< .       partly in use 
and tl unfinished will In- completed 
at an mnasium floor occupies the east 
gallery and running track above.   On 
in the west end, are the lavatories, baths, and lock- 
ers, witl I, lined with the best quality 
1
 I   »'l  till level with the gallery of the 
■ voted  to the work of the 
iToung Met tion.   On the upper floor of the 
f the building are two halls for the use of the 
The building lies l>etween  the 
!    the  village, easily  accessible   from either, and 
 ■'arks an important epoch in the social and reli- 
f the Univei   •     The more systematic physical train* 
ing which tin- 1 I the building render possible, under 
.1!  Dire-, tnr,  is expected to 
verj  important factor in maintaining the health and 
(i VHM   HEATING AMI LIGHTING V\ 
*jm 
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vigor of the student body, and consequently in  improving the 
standard of scholastic work. 
LIBRARY PRIVILEGES. 
The University Library is open under liberal regulation to 
the Faculties and students of all departments, and its contents 
are classified and arranged according to the Dewey system, thus 
enabling the reader to ascertain the resources of the Library on 
any given subject in the shortest possible time. Through the 
kindness of the Society of the Alumni many valuable additions 
of historical works have been made during the past year. 
Aside from the general library there is also in Iiarncy Me- 
morial Hall a large collection of special scientific literature, in- 
cluding sets of the publications of Scientific Societies in all parts 
<>f the civilized world, and files of many scientific periodicals, 
American and Foreign. The Marsh Memorial Library, in King 
Hall, founded by Dr. and Mrs. Shepardson in memory of their 
daughter, Mrs. Lide Shepardson Marsh, furnishes a valuable 
collection of books for missionary and Bible study. A special 
collection of works on music is accessible to students in music 
at the Conservatory building. 
SCICNTiriC  PUBLICATIONS. 
The "Bulletin of the Scientific Laboratories," published by 
the scientific departments under the auspices of the "Denison 
Scientific Association," affords an opportunity for the publication 
of original work by students and instructors in the several de- 
partments. 
The "Journal of Comparative Neurology and Psychology" 
is published bi-monthly, and affords an avenue of publication 
for the researches conducted in the neurological laboratory. It 
has the support and co-operation of distinguished specialists of 
the day, not only in America but in foreign lands where this 
important branch of scientific investigation is pursued. 
Each of these publications has a large exchange list, and the 
scientific library is rich in serial literature. 
I 
U PENISoN   (,'HIVIUITV 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
There are six literary societies maintained  in  the different 
department] of the University,— The Calliopean and Franklin, 
pen to all students  in Granvill the Ciceronian and 
Irving,    i  Doane  Academy: the Euterpean and   i'liilomathean, 
tor the yo f She] n  ( ollege.      1 hese all main- 
tain regular we< tigs, and are of great value to the lit- 
erary and s.-cial life "i the University, 
CHRISTIAN  ASSOCIATIONS. 
'llu r in the rsit)   vigoroul hranches 
■::• n   Association and the Young 
V.   men'i  I hrisl        \--    iati  n      1 h rganizationa maintain 
Study, the  Young  Men's 
• :•-      imprising the Life of 
graphy, and  New 
-• idents taking this course receive ccrti- 
11 || the MI!     i each year, and 
i under the auspice* of the 
Gu istian Assoda- 
pl Ml    of   school   life  is 
i these organizations, and the 
itting. 
MORAL AND RELIGIOUS  INFLUENCES. 
administration r»f the University, while 
and emphatically in favor of 
h da) the University assembles in the 
rvice the students in all depart* 
■■ ill -> excused for satisfactory 
reas ins. ted to attend morning and evening 
- . % h Sunday, full liberty being allowed to con- 
scientious denominational prel in selecting a place of wor- 
ship Stui med in the various Sunday Schools of 
the village, and in the Baptist Sunday School, there arc several 
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classes taught by University instructors and intended expressly 
for students. 
AIM. 
The University has long enjoyed an honorable reputation for 
thoroughness, and other excellencies of mental discipline, and 
to maintain and advance this reputation, as far as possible, is the 
constant aim of Trustees and Faculty. Every possible resource 
will be employed to develop young men and young women in the 
most successful manner, physically, intellectually, and morally. 
DIVISION or THE SCHOOL YEAR. 
The scholastic year, exclusive of the short winter and spring 
recesses, will hereafter be divided into two semesters, of eighteen 
weeks each, superseding the former division into three terms. The 
semester system admits of greater flexibility in the arrangement 
of courses and schedules than the system which it displaces, and 
it is also believed that there is a distinct gain in having but two 
general examination periods during the year, rather than three, 
as heretofore. The winter and spring vacations are continued, as 
heretofore, but new students desiring to enter for the latter part 
of the year will present themselves not at the close of one of these 
vacations, but at the opening of the second semester, which for 
the year 1905-1906 will be the 5th of February. 
REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY. 
Each semester opens with the Chapel service, on the morning 
of the day scheduled in the University calendar. No student 
once enrolled is allowed to absent himself from the University 
even temporarily without permission from the President, since 
absence from any University exercise entails serious loss. 
Punctuality at the beginning of the session is especially 
desired, as losses incurred by beginning behind one's classes can 
never be fully repaired. Although students will be admitted at any 
time, it is highly desirable that they begin their studies with the 
Fall semester. If the attendance is expected to be for but one 
semester, that is the best; if for longer, the regularity secured by 
1 
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bcninninc with tin- opening of (be ichool year, in September, 
adds great!) to the profit of the u 
Without ipecial perm ision rwise, each student is 
expected l< nol less than thirteen nor more than eighteen 
hours of wi rk in lh< class r    m per week. 
Careful record] kepi by the University officers, from 
which each student's character for punctuality a* well as for 
attainments in I can at any time !«■ ascertained.    This 
inf rmation will be fun parents 01 guardians at the end 
ler, ami at any other time, "ti application to the 
Presii 
ABSENCES 
It  ii ered thai an al I ten per cent, of the 
entir idy during any given sem- 
nt I I hi> allowance 
ice fof trivial reasons, 
and punctual attendat i  will receive due 
• of ten  pet cent  will o|>erate 
rm standing, as well as indirectly 
by  ■ work when present   Ahscnces 
from the number of eighi for each semester shall be 
treati shall  !..   given  by  the monitor 
;' en absent eight times.   For 
'•><>> tudenl shall I* regarded as sus- 
forty-eight hours he shall obtain an excuse 
i the Faculty,   Notice of such suspension is 
ItU lent s instructors. 
CLASS STANDING. 
eeps a constant record of the work of each 
l'"l to the Registrar at the close of the 
lasses the standing is indicated as fol- 
■i  student's name indicates that his 
work (or the  semester, including examination, has been excellent; 
B, that it has been fair.   The letter 1) indicates that 
the work has been tOO |»« r to receive credit until some condition. 
SWITCH limKn m   I um 1i\(. PLAXT. 
1 
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imposed by the instructor, has been fulfilled; and E indicates a 
complete failure. 
Students marked D must remove the imposed condition pre- 
vious to the beginning of the second semester thereafter, in order 
to get credit for the study in question. Students marked E in 
any study necessary to the completion of their course must take 
such study over again in class, or if that is impossible, in such 
way as the Faculty shall direct. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
A careful examination of every class, usually both oral and 
written, is held at the close of each semester. All students, 
whether candidates for degrees or not, must attend all examina- 
tions in the studies which they pursue. No student whose exam- 
ination in any study is reported "incomplete" will receive credit 
for that study until the examination has been completed, and this 
must be done within one year from the date of the original ex- 
amination. 
THE DENISON SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION. 
This society aims, in the words of its constitution: 
(a) To afford opportunity for the interchange of ideas by 
those interested in the various sciences. 
(b) To collect, record, and disseminate information bearing 
on the sciences. 
(c) To stimulate interest in local natural history and to 
preserve notes and specimens illustrating the same. 
It has been the means of much good in arousing a desire for 
original scientific investigation, and the interest in its work is 
constantly increasing. 
For information concerning the Bulletin of the Scientific 
Laboratories, published under the auspices of this association, 
address the Permanent Secretary, C. W. Chamberlain. 
THE DENISON LANGUAGE ASSOCIATION. 
This association was organized to stimulate interest in lan- 
guage study and unify the work of the various language depart- 
29 pulton umiiMiu 
ments of the University rs of the University, whether 
students i r teachers, ■ their i an w | laced upon the nwm- 
berahip roll upon i        I and no membership fee is required. 
Iti meetini ■   ikernating with tlie meet- 
ingi c i lh( Scientific A ■• i 
lift  ENGINEERING SOCIETY. 
Sociel inization compoced of 
instrui i< rs an I si meet to i li» usi papers of 
engineering structural 
e to lli<   w.rk   of the  department of 
Civi rarj are maintained, 
• •    .ill' re  the  leading 
'-"- HI effort is made to 
nstant si ring literature, 
the engineer. 
THE DENISON ORATORICAL ASSOCIATION. 
te interest in pub- 
nti il i- held each year 
the college at the 
•''" ntesta in debate 
THE DENISON ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
ftei the work in the gym- 
al culture, at once 
rhi   payment  of an 
• •      (institutes each 
entitled to all it- ptw- 
rhe association i*>s- 
•   ented by F.  P   Beaver, Esq., of 
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SPECIAL STUDY rOR HONORS. 
Any regularly classified student who has maintained an A 
rank in not less than half his work during two successive sem- 
esters of the freshman and sophomore years, and has not fallen 
below C in any single (tody, may, with the consent of the faculty, 
be enrolled as a student for Honors in some selected department 
of study. Application for such enrollment shall be made prior 
to the first of April of the Junior year. If the application be 
granted, the Professor in charge of the department selected shall 
assign work to the applicant substantially equal in amount to a 
three hour study for one college year. 
The student shall be examined on this work prior to the first 
of April of the Senior year. The examination shall be conducted 
under the direction of the Professor in charge, assisted by some 
other member of the faculty to be appointed by the President; 
ami in addition to the special assignment it shall cover in a gen- 
eral way all other work which the applicant has taken in the same 
department. If creditably passed it shall entitle the applicant to 
have his name placed upon the records of the University as having 
won Honors in this department, and the fact shall be announced 
on Commencement day and published in the annual catalogue. 
During the interval between enrollment for Honors and 
examination, the student must maintain an A rank in all work 
'lone in the department to which his special study shall belong, 
and must not fall below B in any other department. He must 
also maintain an unblemished record in deportment. 
Work done for honors must not be elementary in its character, 
■nd In no case shall it be the only work done in the department 
in which it is taken. Advanced elective courses already offered 
may be utilized as Honor courses, or special topics may be as- 
signed to suit individual cases; but in no case shall work u]>on 
which Honors are l>estowcd be counted as any part of the stu- 
dent's requirements for his baccalaureate degree. 
PRIZES. 
i. The Lewis Literary Prize Contest. Charles T. Lewis, 
I'.sq., of Toledo, offers to the Franklin and Calliopean Literary 
24 put! .      . .;rv 
Societies the I      ring prizes, i" IK- obtained b) literary contests 
daring Conn it week     Fort) dollars i i the best debater, 
thirtj at      iwent) d ;)ar~ to the best essay- 
ist, an,I tn: laimer. 
-     '' ■':.   Jam    '. I ■ .,  I fading.   This prize founda- 
tion i- f « tl e best reading    I Scripture and is open to Seniors 
and Juniors an $40 and $20 respectively. 
3. The Daniel Shefardson Bil 6 Prittt. At the 
Alumni Dinner, ) ne, 1 ma, Rev. Daniel Shepardson, l'h. D., of 
the •   ■ f $50 ..i! I %2$ respectively, 
:  ! ks   I tin- Bible,   The 
f -IM. to members of the 
In case sufficient interest 
■    ■ • trill be made perma- 
nent,    lb for tin    irrenl     n areas follows: 
1 must be upon First Samuel or Micah 
'" 
,:
' 1   pon Matthew   r(      isians in the New. 
.; 000 and ;.i»«> words, and 
late, circumstances   purpose, general 
ght, and the great 1 | the book. 
M   have a go d general college 
m rk. 
:      There mm     ■  11 lea 1 :..    I ma fide contestants, if 
■ ■ 
M be in the hands of the Committee of 
.    il ■ 
•' rifts    To the young lady who shall 
in the Senior Exhibitions, $10; 
:
   ' best, $; 
.1 prepare and deliver the best 
I ehibitk ns, $10; to the second best, $5. 
i be Rev. Charles II   Moss of Maiden, 
Ml
  rial to his  father, the late Rev. Lemuel 
Moss, D. D-, sprij -  5 t,. that student for the ministry who 
shall prepare and deliver the best ..ration upon a subject related 
I ull conditions  of  this prize  may be 
tig to the head of the Department of English. 
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6. Athletic Pri;es. A number of prizes are awarded for 
excellence in certain sports and athletic exercises of Field Day. 
PRIZES   AWARDED   IN JUNE.   I9M- 
Tht Lewis Contest: Debate, \V. E. Wickenden, Franklin; 
Oration, J. S. West. Calliopean; Fssay, G. C. Crippen, Frank- 
lin; Declamation, J. W. Stonier, Franklin. 
I'll,- Samson Talbot Prize Reading: First prize, R. E. 
Brown; second prize, II. J. Skipp, 
The Shepardson liiblr Hook Prizes: First prize, W. E. 
Wickenden; second prize, F. S. La Rue. 
SCHOLARSHIP TUNDS. 
For deserving students in need of assistance the University 
has at its disposal the annual income of the following funds: 
i. The Mary K. Monroe Fund, $30,000. The income of 
this fund is available for ministerial students in Granville College, 
anil in the Theological Seminaries after graduation from Gran- 
vlle College. 
2. The King Scholarship Endowment, of $12,000, for the 
aid of young ladies in Shepardson College. 
3. The Ebenezer Thresher Fund, of $10,000, for the aid of 
young men in Granville College. 
4. The M. E. Gray Fund, of $5,000, for the aid of minis- 
terial students in Granville College. 
5. The David and Jane Harpster Fund, of $1,500, available 
for students in Granville College and Doane Academy. 
6. The David Thatcher fund, $1,500, available for minis- 
terial students in Granville College and Doane Academy. 
7. The Mary Arnold Stevens Fund, of $500, for students 
in Granville College or Doane Academy. 
8. The Shepardson Scholarship, income of $1,000, for stu- 
dents in Shepardson College. 
9. The Luse Scholarship, income of $1,000, for students 
in Shepardson College. 
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io.   The Bostwick Set* larahip of $1,000, established by A. 
I". and A. A. B lie, 1 >hk>. 
11. The Griswold Sch larships, the income of $5,000, the 
gift of tl I Warren, I Ihio, 
u.   Tin Maria Theresa Barney Fund, from which the I'rcs 
1    varying amount at Ins disposal each 
year to U retii n,  without interest. 
13. - iety haa ai its ilis(>osal 
fr. 1 tuition iriei to the numlier of 
:    ■      f 1          iry. 
14. the President of the 
L"ni\ . number ol students 
I m 
15. A I :i the early day* 
.  the original pur- 
■ • 
I   :n all relations 
if these .schol- 
l( 1 upon to render a 
:'. never to an 
.    itudies. 
open 10 min- 
■ an, Educational Sec- 
•   •  studying; for 
•  vi rsity, 
riRST DECREES. 
Ph. B., are .inferred upon 
tory exam- 
■    ■ 
red to |.a> the treasurer 
r        dollars, u early 
■ 1   1 
to an)   candidate  therefor 
ter >.f tl„- Senior year 
M)   «i.rk of the 
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SECOND DEGREES. 
The usual second degree is conferred on completion of grad- 
uate courses of study. After the admission of a student to a 
graduate course a committee of three from the Faculty shall 
supervise his work. Undergraduates who have advanced stand- 
ing may take work toward a second degree, but not more than 
two-thirds of a year of such work may be taken previous to 
graduation. 
Resident students in graduate courses are subject to the 
same tuition, incidental and laboratory fees a* others. Non- 
resident candidates for second degrees are required to pay the 
same gross amount of tuition fees as resident candidates for the 
same degrees. The diploma fee for all advanced degrees is ten 
dollars. The particular requirement* for the several degrees arc 
as follows: 
TOR THE DECREE Or A. M. AND  M. S. 
i.   RESIDENT GRADUATES.—The candidate for either of these 
degrees shall study in this University one year under the direction 
of the Faculty. Recitations and examinations shall be appointed 
by the several instructors. Any instructor may require a thesis 
on the subject taught by him, and allow it to take the place of 
as much work in that study (not to exceed two-thirds of a year) 
as to him may seem good. The candidate shall with the approval 
of the Faculty, select from the following list one study as a main 
study, and shall pursue it throughout the year: 
1. One language other than Fnglish. 
2. Mathematics. 
3. 1'hilosophy. 
4. Science. 
lie shall also, with the approval of the Faculty, select each 
semester two minor studies. 
Minima.— A candidate for the degree of A. M. must take 
the equivalent of a three hour course through one semester in 
each of the following subjects:   (a) drcck or Latin, (ft) a mod- 
KB KMMOM  (MVUMIV 
era language   Ihei than English, i.-1 history, [d)  English liter- 
ature 
The minimum of required itudies leading to the degree of 
M   S  shall be as I ill  iri 
A complete year in some one physical silence and two-thirds 
ol ;i year of ; hj lical science in addition. 
Minima for I'h  M  will be determined by the Faculty. 
N   ■ Ri siw M ' IRADI ins — The candidate shall study 
two years under the dil f the Faculty.    He shall he exam- 
ined .11 the first year, and shall present a satisfactory 
thesis at the end of the second year    Recognizing the tmsatis- 
tions under which non-resident work fur a degree 
must !-■ done, the University does not advise it unless the cir- 
exce] tional. 
are not granted b) the University. 
THE  MEDICAL   PREPARATORY COURSE. 
The •■■ includes the subjects recommended by 
al Colle) ipective medical stu- 
ffered in the biological de- 
-   as   may  desire   to   secure  advanced 
It is now  recognized that the 
titior in the  medical profession makes 
preparation and that college graduates 
iccesi titan others.   To accom- 
• ■•■•!•     lesire to lav the broadeat possible 
:     l year  if graduate work is offered lead- 
in8 ' Master ol Science and presenting advanced 
■   anatomy,   histology,   neurology,   botany, 
try and ph) 
THE SEPARATE DEPARTMENTS. 
I.   CRANVILLE COLLEGE. 
HISTORICAL  STATEMENT. 
The name "Gnnville College" was the official designation 
of the school now known as Dcnison University, for about ten 
years previous to the adoption of the present name. At various 
times during the succeeding years the rc-adoption of the name 
had been informally discussed among the friends of the institu- 
tion, but the matter had not been taken up officially. When the 
re-adjustment of the relations between Dcnison University and 
Shepardson College came liefore the Board, the necessity for 
some separate designation for that department of the University 
which has to do with the instruction of young men in the four 
college classes led inevitably to the revival of the old name, 
Granvillt College. Wherever this term is used, then, the reader 
will understand that it refers to the department of collegiate 
instruction for young men, as distinguished from the departments 
dealing with the collegiate instruction of young women, prepara- 
tory instruction, etc. 
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rACULTY or GRANVILLE COLLEGE. 
EM( IRY W, HUNT.. D  I). LL. D.. 
InltlUetmol J«J  Moral   I'hifosophy. 
Ji «N I-. G1LPATRICK, A. M., PH. D.. 
.l/jj/ii'mj,'!, j 
RICH \KI> S. I I iLVVELL, I). D.. 
Ike  Creel   Language  and  IMtrahtrt 
GEORGE F. Mi KIBBEN, A. M., 
The H nuance languages 
( HARLES I.  WILLIAMS, A. M., 
Rkft   n     ,:K.I  I '.ngUsk   I ttorahtrt, 
WILLIAM  II   JOHNS* »N, A.  M., 
-.• gui...' J«IJ IMtntura. 
•     |    DSON HERRICK, M. S. I'M   D., 
'      ■ 
I LARK V.. ( II VMBERLAIN, A   i:. 
' ' 1'iiifry 
WILLIS A. CHAMBERLIN, A. M., 
term :•■ Language 
VR] I - !    GO IDELL, A. M.. 
• 
L.NK I  VRNEY   A   B 
■ 
HIKMA   i:   i R \-K. C. E., 
STK KNEY, A. NL. 
HARRIE1   M   BARKER, A. M . 
Hillary a/ .In 
BL'NYAN SPENl ER, A. M.. 
NLI.J.II". \. Mi »NTG< IMERY, A 
i-i.'i 
.1' ISEPH W  IN" I . A. M„ 
Chemtltiy 
ADAH T.  ECKERT, 
l I i ution 
IK \NK \\   STAN rON, A. B., 
Physical Training. 
B.. 
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CONDITIONS Or ADMISSION. 
Regularly authenticated graduates of Doane Academy are 
admitted to the Freshman Class without further examination. 
The graduate* of certain approved High Schools arc credited 
with their certified High School work without examination, sa 
far as such work coincides with the entrance requirements of the 
University. 
For candidates prepared elsewhere, examinations for admis- 
sion to the College classes will he held on the day preceding the 
beginning of the Fall term, at 9 A. M.    (See Calendar). 
ENTRANCE IBQUISBMKNTS. 
FOR IIIK CLASSICAL COURSE the requirements are: Latin.— 
Four Hooks of Cisar's (iallic War, seven orations of Cicero, and 
six Hooks of Virgil's ^Encid. It is assumed that the reading of 
these texts is preceded by the study of the Beginner's Book and 
1 irammtx, and that the work in Csesar and Cicero is accompanied 
by suitable exercises in Prose Composition. Greek.— Grammar 
and First Lessons; four hooks of Xenophon's Anabasis, accom- 
panied by exercises in Greek I'rose Composition. English.— In 
addition to the work in English usually done in the Grammar 
grade of the Public Schools, the applicant must be prepared for 
examination in the following subjects: Principles of English 
Composition; Rhetoric (two terms): English Classics, substan- 
tially the amount required by the New England Association, 
which for 1905 is as follows: Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice 
and Julius Cesar, the Sir Roger l)e Coverly Papers, Goldsmith's 
Vicar of Wakcficld, Coleridge's Ancient Mariner, Scott's [van- 
hoe. ( arlvle's Essay on Burns, Tennyson's Princess, Lowell's 
\ ision of Sir I.aunfal. and George Eliot's Silas Mamer. Mathe- 
matiet.— Algebra, through (Quadratics; Plane, Solid and Spher- 
ical Geometry. History.— History of the United States and one 
year Of General History.   Science.— Elementary Physics. 
FOR THE SCIENTIFIC COI.KSE. English, Mathematics and 
History,  the  same as  in the Classical Course,  just described. 
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Latin.— Tin- work is the same as described ibove for the Classical 
Course, but one year of work in either Greek, German or French 
ma)  be -   i substitute (or the last year of preparatory 
Latin.    Science.—The equivalent of eight terms of science of 
weeks each must be presenti ws:    Physics, with 
thirty-six  weeks;  Chemistry,  with  lal>oratory 
wi rk, - weeks; and three terms' work selected from 
ving:    Botany, with laboratory  or field  work, 
;..  with  laboratorj   work  or field   work, 
twehn weeks; Elementary 
gy, with not less 
than  fiftj ratory  work,  twelve  weeks;  Mechanical 
mpanied by acceptable plates, certified by the 
  
■in  PIIILOSOPHII M Cot RSE:   English, Latin, History 
■   the i lassi al Course, described above. 
Si ence, as in the Scientific Course, 
\ more del requir menu may be gained 
suiting the ta latement of co irses in I loane Academy, 
will be found by consulting the general index, under the 
Fair equivalents  for any of  the 
I        use be accepted.     Candidates for 
: evidence of good moral character, and 
another college must bring proof of regular dismission. 
' Ml       Ul ccupies four years. 
N Cl KIMS BitANi His —Students often apply 
fur admissii n to the regular i lasses, who are behind those classes 
If tudenti >how ability, all possible astiat- 
•'""    -   
r
'  "'
:
' '■ ;,i'"i in compassing their purpose.   It is some- 
trj for them to secure private instruction 
for a short  time; but this may he obtained at very reasonable 
' 
Si!
 CAKDIDATM rot A DBGUB.— Students who 
I for I degree may lie admitted 
to the College, provided the)  give satisfactory evidence to the 
_ 
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Faculty that they can profitably pursue the studies which they 
may select. 
GENUAL REQUIBEMBNTS FOR GRADUATION.— In estimating 
the credits for the baccalaureate degrees the unit adopted is one 
hour a week of lecture or recitation or two hours a week of labor 
atory work, through one semester. One hundred and twenty- 
fi ir such units arc necessary to the completion of any course of 
study leading to a degree. Ordinarily, it is expected that the 
student will complete sixteen such units each semester, and no 
ill will be permitted to elect studies aggregating more than 
eighteen or less than thirteen units a semester without special 
permission from the Faculty. 
DISMISSION. 
Student) leaving before the close of a term will not be re- 
rarded U having honorably terminated their connection with the 
1 'niversity unless regularly dismissed by the President. 
SPECIAL STUDIES. 
Penmanship, Stenography and Elocution are taught by com- 
petent instructors. Charges for these courses, for the present, 
"ill IK- extra. 
EXPENSES. 
It is believed that a thorough and complete collegiate educa- 
tion can lie obtained as cheaply here as in any other college in the 
luntry.   The following is an estimate of some of the more prom- 
inent itetni of expense.* 
Tuition      $-'"   each    semester         ....                    . $40 00 
Room run in the Dormitories, including light and heat, $17 SO 
to $_':, IMI each semester, according to location             $^ (K) to 50 00 
Gymnasium  Fee, $."> each semester  10 00 
Incidentals, $2.80 each  semester 5 00 
•y   Fee, $1.50 each   semester  3 00 
Books              12 00 
I. M week* at $2 per week  "8 00 W»»hing  12 00 
Sundries       .......... 10 00 
Total $205 to $220 
*<<n*nli   in- (rtnerft! Indei   for   reference to expense* in other department*. 
:w \   '  M1VEISITV 
Matriculation   Fees are  as   follows:    Freshman  Class. SJ; 
re. $3            •   • | -   •    r, $5; Electives, $a 
For  the  Laboratory • ■  ted  with  certain   scientific 
i, see the statement! I the various scientific departments, 
in tin 
Registi For registrations made the 
first da) fee is remitted, i"r second day, one- 
half thi 
ial examination, 
$a to $2.50 per week; in families, 
$3 ' r board   osts over $a |x-r week must l>c 
■tudents reduce their ex- 
■ 
irity for their pay- 
thi beginning of each semester, 
take theii placi - in their 1 lassi -    No charge for 
ill be i"r less than half a 
DORMITORY   fURNISHlNG. 
lormitoriei are expected to 
thei toilet appli- 
g table the college 
lead, mattress,  dresser, 
table and      lirs) lights the rooms with electric 
means of hot water radiators.   The liv- 
1 1 lavatories, on the same 
provided, with hoi and cold water. 
Ilegi  buildings must have their 
•   and I*  - ibjecl to the general reg- 
■ 
'   expense!   I a   tudenl for a year, exclu- 
Ig,   ran..,.   ,>,,.„   $_„„,   ,,,   $_,-„    a,„| 
portion of this by private earnings 
pear. 
STATEMENT OF WORK IN THE VARIOUS 
DEPARTMENTS. 
INTELLECTUAL AND MORAL  PHILOSOPHY. 
PRESIDENT  HUNT. 
ASSOCIATE SPENCER. 
The work in this department comprises four hours a week 
during ihe first semester of the Junior year anil five hours 
throughout the Senior year. The method of work is almost ex- 
clusively by lext-hook and recitation, with theses upon assigned 
topics. Attention is not confined to a single text-hook, however, 
hut care is taken lo give the students an introduction to the hest 
literature of the subject. 
I lie pur|M>se held constantly in view is not to secure the 
acceptance of any special theory, but to guide the student in 
framing his own theory. Emphasis is laid upon the importance 
of the analytic method in mastering the discussion of philosoph- 
ical subjects, 
Careful attention is devoted to Deductive Logic, and the most 
helpful systems of symbols and diagrams are introduced. 
In teaching Inductive I-ogic, the most recent development* 
are investigated, and the whole subject is treated not so much 
SI .1 svslem of mere mental gymnastic* as a method of practical 
training  for philosophical,  scientific and  judicial   investigations. 
In Psychology, the final appeal is made to consciousness, 
while recognition is given to the results of psychological experi- 
ment. 
In Ethics, the methods and conclusions of the evolutionary 
■chool are passed in review. Especial attention is given to the 
analysis of conscience, ami to the principles in accordance with 
which the character of acts must lie determined. 
In Christian Evidences, Christian truth is examined with 
lal reference to the ohjections which it has to meet lo day. 
90 DtNisoN vHirnuTv 
The work is given in three courses 
i.   Lope.— Deductive  ami  Inductive.    Junior  year,  first 
nester,   I .ir hours. Tuesday   excepted,  it   A.  M.    Associate 
>.'> Senior   year,   first    semester,    until 
Five hours, 11 A. M. 
'!'i     Hist   ■ phy — Seiner  year,  first   semester, 
ring recesi to the end.   Five hours, n A. M. 
.<■     i'.'1 Senior   ^car.  second   semester,   until  the 
ss.   Five hi ir-. 1  A. M. 
in Evidences.— Senior year, second 
is)   the end.   Five hours, II  \. M. 
are all req lired of candidates tor the various 
legrcet   • nferred by the University. 
MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY. 
M.i \ihj< K. 
i.   Algebra.— D neni of Functions; Convergency of 
■ f Logarithm    Permutations and Combinations; 
per week, Friday excepted. 
r, Iwo sections, 7:40 and 8:.(o A. M. 
Plane and Spherical.— Freshman year, 
Monday and Tuesday, two sections, ^^o and 
■   .    '. M, 
.V    Analytu   ■■■   merry.—Sophomore   year,   first   semester, 
Frida) excepted, 11 A. M. 
4- Calculus.— Sophomore year, second semes- 
ccepted, 11 A  M. 
5.    Integral Calculus.— Junior   year,   first   .semester,   four 
hours 1 riday exci pted, io A. M. 
"     Teachei    1   urse in Algebra and Geometry.—Open to 
:-.   Second semester, Wednesday and Trrars- 
s   ...  •.    M 
' ourtes   1   and  3 arc  required of all  students   for degrees. 
red of candidates for the degree of liachelor of 
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Science. The remaining courses are not required as prerequisite 
to graduation, but most of them are required as prerequisite to 
advanced courses in the various scientific departments. All 
courses not indicated as required are open as electives to students 
who have had sufficient preparation, in the judgment of the in- 
structor, but courses I to 6 must be taken in regular numerical 
order. 
Astronomy:— 
i. General Astronomy.— Open as an elective to Juniors 
and Seniors in all courses. Second semester, Monday, Tuesday 
and Wednesday, 10 A. M. 
GREEK. 
PROFESSOR COI.WELL, 
The following courses are offered: 
1. (u) Lysias.— Selected orations, with history of Athens 
tinder the Thirty Tyrants and the Restoration of the Democracy, 
(ft) Thucydides.— Selections, with history of the Peloponne- 
•ian War. Reading at sight from Lysias, Lucian, and the New 
Testament. Preshman year, first semester, four hours, Wednes- 
day excepted, to A. M, 
2. (a) Thucydides.— Continuation of course I. (ft) llo- 
*•"■•—Selections from the Iliad, with sight reading from the 
' Idyssev. Freshman year, second semester, four hours, Wednes- 
day excepted, IO A. M. 
3. (a) Demosthenes.— Selected orations, usually the Phil- 
ippics and Olynthiacs. (6) Herodotus.—Selections. Sight read- 
ing from Demosthenes, Herodotus, Diodorus Sicuius, Xenophon. 
and the New Testament. Sophomore year, first semester, four 
hours, Wednesday excepted, 7:40 A. M. 
4- (a) Herodotus.— Continuation of course 3. (ft) Plato 
—The Apology and Crito, with selections from the Phaedo. Sight 
reading from the Memorabilia of Xenophon. Sophomore year, 
MCOnd semester, four hours, Wednesday excepted, 7:40 A. M. 
Courses 1-4 are required of all candidates for the degree of 
88 '.■} WIBOM i KivnstTV 
: ■ I   \r>. ami ci candidates for the degree of liachelor 
oi Philosophy who make Greek iheir major language. 
5 Tragedy — Aeschylus, Sophocles, or Euripides. Elec- 
live i r ihi M who have a mpleted courses 1-4. First semester, 
four hours, VVednesdaj excepted, f:4" A. M. 
6. I lective for those who have completed 
I     -    rid   semester,    ruesday,   Thursday,   Friday, 
B .    \. M. 
foment.— Elective   for  those   who   have   had 
:     Secoi iter,  Tuesday,   Thursday,   Friday, 
1 .;■   I'. M. 
ROMANCE   LANGUAGES 
SSOR   UCKIBI 
Tl   rtunity  '•(  studying   French, 
11 Th<- acquisition of a read- 
ing kn foreign language; 121 linguistic training; 
01 1.'ii literature ami life. 
! includes the following features:  Sim- 
[ grammar and translation; gradual advance 
the old; the mastery of 
lifying examples found in the texts 
' ' ■ . applicants fur the degree 
1
 I Ba h< lor ol Vrti ire required to take at least course 1.   For 
nes 1 anil 3 arc required. 
' ''"   
:
 ■ " •    '  '■'■■ ■■■'■■ '    * Philosophy, students who choose 
I rench as theii major language upon entrance must take courses 
1 and .(. an.! .11 least two i,,Ur hour ''r„irsi.s in addition.    Aside 
requirements tin- various courses are open as elcctives 
all di partmenu, with courses 1 and 3 in order prere- 
'l"iS1'' ' • the advanced courses 
' ■  forms, translation, written exercises.    Fra- 
air'l French Orammar. with 40 paCes of simple trans- 
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' lation. A course for beginners. Freshman year, firs! semester, 
four hours, Wednesday excepted, two sections, 8:40 A. M. and 
1:30 I'. M. 
2. Scientific French.— Foncin's he Pays de France. First 
semester, Wednesday, 8:40 A. M. 
3. Continuation of the work of course I. Grammar, with 
written and oral work in composition. Translation of 150 pages 
of prose and verse. Freshman year, second semester, four hours, 
Wednesday excepted, two sections, 8:40 A. M. and  1:30 P. M. 
4. Scientific French.— Foncin's I,e Pays de Prance, con- 
tinued from course 2.   Second semester, Wednesday, 8:40 A. M. 
5. Grammar reviewed, with exercises and dictation. Sev- 
enteenth century prose, and Racine's plays. Sophomore year, 
first semester, four hours, Wednesday excepted, 10 A. M. 
6. Scientific French.— Howen's Reader. F'irst semester, 
Wednesday, 10 A. M. 
7. Review of Grammar, forms and syntax, with composi- 
tion. Nineteenth century prose and poetry. Sophomore year, 
second semester, four hours, Wednesday excepted, 10 A. M. 
8. Scientific French.— Howen's Reader. Second semester, 
Wednesday, 10 A. M. 
9. Grammar review continued, with composition. Readings 
from Chateaubriand. First semester, Thursday and Friday, 
2:30 V. M. 
10. Composition and dictation. Two dramas of Victor 
Hugo and Rostand. Second semester, Thursday and Friday, 
-•:,io P, M. 
Italian.— 
1. Grnndgent's Grammar and Bowen's Reader. Trose and 
vcr>e of the Risorgimento. Outline of the history of Italian Lit- 
erature. The forms of the language are learned and practiced 
m exercises, written and oral, and in translation. Elective in all 
courses. Second semester, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 
2 !30 P M. 
Spanish.— 
I.    Ramsey's  Grammar  and  Reader.     The  forms of  the 
K> ■ 
language are learned and practiced in written an.! oral exerciaei 
aiul in translation.    Recent pi Sight reading of 
business nee.   < Ipen ai i I lents in all 
! :r-t  lemester,  Monday,  Tuesda)  and   Wednesday, 
2:30 P, M. 
The coun Its ian, while intended a* ilec- 
tives fot •   may be taken bj an) wh .. in tli<' jmlg- 
ment of In*  irr\ them with pr 
COURSES   IN   ZOOLOGY. 
HI RRII K. 
i-   '■ ' ntl) by the 
kn  un a, Itotany 
1.   It i _        ■ elementar]  general principle* 
1 ee, $2.00 
' ■ . ■    1    laborai iry work 
7 I I 
during the first 
Offered to men only.   Theae 
••■ invited t" 
■    ilated in the 
passing tlip final 
n lit. 
1 •'    ' leBZ 1   Two hour* 
-  / ology)  and one 
Tl •  K ond Mtnester »iil 
•  ins adapted 
■    tudenti    Fee, Ja.oo for each 
Friday, lal* 
I  ;     A'edi 
boratory - 140 
' ■   ■■'    ';   ' '  iy—Prerequisite.   Z4.     Tl,,,   conrae 
and a portion of special histology (vas- 
' '   '   '
]
 ■ ■ lemeatei    Fee, $3.00.   Two ■ d recitation! ed on S on  bzymonowii /' IIU10I- 
10; and two hours' laboratory, 
Wednesda) and  fhursday, 1:30 to 3:3a 
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6. Histology.— Prerequisite Z 5.   Special histology (chiefly 
■ ai  hnology), exclusive of the nervous system.   Second sem- 
Fcc, $3.00. Lectures Tuesday and Friday at 10, labora- 
tory, Wednesday and Thursday, i :.v> to 2:30. Given in alternate 
years w: t li course ~.   Not offered in 1906. 
7. Xenrology,— Prerequisite, '/. 5. A brief review of the 
comparative anatomy of the nervous system 1- followed b) a more 
thorough study of the gross and minute anatomy of the human 
a n, for which abundant laboratory material is provided.   Sec- 
semester.   Fee, $3.00.   Lectures Tuesday and Friday ?t 10. 
ratory Wednesday and Thursday, 1 130 to 3:30.   Given in 
rnati   years with course 6, 
8. Embryology.— Prerequisite '/. 5.    First semester.    Fee, 
Lectures Wednesday ami Thursday at 10, laboratory Tues- 
and Friday, 1 130 to 3:3a 
';    Comparative Psychology.— Prerequisite Z 4.   Two lec- 
tures and one laboratory or seminary period in the second sem- 
Lcctures Wednesday and Thursday at  to, laboratory or 
an   I uesday, 1 :,(o to ,5:30.   Not offered in 1905, 
Admission to the class will be limited at the option of the 
rutor. preference being given to students who have had ad- 
1 ■! work in zoology and general psychology (Ph. 2). 
Veurology.— Prerequisite Z 4.    Devoted to the struc- 
I i!,< sense organs and to the general physiologv of the ncr- 
is system, including practice in taking reaction times ami the 
cr methods of physiological psychology.   Second semester, 
res Wednesday and Thursday at  10. laboratory, Tuesday, 
t(  3:3°'   A second laboratory period maj be taken and addi- 
1 n .In allowed, 
1 ourses *i and 10 will not hoth he given the same year, or 
•ll ma)   he omitted. 
1.'.    Ornithology,— A course in the natural history and clas- 
ation of mir native birds, given by Professor Stickney.   Sat- 
forenoons in the second semester.    Two hours credit. 
13.   Advanced Zoology.— A course on specially assigned 
ems designed as an Introduction to research,   Primarllj for 
! 
•I.'L «i    l.*r..-» \!on 
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6. Histology.— Prerequisite Z 5. Special histology (chiefly 
splanchnology), exclusive of the nervous system. Second sem- 
ester. Fee, $3.00. Lectures Tuesday and Friday at 10, labora- 
tory, Wednesday and Thursday, 1 -.30 to 2:30. Given in alternate 
years with course 7.   Not offered in 1906. 
7. Neurology.— Prerequisite, Z 5. A brief review of the 
comparative anatomy of the nervous system is followed by a more 
thorough study of the gross and minute anatomy of the human 
brain, for which abundant laboratory material is provided. Sec- 
ond semester. Fee, $3.00. Lectures Tuesday and Friday at 10, 
laboratory Wednesday and Thursday, 1 30 to 3 :30. Given in 
alternate years with course 6. 
8. Embryology.— Prerequisite Z 5. First semester. Fee, 
S3.00. Lectures Wednesday and Thursday at 10, laboratory Tues- 
day and Friday, 1130 to 3:3c 
9. Comparative Psychology.— Prerequisite Z 4. Two lee- 
turcs and one laboratory or seminary period in the second sem- 
ester. Lectures Wednesday and Thursday at 10, laboratory or 
seminary Tuesday, 1130 to 3 130.   Not offered in 1905. 
Admission to the class will be limited at the option of the 
instructor, preference being given to students who have had ad- 
vanced work in zoology and general psychology (Ph. 2). 
10. Neurology.— Prerequisite Z 4. Devoted to the struc- 
ture- (if tin. sense organs and to the general physiology of the ner- 
vous system, including practice in taking reaction times and the 
simpler methods of physiological psychology. Second semester. 
I-cctures Wednesday and Thursday at 10, laboratory, Tuesday, 
1:3° to 3:3a A second laboratory period may be taken and addi- 
tional credit allowed. 
Courses 9 and 10 will not both be given the same year, or 
lioth may be omitted. 
12. Ornithology.— A course in the natural history and clas- 
sification of our native birds, given by Professor Stickney. Sat- 
urday forenoons in the second semester.   Two hours credit. 
13. Advanced Zoology.— A course on specially assigned 
problems designed as an introduction to research.    Primarily for 
I 
S   :  N IVUSITY 
graduate students and open for undergraduate election only  in 
■ -    il lurs and crediti arranged individually. 
RHETORIC AND ENGLISH   LITERATURE. 
PROFESSOR   « Ml I \M> 
"   •■ IIKRV. 
Throughout the course, which extends over four years, the 
itudy of Rhel pursued In combination with the study of 
ire, Antericai Instruction ii given by text 
from the teacher   Themes are required from 
ginning to thi Students are made ac- 
f liti rarj criticism, and are encour- 
. ■:.• appreciation ol the best thai lia» been 
mon to the present time. 
^ numbei i ai      (fered   luring tlie Junior and Senior 
■ •    l   las: are required t" appear 
the Winter,  the gentlemen  with 
•       ■      - 
an given: 
ind American Literature.— Gemma's 
rincifles of Rhetoric and Pattee's American Litera- 
ti   the  Freshman   year,   Monday 
P. M. 
tA Literature.— Beginnings of English Liter- 
it and  Knights  Tale  I Carpenter's 
ITiei .-• r  ( ami, Book I (Kitchen's edition i and Notes 
more yeai   first and  second 
n A. M. 
:
. ■'■     Thayer'i Best EHsabethan Plays 
•than Literature.    Junior year, first semester, 
II A   M. 
'••■•■■ Notes and WmdMtter'i Primeipk* 
of Literary ( nttcim Representative authors fro,,, Milton to 
1
 '■'"»- second lemester, four noun Friday ex- 
M A   M ' 
an 
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7. Rhetoric.— Essays and Orations. Senior year, first Km- 
ester, Wednesday, 7:40 A. M. 
X. Anglo - Saxon. — Sweet's Anglo - Saxon Primer and 
Bright'! Anglo-Saxon Reader. First semester, four hours, Wed- 
nesday exceptcd, 7:40 A. M.    Miss Montgomery. 
(). Elizabethan Literature.— Based on Professor Saints- 
bury "s book.    Second semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 10 A. M. 
\ii~- Montgomery, 
10. The English Novel.— Stoddard's Evolution of the Eng- 
lish Novel. Second semester, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 
10 A. M.    Miss Montgomery. 
11    English  Literature.— Authors of the last  half of the 
Nineteenth  Century.    First  semester,  Tuesday  and  Thursday, 
10 A, M. 
12. Shakespeare.— Prerequisite, course 5. First semester, 
Wednesday and Friday, 10 A. M. 
13. Later American Writer*.— Second semester, Wednes- 
day and Friday. 10 A. M. 
14. Poetics.— Gummerc's Poetics, and Whitcford's Anlhol- 
ogy of English Poetry. This course is designed to give a tech- 
nical knowledge of poetry and to develop an appreciation of the 
English ("lassies. First semester, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 
10 A. M.    Miss Montgomery. 
IS- The Short Story.— Study of the technique of the short 
Mory; critical analysis of the best modern writers and original 
work. First semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 10 A. M. Miss 
Montgomery. 
< ourscs 1-7 are required of all candidates for degrees.    The 
n 'naming courses are elective, and open to such students as may 
<  prepared to do the work profitably, in the judgment of the 
instructor. 
LATIN LANGUAGE AND   LITERATURE. 
I'KliFKSSOK  JOHNSON. 
Of the following courses, numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 are required 
of all applicants for the degree of Bachelor of Arts.   Applicants 
1 
iNivotsm 
for thi i ■;■!'.> who elect Latin as their 
• required I i take four semesters of work in 
i!-.i- department, f per week, beginning with courses I 
and -'.   For the remaining tw ■ lemesti r$, the itudent may select 
and 4  in        irses 5 and 6,   Aiide from this 
further interchange "t courses belonging to the re- 
phical students will l»o 
luesi ami for reasons deemed valid 
•- t..r the degree of Bachelor of 
irses 1  and 2.    Stu- 
mpteted the amount of Latin 
I such advanced work in the 
•    -' all have fitted them to pur- 
: the instructor, 
'• and De Amicitia, one to be 
ther c mpl   ed for training in 
•    •     i'>> Livy.— Books XXI-XXII, 
principles of Latin Syntax. 
exo pled.     First   semester. 
-.-.■In reading from the 
lan Poetry.    Four hours 
nd« 1:.' •!' r, 7:40 A. M. 
plays of  Plautus and one of 
• •   Drama.     Four 
■;■''■■!     I ir-i 8-40 A. M. 
;
 n of Ike Romans.—This 
:il of Quintilian, with collat- 
:
 gs of ( icero, the Epistles of 
tus     llu- relation of Greek 
• blems of Rhetoric and Crit- 
• week, Thursday excepted. 
■ •    ■   .     V  M. 
1      \ years work on the down- 
lie and ilu- establishment of the Kmpirc. 
ro»Leti rs, Tacitus and n„- younger Pliny. 
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i Ordinarily, the semesters cannot be taken separately. Four hours 
l«r week. Thursday execpted. First and second semesters, 
2:30 P, M. 
7 ami 8. / 'irgil.— A study of the poems of Virgil and their 
place in the History of Literature from points of view which can 
not be emphasized in the preparatory courses to which the subject 
1- usually confined. The two semesters are not open to election 
separately. Monday and Wednesday. First and second scm- 
esters, 1530 1'. M. 
■ 1 and 10. Latin Writing.— This work aims to secure an im- 
provement in the student's power to analyze and appreciate the 
style "f classical Latin authors. It is accompanied by the study 
of certain problems of Latin Grammar from the historical point 
of view. The two semesters are not open to election separately. 
First and second semesters,  Tuesday, 1 :30 I'. M. 
PHYSICS. 
ntonstoR <'iiAMHKM.AiN. 
INSTRITTOR   IURRKH. 
The courses in Physics are arranged for four classes of 
students, I. Applicants for the degree of R S., who are taking 
their major work in other departments. Courses 1-4 are re- 
quired. 2. Applicants for the degree of II. S., who desire to 
take their major work in Physics. Courses 1-17 are required. 
.?• Applicants for the degree of A. R, who desire to elect one 
or more courses in Physics will find courses 1-7 open to their 
election. 4. Students who desire to take a technical course in 
electrical or mechanical engineering. The best education for 
such engineers is one in which the liberal culture of a college 
■ precedes the training of the technical school, hut many 
cannot afford to spend the time required to complete IKIIII college 
and technical courses. 
'I he best technical schools require many subjects taught  in 
"liege of Liberal Arts.    A course including all the non-tech- 
nical studies of the best technical schools has been arranged for 
students who take their major work in Physics.   The successful 
46 u 
completion of this course will lit a si ntcr the third year 
of the techni and thus earn I■ - »r 11 the college and the 
technical degi se who desire to elect this pre- 
mfer with the Professor of 
Physics • - first semester of the Freak- 
. ar 
The fol    ring      irses at 
i.    Uecha —Lectures and recitations 
h's General Physics    Mathematkl 
taken at the same lime.    Required of candidates for 
tive for A   B Juniors and Seniors.   Sopho- 
mon i hursdaj. i 130 P. M. 
-     '     ■ Laboi • ry course baaed 
• precede or accompany 
-i 00   Ri |uin I of candidates for B S. degree 
i" 'hi issical Juniors and Se- 
• and Friday, 1:30-3:30 I'. M. 
.     lures and reci- 
and Beach's General Physics.    Re- 
Sophomoi      .ar;   elective for 
semester, 1 ueaday and 
M. 
I aboratory course. 
( <.ur-e ,j must pre- 
Fee $1.00    Sec nd semester, 
1'.  M. 
PI     cal   Procesaea, 
Prerequisite, a and Mathematics 
ng ih. .r major work in l'hvsics. 
lunior, first semester, Wednesday and Friday, 7:40- 
■'■< ■   1 me recitation and one lab- 
1 ;.rliart and Patterson    Pre- 
I •""l Ma'hci    •   - .(     Required of students taking 
Fee, $1.00    lunior, second sc- 
i" A. M; Thursday, 740-9:40 A. M. 
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7. Electrical Measurements. — Two laboratory exercises 
per week, bated upon Carhart and Patterson.   Prerequisite, 4 and 
Mathematics 3,     Must be preceded or accompanied by 6.     Re- 
quired of Students taking their major work in  Physics.    Junior, 
I semester, Wednesday and Friday, 7:40-9:40 A. M. 
8 I';r,;t Current DytUUHOS. — Lectures and recitations 
based upon I). C. Jackson's text-book. Course given every other 
year, alternating with 10. Given in 1905. Prerequisite, 7 and 
Mathematics 4. Required of students taking their major work 
in Physics. Senior, first semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 2:30 
P. M. 
9. Direct Current Dynamos. — Laboratory work, including 
measurements of permeability, characteristic curves, efficiency 
tests, management of direct current electric plant, etc. Required 
"i students taking their major work in Physics. Prerequisite, 8 
and Mathematics 4. Fee Ji.oo, Senior, first semester, Tuesday 
and Thursday, 7:40-9:40 A. M. 
10. Alternating Current Dynamos. — Lectures and rccita- 
based upon  Franklin and  Williamson.     Alternates with 8. 
1
 en in 1906. Prerequisite, 7 and Mathematics, 4. Senior, first 
semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 2:30 P. M. 
11. Alternating Current Dynamos. — Lalxiratory work, in- 
cluding measurements of impedance, self-induction, power, cbar- 
nstic curves, transformer tests, study of condensers, calibra- 
tion of instruments, etc.   Fee $1.00.   Prerequisite, 10 and Matlic- 
lics, 4.   Senior, first semester. Wednesday and Friday, 7:40- 
\   M. 
1-'.    Advanced Light. — Lectures and recitations based upon 
Preston's Theory of Light. Given in 1906, and alternating with 
'4- Prerequisite, i ami Mathematics, 4. Senior, second semes- 
ter, Wednesday and Friday, 10 A. M. 
13.   Advanced   Light. — Laboratory    work   based    upon 
Mann's Optics, including measurements with the Fresnel mir- 
"'I hi prism, Rowland (,'ratinR, the prism spectrometer, the 
Michelson   and   Morley   interferometer,   the   cniniKiund   inter- 
>< roroeter, etc.   Prerequisite, 12 and Mathematics, 4.    Fee, Si.oo. 
1 
4l< 
la) ami Thursday, 7:40-<):40 A. M. 
i •     Advanced ll,;:t.— Lecture* ami recitation! based upon 
Maxwell - The •;■ of Heal,   Given in 1905, and alternating with 
12.   Prerequisite, ,\ and Mathematics j    Senior, second semester, 
. in A. M. 
15 I   Heal.— Laboratory   course.     Prerequisite, 
lies :     Fei   $1.00     Seni r, second semeater, 
11 ida;   7 411 9:|i    \. M. 
16. — Lab ratory course open only 
lo stu r major work in Physics.    Instruction is 
.     ■ blowing, cutting, grind- 
reparation of quartz fibre, etc. 
•  Saturday, s A. M. to i_> M. 
<7 Students who are credited with 
Physics and have shown ability to profit by such a 
:
 '     ■-   ■       -       subji : •'. r original investigation, 
f ihe head of the department. 
•. day. 
GERMAN   LANGUAGE   AND   LITERATURE. 
! IN. 
Si .       .1 i,..l \l. 
. ready knowledge of 
I   and though) of the German 
" ' g langti igi. and its use as a 
       titivated in the class.    Interest is 
v. the historj    and present conditions 
rsei special attention is given 
:
' 
:
'       ^-   ' rses   advance,   the  study  of  the 
ire claims MI reasing attention Supplementary reading is 
■ ■■ lired embracing results of inde- 
■'   '      ur   ■ include 1 general study 
"' '"< terature and particular study of certain periods anil 
autl 1 n 
1
 " 
ln<
 ' '      candidates for the A. II. det-ree 
-r,d to take Cl arse I. in the Sophomore year.    Candidates 
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ti r the I!. S. decree must take at least courses 1-2. Candidates 
tor the B, Ph, degree who elect German as their major language 
must lake at least courses 1-4. 
1. Elementary Court*, — Essentials of Grammar; transla- 
tion ni easy prose and poetry, with comparative study of forms 
and meanings of words; composition. First semester, four 
hi urs, Wednesday excepted, two sections, 10 A. M. and 1:3o P. 
M. 
-'     Elementary  Course continued, — Stories by recent  wri- 
ters; lyric poetry; composition and oral drill.   Second semester, 
hours, Wednesday excepted, two sections,  10 A. M. and 
1:30 P.M. 
,i.   Recent    Fiction, — Representative    authors,    such    as 
Baumbach,  Eieyse,  Keller and  Riehl;   translation into English 
eases in favor of oral and written exercises requiring direct 
an of the foreign idiom; rapid survey in German of grammatical 
pies;   study  of  word-groups;   reading at  sight;   compo- 
one hour a week.   Pint semester, five hours, 10 A. M. 
■I      (a) German Dramatic Poetry, considered with reference 
literary  features; Schiller's Hilhelm  Tell,  Maria Stuart, 
I ' ssing'j Minna von Bamkelm;  discussion of the principles of 
ina;   reviews and themes in German. 
(b) Epic Poetry; Goethe's Hermann und Dorothea. 
11 ' Historical I'rose, from Freytag, Rankc, Sybcl and other 
' native historians.    Second semester, 5 hours, 10 A. M. 
5.   German Culture and Literature in the Classical Period: 
ectioni from Lessing's l.ilcraturbriefe, Hambwgittht Drama- 
aml Letters;  Xathan der Wcise and Emilia Galolti;  Schil- 
• U allenstein;  Goethe's Aus meinem Leben.    Lectures and 
KUSsrans;    Themes   in    German.      First   semester,    Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, 8:40 A. M. 
'■     Continuation   of   Course   5:    Selections   from   Goethe's 
1
   and   Lyric   Poems;   Faust   I   with  Selections  and  Re- 
"f Part II.    Second semester, Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday, 8:40 A. M. 
i 
..'i s i NIVHSITV 
7. Survey of German Literature: Moore's German Litera- 
ture, supplemented bj outline! and collateral reading! in German 
and English; selections from Muller's German Classics. Second 
semester, ruesda; and Thursday, 8 40 A, M. 
8    Ti Khen C urst -- Ainu and methods In Modern Lan- 
practice lessons and clauroom discussiona.    First 
K. M. 
HISTORY  AND   POLITICAL   SCIENCE 
j'ki'j 1 ssoR   u - .|>I 1.1.. 
Throughout the work in Histi ry, it will IK- the purpose to 
is   .    h  reports  from the 
I for individual investigation.   Research 
r of prime importance to the student 
I will be rigidly required of all who desire 
The com fered for 1005-1906 are as follows: 
1
     Modern Eur .-,•       Spi  ial attention will be devoted to 
lion, I rty Yi ars' War. De- 
'"   ' 
;
 '" rench Ri volution and the 
Wars    This     m I for Sophomores, is re- 
tudents. and with course 2 is prerequisite 
I 9    Open to all who have had an equivalent 
First semester, four 
P. M. 
Century.— Continues course i.with special 
rth   of   representative   institutions   and 
: ivernmcnts.   Some attention will 
•
:
- ' '"  Pven to diplomatic history, but mainly as this bears on 
:
 rereq lisite, History No. 1. 
ler, four hours, Friday excepted, sj-jo P, M. 
'   American   I Dion      \   general   couras 
1   ur*e ,i begins with 1783 
ond administration.    Special atten- 
tion will be given to topics in Constitutional and Diplomatic His- 
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tory. Designed especially for Juniors and Seniors, and open to 
no one !>elow these classes except by express permission of the 
instructor. Courses I and 2, strongly advised as a preparation 
for this and following course. First semester, Monday, Wed- 
nesday and Friday, i :3o P. M. 
4. Civil War and Reconstruction.— Continues History 3, 
with emphasis on the causes of the Civil War and the principles 
involved in Reconstruction. Prerequisite, History 3. Second 
semester, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, I 130 P. M. 
5. Constitutional Law.— Federal Constitution. Open to 
Junior! and Seniors and others, at discretion of instructor. Pre- 
requisite, History 3 and 4. In connection with a study of the 
principles of Constitutional Law as presented in some standard 
text l«Hik, a careful study will also he made of the leading cases 
which have given the Constitution its present development. The 
aim will lie to teach the student to interpret the Constitution for 
himself, to the end that he may be the better fitted to perform 
the duties of citizenship. It is not, therefore, designed merely 
for prospective lawyers, but   for the  intelligent citizen as well. 
First semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 1 go P. M. 
6. Constitutional /.«:..— State Constitutions. Continues 
' urse 5, with particular reference to the protection of civil and 
religious liberty and the development of the powers of local and 
Hate governments under the State Constitution. Second sem- 
ester, Tuesday and Thursday, 1:30 P. M. 
~. hconomics.— An investigation of the leading principles 
of Political Economy. Lectures, recitations and reports on as- 
signed topics. Open to Juniors and Seniors and others at the 
discretion of the instructor. First semester, Monday, Wednes- 
day and Friday, 10 A. M, 
8. International Low.— Open to Juniors and Seniors and 
Others at the discretion of the instructor. A study of the general 
principles of International Law. The work of the text,— some 
standard authority on the subject,— will be supplemented by 
lectures and a study of some of the leading cases in International 
I 
: ■ '-        s   I'NIVIUITY 
Law     Prerequisite, Historv  i  and 2.    First semester, Tuesday 
and Thui \  M. 
o.   Interne .■:.-.— Continues and complete! course 8. 
I semester, I iesda> and Thursday, to A. M. 
10. hiefly a stud) oi the principle* of 
taxation,  including  a  comparison  of  the  systems  of  taxation 
adopted in vari    • Prerequ site, History 7. 1 Econom- 
Secoi M01 Wednesday   and   Friday, 
GEOLOGY. 
•      H   I MtNEY 
1    and   2.    General   Physical   Geography.— Three   hours 
ihrouf mnot be divided.   Two hours of 
neof I The course concerns 
features, and the influence 
II 'lav Saturday trips are 
substituted fur two la- 
en* itcrs   lectures Monday 
'>   M : field ... period  Tucs- 
P, M. 
— Three hours throughout the 
         ected by semesters.   Two hours of lec- 
 ratory work.   This course considers 
nand variati m of land areas    Attention is 
to     d namic and physiographic 
:
-   Two all rday trip, are required; 
I and may be substituted for two laboratory 
' redii.ti .;, laboratory and field work; 
mplcte.    First and second semesters, lec- 
»nd Thursday, B:4o A. M.; Odd and laboratory 
work, Mi nday, 2:30 P. M. 
:
     -J*nunlary   Met Lectmet   and   laboratory 
tt
"
rk
       ""- '"I"- the air, and general atmospheric 
circulation; general and local winds; a study of the relation of 
LATIN CLAM ROOM. 
1 
PROJECTING LANTERN, DM^ITIMINI OI GEOLOGY. 
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lory i and -'.    First iter, Tuesday 
\. M. 
u. tea and completes course 8. 
Second , 10 A. M. 
Chiefly a stud) "i the principles of 
gt< in-,   of   taxation 
adopted in vai     -      intric«       rci History 7, (Econom- 
M v. cdnes toy   and   Friday, 
GEOLOGY. 
■ ■   ■• 
'   at rafhy.— Three   hour* 
■      !    Two hours of 
["he     irse concerns 
■   ■ ires, and the influence 
la 1 Saturday 1 rips are 
■ I for two la- 
ires Monday 
■  •■■   M . field and laboral »ry period, Tncs- 
P  M, 
,;. — Three hours throughout the 
lers.   Two hours of lec- 
»ork,   Tins course considers 
variatioi    I land areas    Attention is 
unicand physiographic 
lui to) trips are required; 
■ ited for two laboratory 
■    • and field work; 
First and second semesters  toe 
•   •■ • A. M.; field and laboratory 
- .v i". M. 
Lectures     and     lalioratory 
the air. and general atmospheric 
n   general and local winds; a study of the relation of 
n -L 
U   '':": z 
—.-^c\—am: 
5——     -  ^i——t——■—  
^EStfe    ** •» 
LATIN CI-ASS ROOM. 
1 
PROJECTING   L AN TERM,   DlPARTMINT «« GlOUMiT. 
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weather element! and weather prediction, noting in particular 
the association of cyclones and anticyclones, wind direction and 
velocity, and atmospheric pressure. Geology 1-2 must precede, 
or IK* taken in conjunction with this course. Second semester, 
Monday and Tuesday, 7:40 A. M. 
'■ Gtneral Economic Geology.— Lectures, recitations and 
laboratory work. A study of the origin and nature of the metallic 
and non-metallic products of commercial value, with special em- 
phasis u|x>n those of the United States. Prerequisite, Geology 
$ .|     First semester, Monday and Tuesday, 7 40 A. M. 
7. Mineralogy.— Lectures and recitations accompanied by 
laboratory work. Prerequisites, Geology 3-4, Chemistry 5, Phys- 
ics 1. Fee, $3.00. First semester, lectures, Wednesday and 
Thursday, 7:40 A. M.J Laboratory, Wednesday, 1:30-3:30. 
8. Crystallography.— lectures and recitations accompanied 
by lalKiratory work. Prerequisites, Geology 7, Physics 2-$. Sec- 
ond semester, Wednesday and Thursday, 7:40 A. M. j Lalx>ra- 
lory, Wednesday, 1:30-3:30. 
9 and 10. Glacial Geology. —Three hours throughout the 
jreai; course can not he divided.   Open to students who are doing 
ial work in Geology. Prerequisite*, Geology 1-4, Chemistry 
1-3. I lie object of the course is to investigate and map the Pleis- 
tocene geology of a limited area about Granvillc. During the open 
Mason the work is carried on entirely in the field; during the 
«inter the students of the course constitute a Seminary for con- 
sidering reports made upon assigned readings in the literature 
01 glacial geology. Saturday all day during the fall and spring; 
U i ilnesday 3 :30-5 during the winter. 
I l.ithology. — Lectures and recitations, accompanied by lab- 
oratory work. Fee, $3. First semester, three credit hours per 
week.    Not given in 1905.] 
CIVIL  ENGINEERING. 
ASSISTANT  PROFESSOR  TRASK. 
In field work the classes are divided into parties with just a 
sufficient number to do the required work.  By rotation each mem- 
•.   I NIVEKMIV 
ber i i the class beci mes familiar with tbr duties <>f each position 
and with even different instrument used.   A full »<•! of Dote* of 
the work done by the part} ;- kept bj each member.   The method 
of instruction in this department is largel) by means of text- 
and recitations, supplemented by  lectures and  individual 
instruction in field and i fBce work.   The department is supplied 
with a large prints >>f railroad standards, bridge 
•   - - -. etc.   A liberal use is made of current 
irses in drawir • •'    main object 
»     give su    a trait ng .1- will meet the needs of the engineer 
as full   as 1    -I'IIC. 
The followin| 1 are offei 
'■ I care of drawing instru- 
tion, and simple working draw- 
:
' --  athematics.   Second semester, 
N'edi 7 u) \. M.     Fee, $i.oa 
be arranged individually.    A course 
student' desiring 
  
-' tud) of the representation 
■ gencies, intersections, and develop- 
Recitatioti       tun   and drawing. 
■ _■ will be assigned.    Prerequisite, course   1. 
U with course 13.   First lemester, Tues- 
day, Tl   rsday ai 10 A. M. 
\n eletm . |j  of surveying 
I tape, chain, compass, level. 
res, recitations, problems, field work 
:
 Mathematics a.   Second 
ted,  to  A    M.  t..  ij  M. 
- 
: I Earth work.— Problems attend- 
trays.   Transition curvet, 
' rk. platting, profiles and construction of 
1   ite with course 5.    Prerequisite, 
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course 3.    First semester, four hours, Monday excepted, 7 40 
A. M.    Field work on Saturdays.    Fee, $1.00. 
5. Topographical Sun-eying and Mapping.— The methods 
of conducting topographical surveys are taken up. Each party 
makes a complete topographical survey of a certain tract, em- 
ploying stadia, transit and rectangular methods. The area is 
computed and a map is made showing all topographical features. 
Alternate! with course 4. Prerequisite, course 3. First semes- 
ter, four hours, Monday excepted, 7:40 A. M. Field work on 
Saturdays.     Fee, $1.00. 
*'. Sanatory Engiltttling, — Systems of sewerage with 
methods of purifying sewage: house drainage, with visits of in- 
tkffl and reports on existing systems.   Specifications and esti- 
mate    Prerequisite, course 1.   Alternates with course 12.   First 
er, Tuesday and Thursday, 8:40 A. M. 
. Inalysis of Structures. — Determination of stresses in 
and  bridge   trusses   hy   graphical  and   analytical   methods. 
I his course alternates with course 20 and should lie taken with 
course 12,    Prerequisites, course 1, Mathematics 5 and Physics 
1     I ir-t semester, four hours, Monday excepted, I :yi P. M. 
8. Strength of Materials.— This includes also an introduc- 
tion to the designing of structures. Alternates with courses 10 
and 14. Prerequisite, courses 7 and 12. Second semester, four 
hours, Monday excepted, 1:30 P. M. 
'). Topographical Drawing.— Topographical signs, pen and 
colored lopography, tinting, line and brush shading, enlarging and 
reducing plats, etc. Prerequisite, course I. F'irst semester, 
Wednesday and  Friday,  10 A.  M.    Additional  hours will he 
tied. 
in.   Highway Construction and Maintenance.— A study is 
of the methods and materials necessary to maintain streets 
and highways in city anil country.   This course alternates with 
8     Second semester, Tuesday and Thursday, 1:30 P.  M. 
11. Railroad lingincering.— The economic theory of loca- 
tion is studied for six weeks. This is followed hy a preliminary 
survey of a railroad several miles in length, with preliminary 
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map, profile and estimates; location survey, profile and cross sec- 
■ i' made, earth-work computed, estimate 
ot haul and cost of tin* line. A map is also made of a railroad 
station grounds, showing indsutries, etc Alternates with course 
15, Prerequisite, course 4 Second semester, four hours, Mon- 
■ ■■ 1 •■ 1 pti d, 8 ; 1 A. M.   Field work on Saturday*,    Fee. $1.00. 
ij    Applied  Mechanics.— Statics,  with illustrative exam- 
itn • -• • m beams, moments of inertia; dynamics, strength of 
1„ .111:-   girders  and  shafts.    The  prinicples  of  mechanics  arc 
e to their application to engineering;.   This 
um - '  ..'Hi 16, and should he taken with 
5 and  Physics I  are prerequisite.     First 
rl    irs, Monday excepted, 8:40 A.«M. 
■3 ' mbly drawings and tracings are made 
mplete machine, giving dimen- 
:;:. from which In- makes working 
student   makes blue prints of his tracings.    Al- 
■■■- 1 prerequisite,   First semester, 
10 A. M, 
_i4.   Water Supply and In tgineering.—A study of 
nitary an.I engineering standpoints. 
involved in the design, construction 
•    rrigation structures and systems,    Lectures, 
-    Alternates with course &   Scc- 
ond   emestei p  >,) 
'?• • Construction.— Working Drawing* of va- 
and  dis. ussed.    A l.ridgc or steel 
building  is   then and   working  drawings  are   made. 
in class room and drawing room  for 
Ctionof blue priu's and designs in 
department  it used for illustrative purpose*. 
 "»'«"  course   ll  and  should accompany 
urses 7 and 12 prerequisite    Se.  nd semester, four 
■■■'■■ x 4- A. M.   Additional hours will be 
- 
DRAWING ROOM. DEPARTMENI OI CIVII I \<IM IKI\<.. 1 
Cl.ASS    IS   ClVII.   F.NCINFFRINR. 
M 4 N       N      Ml rusiTY 
map, profile and ■•-• rvey, profile and cross sec- 
work computed, estimate 
\ map i~ alio made of a railroad 
Alternate! with course 
i.:-   I'ren |      ccond semester, (our hours, MOD- 
■  .    \ M.   Field work on Saturdays,   Fee, Si.oo. 
i- " Stai   i, with  illustrative exam- 
is of inertia; dyn imi - strength of 
rhe prinicples  "i  mechanics  are 
their application to engineering.   This 
•      ■ and 16, and should be taken with 
lies i are prerequisite.   First 
' M -   .    V\\l. 
'3 tracings are made 
mai hine, giving dimen- 
• studci •   from which he makes working 
11 lue prints of hi. tracings.   Al- 
• Course i prerequ First semester, 
,; 10 A, M, 
■   " Hug -  A study of 
ngii 11 ring  standpoints. 
onstructkm 
Lecture*, 
'•• len it! - with course 8.   Sec- 
i 30 P M. 
'  '■'<   ■ ■■     '■'   rl ing  Drawings of  va- 
' ussed.    A bridge or steel 
•   rking   drawings   are   mad.-. 
room and  drawing room   for 
of blue prints and designs in 
• 1 for illustrative purpose*. 
•    II   and   Should  accompany 
'      -     nd semester, four 
led. 8 10 A  M    Additional hour* will be 
[>RAW!N(i KIIDM. DEPARTMENT 01 CIVIL RNGIMFERINR. 1 
C\.\->% is CIVIL RMOIHIIRIHO, 
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id. Railroad Standards. — Drawings arc made of various 
railroad standards. Specifications and estimates are made for 
railroad structures. Alternates with course 12 and should ac- 
company course 4. Prerequisite, course 3. First semester, 
Wednesday and Friday, 8:40 A. M. 
17. Masonry Construction. — A study is made of the na- 
ture of the materials and methods employed in the construction 
of stem-, brick and concrete structures, piers, retaining walls, 
dams and reservoirs, with specifications for these structures. Al- 
ternates with course 7.    Prerequisite. Mathematics 5 must pre- 
01 'accompany this course. First semester, four hours, Mon- 
day excepted, 1130 P. M. 
iS. Lettering. — A study is made of mechanical and free- 
hand lettering of standard types, with practice in making titles. 
I ir-: semester, Wednesday and Thursday, 10 A. M. Additional 
hours will he assigned individually. 
19. Lettering. — A continuation of course 18. .Second 
lemester, Wednesday and Friday, 7:40 A. M.   Additional hours 
ned individually. 
20 and 21.    Technical Reading. —Study and discussion of 
Current engineering periodicals.    0|>en to students in Engineer- 
ing courses,    First and second  semesters,  Friday, 3:30 I'.  M. 
ur credit.    Fee, $1.00. 
BOTANY. 
ASSISTANT   I'ROFi:SSOR   STICKNEY. 
I. General liiology. — Identical with Zoology I. F"cc $2.00. 
Second semester, lectures at 8:40 A. M. on Friday; laboratory 
work, 7:40 to 9:40 A. M. on Thursday. 
4- The lower Cryptogams. — The structure, development, 
reproduction, and classification of hacteria, myectozoa. higher 
fungi and algae. lectures, lahoratory and field work. Prerequi- 
site, course 1. Fee, $3.00. First semester, lectures, Tuesday and 
Thursday, 2:30 P. M.; laboratory, Monday. Wednesday and 
Friday, 1130-3130 P. M. 
1 
53 us:- s i sirnsiTV 
;.    Sysltmalu Botany. — Tin- classification of Phancropams 
and  Ferns,    Lectures, ind field work,    Prerequisite 
4.   Fee, J.i"'    Second lemester, lectures, Tuesday and 
.  Monday,  Wednesday  and 
Friday, 1 130-3:30 P. M. 
'
v
    Morph if Phanerogams.—The study 
rgai •    Special reference to the technique 
of micr scopic tures  and  laboratory  work.    Pre- 
requisite coursi 1     Fee. $3.00,    First semester, lectures, Tuasday 
and Thursday, 2:30       " ratory, Monday, Wednesday and 
P. M. 
gams — The study of 
tivities ol the higher plants, and of the relation of 
1
 tivities to I ture     Lectures and laboratory 
ind Physics,   Fee, S3.00, 
sdaj and Thursday, 2:30 I'. M ; 
ind Friday,  1130-3 :jo P. M. 
CHEMISTRY, 
'■ -' Chemistry. — Through the year, 4 
ler,    'I wo lectures or recitations and two 
per week.   The descriptive 
ind metals, and theoretical and ele- 
■   Preparatory Chemistry 
>'  B   S,   Freshmen,   Fee, S3.00 per 
lO-ta A,  \l.;   Tuesday and 
Friday. 11 A. M. 
Through the year  4 credit 
•    ""   lecture or written exercise and three 
per week.   The study of the 
metallic elements and their 
heoryof analytical chemis- 
' ""' ''"• "- of quantitative instru- 
n
 "'■''   Cheaters I. 2.   Fee, I400 per semester. 
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Monday, I -30 T. M.; Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 7-.40- 
9:40 A. M. 
5, ft. Advanced Inorganic Chemistry. — Through the year, 
5 credit hours per semester. One lecture and four laboratory 
periodl of two hours each per week. A review of general and 
physical chemistry and the study of industrial processes. The 
preparation of some typical inorganic compounds leading up to 
the study of the properties of the special series. Prerequisite, 
Chemistry 3, 4. Fee, $5.00 per semester. Tuesday 1 130 P. M.: 
4 laboratory periods, 7:40-9:40 A. M. 
7, 8. Advanced Quantitative Analysis. Through the year, 
.1 credit hours |>cr semester. laboratory work and reports. 
Gravimetric, volumetric, and electrolytic processes 01 analysis of 
minerals, ores, and commercial products. Prerequisite, Chem- 
istry 3, 4. I'ce. $4.00 per semester. Three laboratory periods, 
7:40-9:40 A. M. 
9, 10. Organic Chemistry. Through the year, 3 credit 
hours per semester. Lectures anil laboratory work. Prerequisite, 
( hemistry, I, 2. Fee, first semester $1.00; second semester, 
$3.00. First semester, Monday and Thursday, 2:30 P. M., and 
one laboratory period, 7:40-9:40 A. M. Second semester, three 
taborati ry periods, 7:40-9:40 A. M. 
HISTORY  Or ART. 
MISS   BARKER. 
I he aim of these courses is not only to give the student a 
••ledge of the art history of the world and to fit him for 
11 travel, which in this day has become so essential a factor 
m one's training and culture, but to lead him through a knowl- 
edge df tin. fundamental principles of aesthetics, to a truer ap- 
preciation of that which is good in the world of fine arts. A 
valuable History of Art library is at the disposal of the members 
of the class. Note books are used throughout the year for lec- 
tures : maps, cathedral plans, and photographs of the masler- 
pieces under consideration are provided. 
1 
,'... 
■ 
irt all elective for Juniors 
■ 
I.    Histoi        '   Painting —Hoyt's   li'orUI's   Pam'ers   am! 
itcd .-iv text l»»'ks.   The 
oi painting by epochs. 
G thic peril 1 oi Italian Art ushered in by 
irel I study is made of the gradual 
:   igh  the   Renaissance ami   Decadent 
.: special stress upon the works of 
the 1 '       isance  spirit  of  Italian 
minati n    The second half of the term's 
n the other - nal schools of art. with 
ting       I :r-t   semester,   5 
■ 
-' t-books,   llamlin's   His- 
Description (Hid Itinerary of Eng- 
■      ntroduction to the history of 
•   n of the relations of architecture. 
n up by periods, begin- 
t and continuing through the 
(sons   follows  on   the 
rork i includes with a 
ind the United State*. 
Styles of archi- 
  their essential elements. 
is not d, with a careful study of 
'    '      • '   i| les.     Second   semester, 
Friday, to A   M. 
rext-b ok,   Marquand   ami 
As the history of sculpture 
ence of Creek art on later times, 
" >tudj i- devoted to the sculpture of Greece 
ire  with that of other countries 
"dded elementary instruction in the criti- 
» «( r. Tuesday ami Thursday, to 
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COURSES OF STUDY. 
The unit of work is one hour of lecture or recitation work 
per week throughout a semester, and 124 units are required to 
complete a course. In laboratory work a two-hour period counts 
at me unit. Without special permission to do otherwise, each 
Itudenl is expected to take not less than thirteen nor more than 
teen unitl of work in any one semester. For aid in choosing 
lives, the student will consult the schedules for the respective 
semesters, which will he found a few pages further on. 
[0 insure the Organization "f classes ill purely elective studies, 
the student must announce his election of any given study to the 
Professor or   Instructor  concerned thirty  days  previous  to the 
of the preceding semester. 
I.   TOR THE DEGREE Or BACHELOR Or ARTS. 
Required Courre^. 
I he numerals following names of studies refer to the niim- 
coursei described under statements of the various depart- 
ol siudy immediately preceding. 
FRESHMAN   YK.AR. 
First Semester.—English I, Greek I, Latin I, Mathematics I, 
Second Semester.— English  2,  Greek  2,  Latin  2,   Mathe- 
3,    Elective, two hours. 
SOPHOMORE  YEAR. 
First Semester.— English 3, Greek 3, Latin 3, History 1. 
Elective, two to four hours. 
Second Semester.— English 4, Greek 4, Latin 4, History 2. 
Elective, two to four hours. 
JUNIOR   YEAR. 
First Semester.—English 5, Philosophy 1 (Logic). Elective, 
ten to twelve hours. 
Second Semester.—English 6.   Elective, ten to thirteen hours. 
•;j DuntoK tinraasm 
SENIOI   YI.AR. 
First   Semester.—English  ;.   Philosophy   2   (Psychology) 
Electivi 
• iph) j.    Elective, ten to twain 
I       : 
II I 
1 U the 124 mils 1 77  initi arc prescribed, a- above 
red in tin- various departmantt, »» 
• bed, 47 additional units must be chosen, distributed 
1 to 4 units; Sopkomor*, from 4 '" * 
Senior, [ram iH to IJ HslH 
.11 least lour in Frani h, t 11 
itive H rk iii some one departmeiW 
... 
II.    TOR   THE  DEGREE  Or   BACHELOR Or  SCIENCE. 
Required  Counei. 
English    1 1.1,, MIUII 
1 if Latin (4 I Chemistry 1 
Second Semesl . ■„ |, ,„  LMHI I 1 
i! .in two to ton 
sopitouoac VI \l< 
 i •••  h | 1 boars). 
Mathematics j, Physi ■ 1,   Elective, two to five noun 
4,1 iennu or Pi ndi (4 ha 
ir to eight I 
jUNioa 11 \M. 
I '-• - iw itei     English 5, Philosophj   1  (Log* 1     EMS 
live, ten to h 
ter.- Englisli  6     Elective,  tan  to list I— 
hours. 
■ 
i 
I   tin   iilutll   or   ■tiiiiina   of   mil »»i>rn» 
1 
■ 
1
  ■ 
1 
1 
I  .., lull     I 
1
 • . 
I .in 
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SENIOR  YEAR. 
Firrt Semester.—English 7, Philosophy 2 (Psychology). 
Elective, eight to eleven hours. 
Second Semester.— Philosophy 3. Elective, ten to twelve 
hours. 
ELECTIVE STUDIES. 
Of the 124 units required, 77 units are prescribed, as above. 
From the elective studies offered in the various departments, as 
above described, 47 additional units must be chosen, distributed 
as follows: Freshman, 2 to 4 units; Sophomore, from 4 to 8 
units; Junior, from 20 to 25 units; Senior, from 18 to 23 units. 
Of these elective units there must be at least four in French, four 
in German, and ten in consecutive work in some one department 
of Scientific study. 
II.    FOR   THE  DECREE  Or   BACHELOR OT  SCIENCE. 
Required   Counei. 
iRKSHMAN   YEAR. 
First Semester.— English 1, Mathematics l, German, 
French or Latin (4 hours), Chemistry I. 
Second Semester.— English 2, German, French or Latin (4 
hours), Mathematics 2, Chemistry 2. Elective, from two to four 
hours. 
SOPHOMORE  YEAR. 
First Semester.— English 3, German or French  (4 hours). 
Mathematics 3, Physics 1.   Elective, two to five hours. 
Second Semester.— English 4, German or French (4 hours), 
Physics 2.    Elective four to eight hours. 
JUNIOR  YEAR. 
First Semester.— English 5, Philosophy 1 (Logic). Elec- 
tive, ten to twelve hours. 
Second Semester.— English 6. Elective, ten to thirteen 
hours. 
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SENIOR YEAR. 
First Semester.— English 7, Philosophy 2 (Psychology). 
Elective, eight to eleven hours. 
Second Semester.— Philosophy 3. Elective, ten to twelve 
hours. 
73 units are required, as above, or 75 if second year Ger- 
man is taken. Of the remaining 49 or 51 units not less than 14 
nor more than 24 must be selected from some one of the depart- 
ments, Biology (B), Chemistry (C), Civil Engineering (CE), 
Geology (G), Physics (P). At least 8 unit* of French and 8 
of German must be presented by all candidates for the B. S. 
degree. The balance of time not provided for by the requirements 
of the preceding table is open to free election. Elections should 
be announced by the student to the instructor in charge of the 
study concerned thirty days previous to the end of the preceding 
semester, in order to insure the formation of classes. 
III.    rOR THE DEGREE Or BACHELOR  Or  PHILOSOPHY. 
The applicant for this degree must in every case have had 
the same amount of preparatory Latin as is required for entrance 
to Freshman Latin. He must elect upon entrance a Major Lan- 
guage, which may be either Latin, French, German, or Greek, in 
case he presents preparatory Greek for entrance. In this Major 
Language he must take two years of consecutive work, and pre- 
vious to graduation he must elect not less than two years more of 
foreign language work, such election to be made in consultation 
with the head of the department in which his Major Language 
is taken. 
Required   Studi... 
FRESHMAN   YEAR. 
First Semester.— English I, Major Language I, Mathe- 
matics 1.   Elective, four hours. 
Second Semester.— English 2. Major Language 2, Mathe- 
matics 2.   Elective, six to eight hours. 
DCNISON   CNIVEJIS1TY 
SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
First Semester.— English 3, Major Language 3. Elective, 
ten to twelve hours. 
Second Semester.— English 4, Major Language 4. Elective, 
ten to twelve hours. 
JUNIOR  YEAR. 
First Semester.—English 5. Philosophy 2 (Logic). Elec- 
tive, ten to twelve hours. 
Second Semester.— English 6. Elective, ten to thirteen 
hours. 
SENIOR   YEAR. 
First Semester.—English 7, Philosophy 2 (Psychology). 
Elective, eight to eleven hours. 
Second Semester.— Philosophy 3. Elective, ten to twelve 
hours. 
56 units are required, as above, leaving 08 units open 
to election. Of these. 16 units must be in foreign language work, 
as indicated in the paragraph preceding the table of required 
studies. In the second semester of the Freshman year, Mathe- 
matics, Chemistry or French must be chosen. In the Sophomore 
year, two studies must be selected from the three groups, (1) 
Mathematics, (2) Science, (3) History, and pursued throughout 
the vear. 
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ABBREVIATIONS. 
The following abbreviations occur in the succeeding pages, 
chiefly in the Schedule of recitation, lecture and laboratory hours. 
DEPARTMENTS   OF   STUDY. 
Intellectual  and   Moral   Philosophy  Ph. 
Mathematics  M. 
Astronomy      .......... A. 
Civil Engineering  CE. 
Greek  Gr. 
German  Ger. 
French  F. 
Italian  I* 
Spanish   .... .        .        . S. 
Chemistry  . . C. 
Physics  P- 
Geology  G. 
Botany  Bor. 
Zoology . . . ■     . . ■ . • Z. 
Rhetoric and English Literature  E. 
Latin        .  L. 
History  and   Political   Science  H. 
History of Art  HA. 
CLASSES. 
Freshman  F. 
Sophomore       .......... S. 
Junior      ........... J. 
Senior  . . Sr. 
DAYS. 
Monday  . . M. 
Tuesday . .-       . . - - . T. 
Wednesday     .  W. 
Thursday Th. 
Friday  F. 
Certain courses are marked with a star in the 
following tables. Such courses are not given 
every year, but alternate with other courses in the 
same department. For particulars, see the de- 
tailed description of the courses in the statement 
of the work of the department concerned, which 
may be found by consulting the general index. 
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SCHEDULE-First Semester 
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Greek 1 
Latin I 
Mathematics 1 
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Latin » 
Spanish 1 
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History ' 
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Music 3 
Music 5 
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•Ma*. Con  C E17 
•Anal Str- C E 7 
< rloIogV 1 
Geolocy S 
Geology ti 
Geology 7 
Grology <* 
•Physics 5 
Physics 8 or 10 
Physics 9 
Zoology ■' 
Zoology 3 . 
Zoology S 
Zoology 8 
CE 1 
CE3 
I   h 1 
C E3 
SI 5 
M 5. PI 
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SCHEDULE- Second Semester 
Name of 
Course Prerequisite 7:40 It40 IM0 11:00 1:30 2:30 3:30 
Knell.!.   2 
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M.Y Th.   F 
M. T. 
M.T.Th.F 
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t.r. 1 
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M 1 
Cl 
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E German 2 
Greek 2 
Latin 2  
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English 4 
Greek  4 
Latin 1  
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H 1 
54. T. Th. F 
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M.T. W.Th. 
1 Philosophy 3     5   
English 13 
English » 
English 10 
French 1 
French I 
French 9 
Prench 10 
German 4 
Herman a 
German 7 
Greek 6 . 
Greek I 
Italian 1 
Latin 6 
Latin 8 
Latin 10 
History 4 
History «    
History 9 
History 10 
History ol Art 2 
History ol Art 3 
Music 2 
Music 4 
Husk 6 
Mathematics 4 
Mathematics 0   . 
Astronomy 1 
Gen   Blol   B/.l ■llotaoy Sort* 
Chemistry 4 .. .. 
Chemistry 6 ... 
Chemistry 8 
Chemistry 10 
Surveying. C E 3 
Mech Draw .CE I 
Letlvnng. C B 1* 
•Hydr EngC E 14 
•II way I 
Sir ol Mat CE n 
R'wajKng.c Kll 
D'l olCons.c B IS 
Tech   Read CE 21 
Oeology 6 
neology 4 
neology 5 
(>co!ogy 8 
neology 10 
Physics ( 
Physics 7. 
•Physics 12 or 14   : 
Physics 13    .      . 
Physics 15       
Physics 16 
Zoology 4 
Zoology fl or 7 
Zoology 9 or 10... 
Orollhul Z 12 
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111,3. 
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C ■» * II 
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M. W. P, 
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II.   SHEPARDSON COLLEGE. 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT. 
For several years prior to 1900, under joint agreement of the 
authorities of the two schools, the facilities of Denison University, 
including instruction, were largely accessible to the students of 
Shepardson College. The practical working of this arrangement 
gradually pointed the way to a still closer union, making it possi- 
ble to offer to both daughters and sons of the patrons of the 
two schools an education in all respects equal, and receiving equal 
recognition upon completion. 
In June, 1900, following these indications of practical expe- 
rience, such a union was effected. The courses of Denison Uni- 
versity, its class rooms, its material equipment and its degrees, 
were opened to the students of Shepardson College on exactly 
the same terms as to young men. While Shepardson College thus 
became a department of the University, co-ordinate in all schol- 
astic matters with Granville College, it still retains its legal iden- 
tity, and offers on its own account one course, differing from any 
of the courses of the University and leading to the title of Asso- 
ciate in Literature. 
As the Boards of Trustees and the courses of instruction 
(with the exception just noted) are now the same for Granville 
College and Shepardson College they are not here repeated, but 
may be found, with other general information, in the preceding 
pages of the catalogue. 
C8 DENISOS   UNIVERSITY 
COMMITTEES. 
Executive   Committee. 
E. W. HLNT, 
BI'NYAN SPENCER, 
J. M. SWARTZ. 
D.   M. SlIEI'ARDSON 
J. R. DAVIES. 
Committee to Aiaifn  SchoUnhipj- 
E. W. HUNT. J. R. DAVIES, 
B. F. PATT. 
Advisory Committee. 
CLASS I.— Term expires 11^1905. 
MRS. J. F. CAMPBELL,  Canton. 
MRS. WILSON CHISHOLM,  Cleveland. 
MRS. R. S. COLWELL,    ....        .... Granville. 
MRS. L. T. SCHOFIELD,  Cleveland. 
MRS. E. B. SOLOMON,  Dayton. 
CLASS II.— Term expires in 1906. 
•MRS. J. M. AMOS,  Cambridge. 
MRS. E. K. NICHOLS,  Wilmington. 
MRS. B. F. MCCANN,  Dayton. 
MRS. J. H. MCKIBBEN,  Cincinnati. 
Mrs. . 
CLASS III.—Term cxp 
MRS. G. M. PETERS, 
MRS. J. A. ROBERT, .     . 
MRS. C. T. LEWIS, .     . 
MRS. J. R. DAVIES,  .    . 
MRS. S. F. VAN VOORIIIS, 
* Deceased. 
res in 1907. 
Cincinnati. 
Dayton, 
Toledo. 
Xewark. 
Newark. 
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orncERS or INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT. 
EMORY W. HUNT, D. D., LL. D., 
PRESIDENT. 
Intellectual and Moral Philosophy. 
HARRIET M. BARKER, A. M., 
DEAN. 
History of Art. 
JOHN L. GILPATRICK, PH. D„ 
Mathematics. 
RICHARD S. COLWELL, D. D., 
Creek. 
GEORGE E McKIBBEN, A. M., 
Romance Languages. 
CHARLES L. WILLIAMS, A. M., 
Rhetoric and English Literature. 
WILLIAM H. JOHNSON, A. M., 
Latin. 
C. JUDSON HERRICK, Pn. D., 
Zoology. 
CLARK W. CHAMBERLAIN, A. B., 
Physics. 
WILLIS A. CHAMBERLIN, A. M., 
German. 
CHARLES E. GOODELL, A. M., 
History. 
FRANK CARNEY, A. B., 
Geology and Mineralogy. 
BIRNEY E. TRASK, C. E„ 
Civil Engineering. 
MALCOLM E. STICKNEY, A. M., 
Botany. 
BUNYAN SPENCER, A. M., 
Logic. 
ANNA BROWN PECKHAM, A. M, 
Latin and Geometry. 
CORRECTION!!! 
The previous document(s) may 
have been filmed incorrectly... 
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EMI )RY W. HUNT. D. D., LL. D., 
nniDBNT. 
In/.-//«', tual and Moral Philosophy. 
HARRIET M. BARKER, A. M.. 
1)1  \ V 
History of Arl. 
JOHN I. GILPATRICK, PH. D., 
Atalhi'tnalh f 
RICHARDS, COLWELL,D. D.. 
Gnih. 
GEORGE P. McKIBBEN, A. M.. 
h'.inianee Languages. 
( II NULLS I.  WILLIAMS. A. M., 
Rktlorii  and linglish  Literature. 
\\ II LI \M  II. JOHNSON, A. M . 
Aalin. 
C, JUDSON HERRICK, PH. D.. 
/.oology. 
CLARK U. CHAMBERLAIN, A. B., 
rhysies. 
WILLIS A CHAMBERLIN, A. M.. 
German. 
CHARLES K. GOODELL, A. M., 
History. 
PRANK i  VRNEY, A. B., 
.;v iitft/ Mnwralogy. 
BIRNEY E. TRASK, C. K.. 
t'inV BaffaMrfef 
\IAI.c DIM  |... STICKNEY, A. M., 
Botany. 
UUNYAN Sl'KXCKR, A. M„ 
Logic. 
ANNA BROWN PECKHAM, A. M., 
Latin and Gcomctty 
1 
7U i" \:v,i\   isivrjiMTV 
CLAR \ ANNE DAVIES. M. S., 
Seine*. 
NELLIE  \   M< INTGOMERY, A. B.. 
English and History 
ADAH T. ECKERT, 
! '.   cuiiOM  and I'hysical  Tratmng 
J( ISEPH W. I Ml-.. A. M., 
( ('i.'niufry 
ALMA BLAISDELL, 
Algrbra 
HELEN M. HUNT, 
Uatron. 
EDITH X. STANTON, 
/ TtMUftf 
ANNA II. PECKHAM, 
■ i'> ft* the Faculty 
LORENA WOODROW, 
.  relary i- thi Dtan; Ckaptt % 
MRS   l.i IUISE I!  GRIDLEY, 
Matron in King Hall 
LADIES   IN   CHARGE  Or   COLLEGE HOUSES. 
Burton Hall  Miss BARKER. 
King ll;i!l  MlSt   I'M KHAM. 
:i Cottage  Miss MONTGOMERY. 
 MlSS  WOOMOW. 
West Cottage  Miss PARSONS. 
Sedgwick Cottage  Miss DAVIES. 
Club House  Miss CHAMMU. 
COURSES  Or   STUDY  AND DEGREES. 
Aa previous!) stated, tin courses of study of Dcnison Uni- 
w rsity, ami its degrees, an- all open to students of Shcpardson 
College on equal terms with young men, ami a detailed state- 
ment of studies offered in the various departments of instruction, 
willi conspectus of courses leading to the several degrees, and 
schedule of recitation hours, will be found on pages 35-65. 
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In addition to these courses, Shepardson College on its own 
account offers the title of Associate in Literature for the following 
course, based upon the same amount of preparatory work as is 
required for entrance to the Freshman Year in the University 
courses: 
FIRST YEAR. 
NAME or COURSE. 
/ ;'.'f Semester — 
<*OURSE 
NUMBER 
HOURS 
PER WEEK. 
Fri nch or German. 
Rhetoric  
American Literature. 
Chemistry  
• Elective  
F.  1 
Or. 1 
E. 1 
E. 1 
C. 1 
4 
4 
I 
1 
4 
8 to 5 
Second semester — 
F. 3 
Ger. 2 
C. 2 
!•: ■• 
H a 
4 
4 
4 
3 
1 
•Elective  4 or 5 
SECOND  YEAR. 
1
 I Stmttttr — 
French or German. 
English Literature. 
Hilton ol Art  
■ Elective  
F. 5 
Ger. 3 
E. 3 
H.A.I 
Semester — 
French or German. 
English Literature. 
History of Art. 
M-leuive    
—FT~ 
Ger. 4 
E. 4 
H.A.243 
" The elective (or which provision it made throughout this course must be history. 
t;iRli*!i. muiic or tft The music or »rt muil be sufficiently advanced to be regarded 
** college and not preparatory work.   Ihia of course to be determined by the   Faculty. 
Il should be understood that the certificate given at the completion of thii court* 
♦mules one to full credit for all work done except in tnuaic or art, in any one of the 
Imvrrtity Couraee, ahould the atudenl aubaequcntly compete   for a degree. 
,J MN1S0N   I MvrjtSITV 
ROOMS AND BOARD. 
Non-resident students are expected to board and room in the 
rolle^c. unless other arrangements have been previously made 
with til 
\ -■ . lub i* maintained upon tin- college grounds. 
• matron and in charge of a resident teacher. 
Teachers and students living on the College grounds, except- 
ing th «e in the Oub li use, take meals in the Dining Hall, a 
bright, spa n I   II)   equipped, and adapted to the need. 
h  an infill': 
student must furnish her own napkins and napkin ring. 
towels, sheets, pillow cases and bedding for either single or double 
im mat< - may together furnish all     edful 
. - 2a > 27 inches,   Those who desire may 
ipreads, etc.   All articles of cloth- 
ng must !«■ marked with the owner's name in full. 
plainly marked, "Shepardson  College," to 
  a r   •:- :n advance, a retaining fee of five 
sited by  each  student  «it!i the Treasurer 
rarded as engaged until this fee 
ands    This sum will be applied on the 
unless the student fails to take the room, 
in which • ted.    'I'lios,- wishing a choice of rooms 
ply early. 
ROOT of the I      ol year will not be 
held later I 1. unless the retaining fee has been paid. 
ADMISSION. 
Students who have I I th< regular courses in the 
paratoi  nt are admitted to the Fresh- 
year of the corresponding course  upon  their certificates, 
it I rther examination,   For those who have prepared else- 
where, thi lion are identical with those of 
Granville College,   See page 31. 
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I >nlv such rules and regulations arc im|)Osed as are necessary 
to maintain health and order. It is the endeavor of the College 
to (otter among its pupils self-knowledge and self-control. 
The government is intended to he educational rather than 
restrictive. With this in view a system of Student Government 
which has for its province the conduct of young women in the 
various college houses, has been in operation for the past four 
years, 
The conduct of the young women with reference to all social 
ments is under the control of the Faculty. 
MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL, INFLUENCES. 
Without   placing  any   constraint   upon   the   denominational 
preferences of its pupils, the College aims to surround them with 
Military Christian   influences.     Attendance on the  daily  Chapel 
exercises and the usual Sunday service is required, hut no restric- 
' 
4
 placed upon the pupil's choice of a regular place of worship. 
A students' prayer-meeting is held every Monday evening.   Stu- 
dents and teachers unite in the Young Women's Christian Asso- 
lation, and in classes organized for systematic Bible study. 
I lure are two Literary Societies in the College, the Eutcr- 
and the l'liilomathcan. which have a large membership anil 
ilo excellent work. 
Tile Marsh Memorial Library  in  King Hall, established by 
and Mrs. Shepardson in memory of their daughter, Mrs. 
Llde Shepardson-Marsh. contains a valuable collection of books 
for Bible and missionary study; also dictionaries, encyclopedias, 
and other helps lor general study. This library is constantly being 
increased by gifts from the family and friends of Mrs. Marsh. 
I he Reading Rooms in liurton Hall arc supplied with cur- 
rent literature, and in addition to the University Library a special 
rence Library is maintained on the Shepardson College 
mds, for the convenience of its students and teachers. 
A Social Culture Club holds regular meetings for the pres- 
entation and discussion of various questions pertaining to social 
etiquette.   The social advantages of the school itself are greatly 
1 
:    s:      s    IMUKM1V 
enhanced by the hearty welcome which the young ladies receive 
in the In'ines of the people of Granville. 
MUSIC AND ART. 
The O nservatory of Music, and the School of Art. furnish 
ani| i' .  who wish to pursue these branches. 
It<   coursci offered, with the special charges in these depart- 
ments  ,,:,■ desi ril e<l elsewhere. 
ELOCUTION. 
The classt -1 i Miss Eckert, Instructor in Elocution, are open 
t" students i I Shepar Ison I ollege. The charge for this work is 
extra.    1 i r detailed infi rmation, consult the general index. 
PHYSICAL CULTURE. 
Tins   work   is  carefully   planned  to   meet   individual   needs 
I by a physical examination given each student at the 
I thi     llegi   rear.   Special corrective gymnastics are 
■ - able extent. 
I he time spent in indoor exercises is divided between class 
A   rl and individual work on chest weights and other developing 
appliat 
rhe rounds are required to take systematic 
thl ■■■ tge enjoy the benefits of the 
gymnasium upon the payment of a dollar a term or two dollars a 
year    For thi sake   f uniformity, students are advised to consult 
the Director before procuring their gymnasium suits. 
I ia:l. exercise in the open air is also required, except on the 
days for i   mna sium work. 
tion of the new gymnasium for Shcpardson 
which it is hoped may be ready for occupancy by September 
1905, the gymnasium fee will be raised and will be levied upon all 
students enjoying gymnasium privileges. 
SCHOLARSHIPS. 
A limited number of scholarships are available for the use 
1 I students in case of necessity, provided they maintain an hon- 
( rable Standing in their classes and live an exemplary life. 
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II is understood that pupils holding scholarships, if called 
upon, will he expected to render slight service to the college. 
Such service, however, will in no way conflict with the pursuance 
of regular college studies. 
EXPENSES. 
No student is enrolled in any department until settlement 
has been made with the Treasurer and Registrar. 
Bills may be paid in accordance with the following schedule: 
Kills of $25 or less, arc due at time of registration. 
If bills arc more than $25, one-half is due at time of registra- 
tion, the remainder must be paid by the middle of the semester. 
Students preferring hills sent home for payment may make 
such arrangement with the treasurer, provided settlement is made 
according to the above schedule within two weeks after bills are 
sent out. 
To enforce this rule a fine of fifty cents, known as a Delin- 
quent's Fee, will he imposed upon students for the first day their 
bills remain unpaid after the expiration of the two weeks, seventy- 
five cents for the second day, and an additional seventy-five cents 
lor each succeeding week. Any student who finds it inconvenient 
or impossible to conform to the above rules may readily secure 
an extension of time by applying to the Treasurer for it, pro- 
such application is made before payment is due. lailure 
t" comply ;>i//i this requirement renders the student liable to the 
Dtlinqumft Pit 
No money will he refunded to a student who leaves before the 
close of a semester except when one is excused from classes on 
uit of one's own illness, in which case a charge is made for 
board only for the time the student is resident in the college. 
No reduction for room rent and tuition is made for less than 
half a semester, and no charges will be reduced to less than those 
"I a half semester. No rebate in library or sheet music fees can 
be granted. 
Meals sent to rooms will be charged extra. 
Any breakage or injury to furniture or room will be charged 
to the occupants of rooms. 
i 
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PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 
The students of the Preparatory Department of Shepardson 
College are not separated from those of the College, except in 
class-room. In the homes they mingle freely, living side by side. 
enjoying the same friendships, pleasures and privileges. This 
intimate association is helpful to all. but especially so to those of 
lesa experience. 
ENTRANCE. 
All Student! entering the Preparatory Department of Shep- 
ardson College must furnish satisfactory evidence of having com- 
pleted the study of the following: Arithmetic, Geography, Eng- 
lish Grammar, U. S. History and Elementary Physiology. The 
evidence must be in the form of a written statement from the 
principal of the school or instructor under whom the work is 
taken. A teacher's certificate will be accepted instead of this 
statement; otherwise the student must be ready for an examina- 
tion in these branches. 
It is important that those entering for the first time should 
conic the day before the opening of the Tall Term, for examina- 
tion and classification. 
I hough students may enter at the beginning of either semes- 
ter, much is to be gained by entering the work at the opening of 
the year. 
Each student in ordinary health is expected to take three 
regular studies.— or their equivalent in music or art,— and do 
the usual amount of reading and rhetorical work. 
Each instructor keeps a constant record of the work of each 
pupil, and reports the same to the Registrar at the close of the 
semester. The standing is indicated as follows: Tlu? letter A 
opposite a student's name indicates that his work for the semester, 
NIVtaSlTY 
•   has been excellent; I!, thai it lias been 
HIT 1> indicate! that the work has l>een loo 
credit until • me condition, imposed by the in- 
filled; and V. indicates a complete failure. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
At tin- close of each semester written examinations are held; 
semester, I ..;•  maintained an A stand- 
in- ma sed from such tests, with the rank of honor stu- 
dents    In _•       pupils should have no unex- 
RELIGIOUS EXERCISES. 
All - College are required to attend morning 
Sabbath School, 
1
 lasses in  Bible it idj   meet regularly, and arc (.pen to all 
COURSES Or STUDY. 
uired  for entrance to the l-'rcshman Class 
crsit)  are all provided.    For tin- contents of these 
cneral indi x under tin- heading lioane Aca- 
■k of tin- i lassical I ourse, and the Chemistry of 
i      ~    Phil—phical, arc taught by the Instructors in 
try in I loane Academy. 
in English for entrance to the Freshman class, 
as ad r\  schools generally, arc as follows: 
I for reading ami practice: 
1905.    Shaki speare's Merchant of Venice and Julius Gcsar; 
sir Roger de 1 overle)  Papers in The Spectator; Goldsmith's 
Vicar of Wakefield; Coleridge's The  Ancient Mariner;  Scott's 
Ivanhoe; Carlyle's  Essa)   on   Burns; Tennyson's The  Princess; 
I  ■'.' Il's l In- Vision of Sir Launfal; George Eliot's Silas Marner. 
Shakespeare's  Macbeth; Scott's Lady of ihc Lake; 
Tin- Sir Roger de 1 overley Papers in the Spectator; Goldsmith's 
The   Vicar  of   Wakefield;   Coleridge's   The   Ancient   Mariner; 
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Soli's [vanhoc; Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette, Lancelot and 
Elaine, Patting of Arthur; Lowell's The Vision of Sir Launfal; 
George Eliot's Silas Marner. 
Honks prescribed for careful study and practice: 
1005.     Burke'a Speech on Conciliation with America; Mac- 
aulay'g Essays on Milton and Addison; Milton's I. 'Allegro, II 
Penaeroao, Comut,  Lycidat;  Shakespeare's  Macbeth. 
io«6.    Substitute Macaulay's Essay on Johnson for that on 
Addison, and Shakespeare's Julius Csesar for Macbeth. 
The exercises in writing aim to teach clear and accurate cx- 
1 special emphasis being laid upon spelling, grammar, 
punctuation, diction, sentence structure and paragraphing. As 
regards the reading the pupil is required to give evidence of gen- 
eral knowledge of the subject matter; to know something of the 
historical background of each book read, and to be familiar with 
the life of the author. 
1 
bUe 
HOURS Or RECITATION. 
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III.    DOANE ACADEMY. 
FACULTY. 
EMORY W. HUNT, D. D., LL. D„ 
PRESIDKNT OF DENISON   UNIVERSITY. 
H. RHODES HUNDLEY, Sc, D., 
FRINCIPAL. 
English and History. 
CHARLES B. WHITE, A. M., 
Latin 
BUNYAN SPENCER, A. M., 
Greek. 
MALCOLM E. STICKNEY, A. M., 
Botany and Physiology. 
* 
JOSEPH W. INCE, A. M., 
Chemistry. 
KARL O. BURRER, M. S., 
Mathematics and Physics. 
FRANK W. STANTON, A. B., 
English. 
CHARLES B. WHITE, Registrar. 
MALCOLM E. STICK KEY Secretary, 
1 
--• I'l MIS    S   IMVEKSIIV 
HISTORY Or DOANE ACADEMY. 
This Khool wrai organized in 1831, as a preparatory depart- 
ment of the Granville Literary anil Theological Institution. ,\- 
the latter ichool developed, becoming first Granville College and 
Anally Deniion University, the preparatory department remained 
a fundamental part of this educational plant. 
In 1887, i r il:.- purpose "f adding to tin- attractiveness of 
the department and of increasing its efficiency, it was made a sep- 
arate school and named Granville Academy. 
In 1*04. the school received from Dr. William Howard 
Doam fCii innati, the gift of a beautiful and commodius build- 
ing, costing ■.    -■      \- an expression "f gratitude for this gen- 
.U their annual meeting in  Iftj-,. the hoard of tru- 
changed the name of tin- school t" "Doane Academy." 
AIMS. 
Ii is On- special aim of the Academy to bestow the best quality 
- ; tion preparatory to College    In addition to the prepar- 
atory  work, however, the curriculum has been so enlarged as to 
furnish •■" those nol intending t<> pursue a course in College a 
fir.t class  \cademic education 
ADVANTAGES Or LOCATION. 
The school :- located at Granville, Licking County, Ohio, a 
village m ted 1 r the beaut) of the surrounding scenery and the 
I it- climate, an.I  for tin- intelligence and high 
moral character of it. citizens.    The quiet of the place is highly 
condu arnest study.   The absence of saloons and all places 
of gambling and vice makes Granville an ideal place for young 
people.    The -■ phere i» pure and elevating and offers 
t 1 young men .111 opportunity  for the cultivation of those graces 
which will enable them 1   appear well in good society, 
ROOMS rOR STUDENTS. 
A portion of oni of the dormitory building! of Denison Uni- 
vcr-ity   ha-  been  SCt  apart  to the purpOSM of the  Academy.    It 
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conUini roomi for students, all of which are under the supervision 
(if the I Van of the Academy, and subject at all times to his in- 
ipection. 
The rooms are arranged in suites, each suite consisting of a 
itudy 12 by 15 feet, a bed room 8 by 11 feet, and two small 
closets.   Bach suite is designed for two students. 
The roomi have been recently refitted and provided with all 
necessar) furniture. They are lighted with electric light and 
heated with ho) water radiators, connected with the central heat- 
mi; and lighting plant. There arc lavatories with hot and cold 
ihower batha, etc., on every floor. 
Il any student prefers to room elsewhere, or if at any time he 
finds all the rooms in the dormitories assigned to others, he can 
alwayi obtain in the village at moderate cost pleasant rooms, 
either furnished or unfurnished. 
COURSES Of STUDY. 
REGULAR COURSES. 
There arc three regular courses of study — the Classical, the 
Philosophical, and the Scientific — leading to corresponding 
courses in the College. Each of these courses extends through 
three years. The holder of a diploma of Doanc Academy is ad- 
mitted without matriculation fee or examination to the Freshman 
Class in Denison University. Although these courses have been 
arranged with special reference to the curricula of the University, 
Ihey will be found in the main sufficient to prepare for entrance 
"Ho any American College. 
PREPARATORY YEAR. 
It frequently happens that young men whose preparation is 
defective apply for admission to the Academy. To meet the de- 
mands of such cases, a year of instruction in elementary branches 
ls
 prescribed. 
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SPECIAL   STUDIES. 
When the demand li sufficient to justify the formation of 
clstsei in Bo I. keeping and Penmanship, these subjects art taught 
b) compiten) instruct • - 
Special English and Normal courses of study will be provided 
for teachers, and for those who desire to fit themselves to teach, 
in the comm n - 
ELECTIVE STUDIES. 
When the i nu to be sufficient, students arc allowed 
to make ■ judi  t' elective studies, but this choice is 
erfere with the work of the regular classes 
in which such studies •      be eli ted. 
ADMISSION OF STUDENTS. 
Altl nil an   admitted at any time, they enter to 
the best ■ ning of the school year.    Those 
re to inter after the school year has 1>egun should, by 
with the  I lean, ascertain  before-hand, as nearly 
as i resi thai has been made by the class which 
lh(;,   ]>r< ipose ti i enter. 
CONDITIONS Or ADMISSION. 
The requirements for admission to the Junior Class are the 
studies of the Preparatory year; and to advanced standing, the 
studies previously pursued by the class which the applicant de- 
sires to enter. 
No student will be admitted who is not fitted to do well the 
work of the Preparatory year. 
An applicant not personally known to some member of the 
Faculty must furnish testimonials of gix>d character, and, if from 
another institution, he must present a certificate of honorable 
dismission. 
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION. 
JUNIOR  YEAR. 
FUST SEW ESTER. 
Latin— First  Latin   Book.  Collar &   Danicll. 
Algebra. — New   School   Algebra,  Wcntworth. 
History. — Ancient, Myers, 1904 Edition. 
English. —Two hours, Elements of English Com- 
position, Gardiner, Kiltredgc & Arnold. 
SECOND   SEMESTER. 
Latin. — First Latin Book, Collar & Danicll, Sec- 
ond Year Latin Book, Grccnough, D'Ooge & 
Danicll. 
Algebra. — Wentworth's New School. 
History. — Mediaeval and Modern,  Myers. 
English..— Two hours. Elements of English Com- 
position continued. 
MIDDLE YEAR. 
FIRST   SEMESTER. 
Classical. 
Latin. — Second   Year   Latin   Book,   Grecnough, 
D'Ooge & Daniell. 
English — Elements of English Composition., one 
hour. 
Greek. — A Greek  Primer, Glcason. 
Physics. — Four hours,  Elementary Physics, Hall 
&   Bergen. 
Scientific and Philosophical. 
Latin. — Second Year Latin Book, Greenough, 
D'Ooge & Danicll. 
English. — Elements of English Composition, one 
hour. 
Chemistry.— Williams' Elements; 3 hrs. recita- 
tion. 2 hrs. laboratory, or 
Physical Geography. 
Physiology;. — Huxley & Lcc's Elements, 3 hrs. 
recitation, 2 hrs. laboratory. 
SECOND SEMESTER. 
Classical. 
Latin. — Second Year Latin  completed, Cicero's 
Orations vs. Catiline, D'Ooge. 
English. — Composition and Rhetoric, Williams. 
Greek. — Gleason's    Primer   completed.   1    book. 
Anabasis,  Harper & Wallace, or Goodwin. 
Scientific and  Philosophical. 
Latin — Second   year   Latin   completed,   Cicero's 
Orations vs. Catiline, D'Ooge. 
English. — Composition   and   Rhetoric,   Williams. 
Botany. — Steven*' Introductory. 
2&A 
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Latin Prose Composition throughout the Middle and Senior years, original exercises. 
CLASS WORK. 
REGULARITY AND PUNCTUALITY. 
livery student, unless excused for special reasons, is expected 
to attend at least three recitations each school day. His attend- 
ance on these, and on the special or public exercises of the class 
or of the Academy must be punctual. 
Parents are especially urged to encourage students to 
'. present at the opening of the session, and to remain at 
their worh till its close. Absence from the duties of the school, 
whether occasioned by absence from town or by the entertain- 
ment of friends, is subversive of the highest good of the student. 
Hii pleasure, or that of his friends, should never be permitted 
to interfere  with  his  daily duties. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
Examination! arc held at the close of each semester, and 
at intervals during the semester, at the discretion of the instruc- 
tor. If a student's grade for a given semester in a given class 
falls below six-tenths of the maximum, he forfeits his right to 
continue as a member of the class. In determining his grade, 
examination mark has half the power of the average of his 
term marks. Regularity in work, good conduct, spelling and 
diction are considered as elements in making up the student's 
standing. 
RULES TOR  EXAMINATIONS. 
I. All students, whether candidates for the diploma of the 
Academy or not, are required to attend all examinations in the 
studies they pursue, unless excused by merit. 
-'•     No student whose examination in any study is reported 
Incomplete," will receive credit for that study until after the 
lamination has been completed.    In case, however, the exam- 
I 
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ination be not completed within one year, the unfinished study 
will lie regarded and treated as "Not Passed." 
3. Any student reported as passed "Conditionally" in any 
Murk, mutt remove the condition within one year from the date 
of the examination in which it was incurred, otherwise he shall 
lie regarded and treated as "Not Passed." 
4. Any student reported as "Not Passed" in any study will 
receive no credit lor that study until he has again pursued it as 
a regular cla<-s exercise, and has passed the regular examination 
in the same. 
-     Giving or receiving aid in any examination is deemed 
immoral, and will he visited with severe punishment. 
6      All)   student   who is alisent   from examination,  without 
consent previous!) obained, must present to the Faculty a written 
statement of tin    ause of his absence;  and the reason must be 
arci; • mfficient lufore he can enter his class. 
7.     A student who. having lnen absent from a regular ex- 
amination in any class, applies for a special examination, or any 
::t who takes an examination for the removal of a condi- 
1 the instructor the Treasurer's receipt for 
the examination  fee before receiving credit  for such special cx- 
amina'    ■ 
RULES GOVERNING ABSENCES FROM CLASS EXERCISES. 
I. If a student shall he absent no more than five times from 
any - ise during one semester, these absences shall be 
trea'.i I     -  • ■   used. 
II. The absences in excess of five shall l>c treated as excused 
or unexcused, at the discretion of the instructor. 
III. When a student has been absent more than five times 
from any class, if the^e absences have been consecutive, he shall 
be required  to pass an  examination upon the part of the work 
red by the period of absences; if the absences have occurred 
at different periods during the semester, the examination shall 
he upon such part of the work of the semester as the instructor 
shall rleti rmine. The student's standing for the period of absences 
shall be determined by his examination. 
J 
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HULLS GOVERNING ABSENCES TROM CLASS EXERCISES. 
1     [fa student shall 1* absent no more than five times from 
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'.-•■• 
The ah f five shall be treated as excused 
or M :'. ..• the d     retio      I the instructor. 
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from t these absences have been consecutive, he shall 
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be up. n such part of the work of the semester as the instructor 
shall dett rmine. The student's standing for the period of absences 
shall be determined by his examination. 
■ 
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IV. These examinations shall not be considered special 
examinations. 
V. Every student who shall have been present at every reci- 
tation of a class during the semester shall have his three lowest 
marks in that class changed into that mark above 60 of which he 
has the greatest number. 
REPORTS. 
At the close of each semester of study the Secretary of the 
Faculty mails to the parent or guardian of each student in the 
Academy a report of the standing attained by such student in 
each study pursued during the semester, together with a record of 
Ins absences and  deportment. 
Reports concerning individual students will also be furnished 
by the  Dean at any   time  uixin   the  request   of the  parent  or 
guardian. 
PRIZES. 
IRVING-CICERO LITERARY PRIZE CONTEST. 
lor several years a spirited and friendly rivalry has existed 
between the two literary societies of the Academy. As a result 
of this (he societies held for several years a public contest with 
no reward in view except that of the honor of being victor. 
To stimulate this desire for honor and to encourage faithful 
work in the societies, the faculty of the University adopted the 
following resolutions: 
'• That the contest lie held between the holiday recess and 
the close of the first semester of each year. 
2- That the winners of the contest in Declamation and 
' • be granted each a scholarship for the second semester of 
"ie current school year. 
.1- That the winners of the contest in Oration and Debate 
he granted each a scholarship for the two successive semesters 
following that in which the contest is held. 
VI) ■    -        N   IMVUM1V 
SHERWIN SCHOLARSHIP PRIZES. 
11 A Sberwin, Esq., of Cleveland, has established in the 
Academ) a lir-t and second prize of $50 and $25, respectively. 
These prizei are unique in their terms. The conditions of award 
an- changed ever) year, and are announced only at the close of 
tin- year    I general scholarship with personal merit, 
excellence in ' ireek, excellence in Latin, and acquaintance with 
matter! "i current interest have been made the basis of award in 
different yean since the prizea were established, 
ATHLETIC  PRIZES. 
\ number 1 i prizea are awarded for excellence in certain 
at 1 i tin- Field Day of Denison University. For 
all t! members of the Academy are permitted to Com- 
pete ral of th.-m are each year won by Academy students. 
GRADUATION APPOINTMENTS. 
THE HONOR MEN. 
The met - the graduating class whose average stand- 
Middle Near and the first semester of the Senior 
"i 1 ii 1- highest, 1- the la-t speaker on the programme of Grad- 
1 and is called the Valedictorian. To the member of 
the chu -.ink i- next highest, i- given the first place on 
the programme with the title of Salutatorian. No student who 
ha- not recited with the > Li-r- of the Academy in at least twelve 
full studies during these three semesters can receive either of 
these   '  
OTHER  SPEAKERS. 
vho 1- eligible to the Diploma of the Academy 
write- an •■ration,  and.  having  signed  it  with  a  fictitious  name, 
Dean of the   Vcademy before April   15.    The 
. n  iv.cd to a committee whose members 
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arc ignorant of Ihc authorship of the productions, and those four 
thai arc considered t>est arc selected as the orations to be pre- 
sented at the graduating exercises of the Academy. 
EXPENSES. 
Tlif following is a summary of the principal necessary ex- 
pensea during the Academic year: 
Tuition, $17 each semester  $34 00 
Room   KM   (include!   furnishing,   lighting,   heating  and  care), $17 60 to $25, according to location $35 00 to 50 00 
Cymnaiium fee, $-Yno per semester  10 00 
In. idtnttlt, $3.50 per semester  5 00 
Library i.e. $i SO per semester  3 00 Boolu    12 00 
Hard. 39 weeks at $--'.O0 per week  78 00 W'.i.liing  1-2 no 
Incidentals    10 00 
Total   $199 (Ml to $-.'14 00 
I lie Laboratory   fee for students in Chemistry is $2.oo per 
semester; in Physics, $2.00 per semester. 
[tie fee for Diploma at Graduation is two dollars. 
Fee for late registration, 50c on second day of the term and 
Si.00 after second day. 
A fee of $2 is charged for each special examination. 
Board in clubs costs from $2.00 to $2.50 per week; in 
families. $3.00 to $3.50. When board costs over $2 per week, the 
'' < si must lie added to the estimate given above. Many students 
reduce their expenses below that sum. Rooms in the village are 
always to he had at prices ranging from 50 cents per week up. 
I" the estimate above, reference is made to rooms in the dormi- 
11
 ries, ami include! heat, light, furniture and baths. 
All  bills arc  to  be paid, or satisfactory  security   for  their 
"' lodged with the Treasurer, at the beginning of each 
semester, before students take their places in their classes.    Xo 
charge for tuition, room rent, or incidentals will be for less than 
balf a semester. 
text-books and stationery can be obtained at the Denison 
Book Exchange or in the village. 
the really necessary expenses of a student for a year, ex- 
clusive of clothing and traveling, range from $175 to $250. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Government. 
Ii ia the d iir<  to establish and maintain a relation of con- 
nce between teacher and pupil, and to stimulate those scnti- 
menta which mature into Christian manhood.    Students are en- 
couraged i:i self-government, and to this end the greatest pos- 
freedom ia accorded them; hut they are continually taught 
i liberty and license, and the duty of prac- 
ticing denial which ia neceiaary t>> the highest good 
.-- and of their fellows.    While it is the aim of 
I to do all tin- good possible t" every student, it is in 
no set  ' and no student whose influence it found 
injurious will he suffered to remain. 
student of the Academy is allcnved to be absent from 
H        efl upon permission pen-iously obtained from the Dean. 
Indulgence in profanity, end playing, the use of intoxicating 
rs <>r tobacco, or visiting any place of questionable char- 
a :■ r. renders the .undent liable to suspension. 
Moral and Religloui Influencai. 
The whole life and administration of the school, without 
being sectarian, are pronounced and positive in favor of the 
Christian religion. The exercises <>f each day include Scripture 
reading and prayer in the Chapel. This service the students are 
required to attend, They arc also required to attend Church 
twice each Sunday. Two regular weekly prayer meetings are 
sustained by the students. Members of the Academy are made 
welcome in the various Sunday Schools of the village. In the 
Baptist Sunday School, several classes, taught by College and 
Academy Instructors, arc intended expressly for students. 
Skholk^ihipi. 
By a vote of the Hoard of Trustees, the President of Denison 
University may remit the tuition of a limited number of students 
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in cases of necessity.     A  few scholarships, surrendered by  the 
original purchasers, arc tinder the control of the Faculty, and 
ligned by them at the beginning of each year. 
Voluntary Societies. 
There arc connected with the Academy and conducted by 
the Students, two literary societies — the Ciceronian and the 
Irving. Kach society has its own hall, which is neatly and taste- 
fully furnished, and in which it holds weekly meetings. 
The students of the Academy arc also admitted to menibcr- 
■iiip in the Denison University branch of the College Y. M. C. 
A., in the Scientific Association and in the Athletic Association 
of Denison University. 
Public   Cxercboi. 
During the year the Literary Societies each hold three special 
public meetings — an "extra" at about the time of the Thanks- 
glving recess, an "Annual" during the Winter, and a "Com- 
mencement" toward the close of the year. The graduating exer- 
' i he Academy are held during the Commencement week 
'•i Denison University. Members of the class completing the 
work of the Academy participate in the programme. The diploma 
•' the Academy is given to each student who completes in a sat- 
isfactory manner any of the regular courses of study. 
DkmluioD. 
No student who leaves the school before the close of a 
semester will be considered as having honorably severed his 
connection with the Academy unless he has been duly dismissed 
h the Dean. 
Any further information may be obtained by communicating 
*'ih the Dean of the Academy. 
AWARDS IN 1904 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS. 
Scholerohip. 
First Honor, Valedictorian . Cambridge Graham Beckel. 
I  Honor, Valedictorian    .     .   Charles Hedges Starrett. 
Competitive  Orationi. 
Justin Warren McKibben. Joseph Howell Lloyd. 
Daniel Sheets Dye. 
Irving-Cicero Contest. 
Declamation  Thomas D. Rees. 
Essay  Geo. W. Phillips. 
Oration  Joseph H. Lloyd. 
Debate  Elsor Heater. 
SSerwin PrUet. 
First Prise, Fifty Dollars Carl V. Miller. 
Second   Prize.  Twenty-five   Dollars,    .     .     Jesse J Runyan. 
T 
Pffpm lory 
CL 
Ph. 
Sc. 
Schedule of   Recitation!. 
FIRST   SKMKSTKR 
Chem. T. Th. Chem. T. Th. 
(Phy*.   Geo. 41 
I Latin! 
H..I    Anc. J 
Rhel. M. 
Phyilol. T. Th. 
Chem   W. P. 
(Ger.M.T.Th.F.) 
Phya. M.T.W.Th 
Phyi.M.T.W.Tk. 
Phys.M.T.W.Th. 
(Pr. M.T.Th.P.) 
IGer.M.T.Th.P > 
Latin S 
<Phy». Geo II 
Enj-li.h F._ 
"Kntliih'Pi 
Kruzltsh P. 
SBCUND .SEMESTER 
Prepare 
Junior 
ory Arithmetic • 
 
Grammars Civ. Govt.   1 
Middle 
CL 
Ph. I 
Set 
Khel   5 Greek 5 
Enall-th. T.Th. 
Latin S 
Rhet. 1 Botany. M. W.P Botany 5 Latin 1 
Cl. 
Ph. 
Sc. 
Groin. H. T, W. 
and 
Ale. Th    F. 
Geom. M. T.   W. 
and 
Abj. Th. P. 
Latin 5 (Greek) S Greek 5 Eosllln P. 
Scalor Latin   S Phya. M.T. w. 
Th. 
Engliih P. 
Geom. M. T. W. 
and 
Abj. Th. P. (Latin I) (Ger. M.T.Th.P.I 
Phya.M.T.W.Tb. 
IGer.M.T.Th.F.j 
(Fr. M.T.Th.F.I Eniliih P. 
—^ 
IV.    CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC. 
Foreword. 
Mm form has always been taught in the educa- 
tional institutioni at (jranville. At first and for many years 
tin* w irk was semi-private in character, hut growing constantly 
largi r and mort important, was taken under the management of 
Shepai men.     The rapid growth of the last 
■:' a suitable building for teaching 
and practicing, and the building oi a Recital Hall, one of the 
i!   -;  perfect  I a tically,  in  the  state.    In   1900-01   the 
1 ly  were united, making it a co-educational 
institution, and the Conservator) of Music a part of the Univer- 
gnition of the value of its work 
by the L'nivi bj  allowing credits in the college for certain 
W   :     di ne in the Conservatory, has increased the work among 
■• am! those who do not wish to become profea- 
sional musicians hut desire a knowledge of music in all its phases. 
In the Denison University Conservatory of Music the en- 
deavor has always been to require of -indents, es]>ccially candi- 
dates tor graduation, the broadest possible education, not only 
in 11 usic, but in oilier branches as well. It is understood that 
no student can do thorough musical work without at least the 
foundations of a liberal education. For this reason especial at- 
tention 1- eaiied to the academic studies required for graduation; 
attenti also called to the fact that in courses permitting elec- 
tivei the Universit) will give credit tor certain theoretical studies. 
During the ij-t few yean the Conservatory Course has been 
greatly strengthened by the lengthening of the Theoretical 
Course. The school now offers two semesters of Theory and 
Elementary Harmony, two of Advanced Harmony, two of Coun- 
terpoint, two of History of Music, and two of Analysis of Form. 
In the purely theoretical -studies premium is placed upon 
original work, and the -indent is taught to apply his knowledge 
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so that it may be at his command after he has left the class. At- 
tention is called to the announcements of the various theoretical 
classes, where the courses offered are explained more fully. 
The Concert Course offered by outside artists, the Faculty 
and the Symphony Orchestra afford, it is believed, greater oppor- 
tunities to hear good music than are enjoyed by many larger 
schools. The standard of efficiency of graduates in Voice, Violin. 
I'iano. Organ and the Theoretical work is constantly growing 
higher, due no doubt to the constant strengthening of the course 
"i study and the broader requirements for graduation. With 
tin addition of the new Theoretical work, which has been planned, 
the i omcrvatory will be able to offer, in many directions, as 
thorough a course as any school in Ohio, and as such should 
receive a liberal patronage. 
1 
ORGANIZATION. 
ff 
•OAR* Or CONTROL. 
EMORY W. HUNT, HARRIET M. BARKER. 
FACULTY. 
ARTHUR L. JUDSON, CHAIRMAN. 
Professor of 1'iolin and History of Music. 
Director of < Irchestra, Glee and Mandolin Clubs and Cborus. 
Private pupil in Violin of Le Roy McMakin, Cincinnati Con- 
lervatory, ami Max Bendix, New York. Pupil in Theory of Dr. 
Henry G. Hand  tt, New York. 
JENNIE ELIZABETH  HI.INN. 
Head of Voice Department. 
Student   m   Oberlin   Conservatory   1891-2.     Pupil   of   Otto 
Engwerson, Columbus, Ohio,  1893-6, Alberto Randeggcr and 
Guild Hall School, I.ondun, Eng., i8yy. 
ELIZABETH M. BENEDICT, 
Organ and 1'iano. 
Pupil of Harrison Wild, Chicago, 111., in piano and organ. 
FANNIE JUDSON FARRAR, 
Head of I'iano Department. 
Pupil of Constantin Sternberg, Philadelphia; Bcrtrand Roth, 
Dresden; J Emit Ecker, Toledo; Mrs. Mary Gregory Murray, 
Philadelphia; Mrs, Fannie Church Parsons, Chicago. Student 
in Vienna in 1804. 
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LOUISE T.  CHURCHILL, 
Piano, Advanced Harmony, Counterpoint. 
Graduate of Halifax Conservatory. Pupil of Carl Bcving, 
Leipzig Conservatorium, in Piano, and of Gustave Schreck, Leip- 
zig Conservatorium, in Harmony and Counterpoint. 
MABEL PHILLIPS, 
Assistant in Voice. 
Pupil of Otto Engwerson and Denison Conservatory and W. 
?. Sterling anil Mmc. Tecla-Vigna, of the Cincinnati College 
of Music. 
WILLIAM A. BERGER, 
Registrar, Theory, Elementary Harmony, Violincello, Cornet. 
Student at High School for Music, Vienna. Austria. 
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION. 1 
I. Course in Piano. 
II- Course in Voice. 
III. Course in Violin. 
IV. Course in Organ. 
V. Course in Theory: (a) Theory and Elementary Har- 
ni
"n>, (b) Advanced Harmony, (c) Counterpoint, (d) History 
Of Music, (e) Analysis of Form, (f) Canon and Fugue, (g) 
Competition. 
VI. Ensemble Classes: (a) Chorus, (b) Orchestra, (c) 
Pano, (d) Hymnology, (e) Musical Kindergarten, (f) String 
Quartette, (g) Glee Club, (h) Sight-reading Class, (i) Mandolin 
a
"b. (j) Eurvdice Club. 
100 MN1SON rsivatsiTY 
I.    CVUTM  in   PSaao. 
This courtc embraces live grades, extending from a well 
organized juvenile department (the teachers of which have made 
special preparation for this branch of work), to pupils capable 
■it put tnced work. 
It i- a difficult matter to specif)  a set course adapted to the 
needs of all pupils, so it has seemed best to suit the work to the 
individual requirements.   (Sreat care is taken thai the foundation 
w.Tk l- inns! thorough. Theoretical \rnrk is demanded from the 
|HI|II! Inf..re beginning the piano stud) |irn|ier. A thorough 
knowledge of intervals and scales and chord construction is nec- 
essary, 
Though not ci nfining the stud) exclusively to on* technical 
method, a modem interpretation of the William Mason system 
of technique, that he has sanctioned, is given the most attention. 
The object of the technical study is first good tone production, 
then fai ilitj  and velocity. 
-•ring to enter the Senior Class in I'iano will be 
expected ; i have satisfactorily completed the work preparatory 
m tin- Fifth lirade. If the preliminary work in any special de- 
partment and the required theoretical work shall have been done 
elsewh< re than in the ' lonservatory, an examination on such work 
will I the beginning of the Senior year, in addition to 
me of the Commencement. 
II.    Voice. 
I rue cultivate n of the voice involves the study of the con- 
lire human body,     Wrong voice production  is the 
I • II :i!,i! and muscular action. 
-■   i ial attention is therefore given to correct standing |iosi- 
tion, perfect control of breath, freedom of throat, agreeable facial 
expression  and  distinct  enunciation.    It   is  intended  to  follow 
i   .it  English masters, who combine the 
I- -• • Ii n ents Hi the "Id Italian school i represented bj LampeiH) 
with certain ideas belonging to the German school. 
!:■ side leaching tin- right use of the voice, so that the tone 
shall gnu in strength and beauty, it is the aim to train the pupils 
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so thai they shall read music quickly and accurately, and to give 
them also true ideas of interpretation. 
The studies and songs used are varied according to the needs 
<>! the pupil. The work of Abt, Concone, Seiber, 1'anofka, Nava 
and Uordogni arc studied. All grades of songs arc used from 
the limpte English songs to the opera and oratorio arias. 
Candidate* for graduation in this department are required 
to take all the theoretical work offered in tile Conservatory. A 
class in sight-reading and ear-training is open to all voice pupils. 
The time required to complete the course will depend upon the 
ability and diligence of the pupil. 
HI.    Violin. 
Realizing the comparative inefficiency of a prescribed course 
of study in the Violin Department for pupils whose ability and 
temperament must differ widely, the last three grades of the 
course have been omitted, the work done being left to the discre- 
tion i i the teacher. The course will consist of five grades, re- 
quiring at least four years to complete. The needs of all begin- 
ners being similar, the first three grades are studied as follows: 
rtr.1  Grad*. 
Mazas, Violin School. 
Wohlphart, Op. 45, Dk. I. 
Kavser, Op. 20, Bk. I. 
Meerts, 12 Elementary Studies. 
1 
Second Gr.de. 
Wohlphart, Op. 45, Bk. II. 
Oont, Op. 38. 
Dancla, Op. 68. 
Third Gr.de. 
Mazas, Op. 36, Suite I. 
Kayscr, Op. 20, Bk. III. 
Krcmzer Etudes (first half). 
10J D!NI»!» I'Kivnsmr 
I hi  ttudii - fi r the next two grades will be selected accord- 
ing : ipils, from the following work*: 
Kreutzer Etudes ■ last half). 
M...                 i, Bk. II. 
Alard, i »i> 41. Suitei I and II. 
Rode, -4 ' M ri 1 - 
1   hnical Studies. 
Bendix, Scale Studies. 
.  ricei 
.,/       Seven I'»isitions, 
I fen 
Leonard, "La Gymnastique du Violiniste." 
1    •      ' Beri  I,  1,7,8,9, Ballet Fantasie. 
■    22, 23 
ire; Vieuxtemps, Ballade and I'olonaise, Fan- 
■ • ■ 
Handel, Nardini, Mozart, Grieg, Op. 8, 45. 
I   •■ ■     '. ■ 
IV. Court* in Orfui. 
•   at the piano ami in tight-reading is neces- 
.!•; 1"   entered.    A  good organ touch. 
playing, steadiness and smooth- 
nesi are thi objective aims, 
- in School, Buck's Studies in Phrasing and Rich's 
Little Preludes and Fugues compose the ground work of study. 
This i>- fol t inatas by Mendelssohn, Merkel, Guilmant, 
selections bj W'idor, Dubois, Bocllmann, Lemar, Beat, Hollins, 
llnck  and  1 
Special attention will lie given to hymn playing, accompany- 
ing and registration to meet the pratical needs of church work- 
V. Counc in Theory. 
ia 1  ACOUSTICS, THEORY AND ELEMENTARY HAR- 
MONY 
Two Hours per Week, Two Semesters. 
MR. \V. A. BEKGEK. 
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First Semester. 
Acoustics, Theory. 
Second Semester. 
Elementary Harmony. 
(In ADVANCED HARMONV 
Miss CHUBCHIU. 
Tcxi-l>ook — Cliaclwick's 1 larmony. 
Four hours per week, two semesters. 
Acoustics, Theory ami Elementary Harmony Required. 
First Semester. 
I riails. Seventh Chords, Inversion of hoth and their con- 
■'«- Dispersed harmony, chords of the ninth. Partwriting 
ses, Sopranos, etc.    Modulations. 
Second Semester. 
Altered  Chords,  Enharmonic Changes,  Modulations,  Sus- 
ns, Passing Tones, Chants, Chorals and Free Writing. 
I OUNTERPOINT 
Miss CHUKCHILL. 
' book, Jadassohn. 
I «    hours per week, two semesters. 
First Semester. 
Equal and unequal counterpoint in four parts.    Equal and 
unequal counterpoint in two and three parts. 
Second Semester. 
Double and triple counterpoint. 
(d)HISTORY OF MUSIC 
MR. JUDSON. 
lour hours per week, two semesters. 
Text-book —History of Music; Judson. 
This course is based upon an original method by Mr. Jud- 
son.   The study is purely academic in nature, and does not in- 
|>M DiMMN raimm 
dude the study of form nor the performing of compositions in 
^lass.    The student is required to pursue, under the direction of 
ihe instructor, a course of original investigation into the causes 
of development of music ami the relations between the Arts, 
Religion, Civilization and music Very little time is spent in 
Biographical study, only enough to familiarize the student with 
the most famous composers. The work for each term may be 
classified as follow -: 
First Semester. 
Stud\ of i Irigins,    Ancient and  Medieval Music.    The Re- 
lationi i i great Art, Political and Religious movements to mu- 
sical evolution. Biographical studies Medieval music. Poly- 
phonic Scho Is 
Second Semester. 
ition of Instruments, Growth of different Forma. Re- 
lation t" Civilization. Biographical studies. Classic and mod- 
em Music. Relation t" Civilization. Reasons for development. 
Tendencies     Biographical studies. 
(ei ANALYSIS "!• 1 I IRM 
MR, JUDSON. 
, !;<>urs jier week, two semesters. 
Text-book — Complete Analysis, Goodrich. 
I°WO i Advanced Harmony required. 
VI.    EnMmble CluMt. 
(a;    CHORUS 
MR. JIHSON. 
A chorui of seventy voices is maintained for the practice 
and performance of Cantatas, Choruses and < iratorios. Admis- 
si s by examination only; dues, $t. 
(b) CONSERVATORY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
MH. JllDSON, Director. 
An  organization of  thirty-one  Conservatory  students and 
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professional musicians, giving a regular Symphony Course each 
year. The programs include symphonies by Haydn, Mozart and 
C. I'll. Hacli, besides numerous smaller pieces. Opportunity is 
given students in the Conservatory, who are sufficiently advanced, 
to play classical and modern compositions under efficient direc- 
tion, The orchestra is one of the most positive musical influences 
in the school, and has been placed upon a permanent basis. 
(c) I'IANO CLASSES 
Ensemble classes are maintained in I'iano, both Duet and 
Quartette work being done. The classes are free, and this work 
is required of all pupils sufficiently advanced. 
(■I) IIYMNOLOGY 
Miss FAKRAR. 
A  course  in  Ilymnology  will  be  given,   which   will  be of 
especial advantage to I'iano and Organ students. The tuition 
is free. 
(e) MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN 
Miss EAKKAR. 
Children from five to ten years of age are prepared in the 
elementary part of music, which every one should know before 
beginning the study of voice or any instrument. 
In this class the foundation of music is taught in such a 
manner that it interests as well as instructs the children. 
(f) UNIVERSITY STRING QUARTETTES 
MR. JIIDSON. 
I here arc two String Quartettes organized by the Conscrv- 
»torv, as well as a Trio (Piano, Violin and Cello). The student 
tr and quartette appear frequently in recitals, and afford oppor- 
lunity for ensemble practice to pupils. The professional quar- 
tette is heard at concerts and Faculty recitals, and performs 
many of the best quartettes and quintettes, assisted by one of 
•he Conservatory Pianists. This affords abundant opportunity 
for students to become conversant with the great writings of the 
°ld masters. 
! 
» 
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(g) UNIVERSITY GLEE CLUB 
MR. JIIISOX. 
This organization is composed of college student* only, and 
choice is made b) examination oi voice ami ability. The mem- 
bership i- limited t" twenty. This chih is designed to reach 
and influence young men of the school, and has hec-n exceedingly 
successful in th.it direction. Good music is studied as well as 
collcf In  ;t-   semi-annual  tour  the  club   has   in  the 
last few years given concerts as follow*: Dayton, (iranvillc, 
Newark Martinsburg, Middletown, Franklin, Norwalk, Mt. Ver- 
"■ -I'- Mansfield, Milan, Sandusky, Shelby, Fredericktown, Alex- 
ai   ria and Zan< 
(h) SIGHT-READING 
Miss BLIKN. 
ding and Ear-Training.— This class is open to all 
stud • ially designed for vocal students.    It aids 
in d' . i    : ading and trains the ear to recognize inter- 
vals more clearly. 
(i) UNIVERSITY MANDOLIN AND GUITAR CLUIJ 
This has twenty members, and is an organization of young 
men.    It i tbi   Glei  Qub on all tours.    Popular and 
impositions are studied during the year.   Besides 
the usual  mandolins  and  guitars the club uses violins.  Viola, 
ello,  Flute   Mandolin and  Harp.     Membership is limited by 
examination. 
(j) EURYDICE CLUB 
Miss BuMM. 
The Eurydice Club, consisting of about twenty young 
women, practices music of a high order, and has given in concert 
several of the works of Stainer and Cowen. 
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Expenws by Semester. 
ice. violin, organ; private hall-hour lessons twice a week, $27 00 
I   ire. violin, organ ;privatc hall-hour lessons once a week, 15 00 
. . clisi leuon, 4 hours per week  7 50 
"f Music; 4 hours per week  7 50 
Analysis of Form ;   2 hours per week  7 50 
K' in oi piano per hour  05 
Rent of mask per semester,  75 
Fee for use of Lihrary  1 50 
Children1! lessons; 2 hours per week, in classes,  7 50 
S      '• initiation fee — not required from voice students, . 1 50 
Choms term dues  50 
:.' hours per week  3 00 
:■  fee  75 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION. 
Diplomat will lie granted to students who have pursued the 
coursi of study prescribed for their special department and have 
given evidence of requisite musical ability. This diploma will 
be granted only to those who display artistic ability in public 
performance. To students completing prescribed work, but not 
g to make a specialty of public performance, a certificate 
indicating the amount and character of the work done will be 
I heoretical work required in all departments is two scmes- 
lers each of Theory and Elementary Harmony. Advanced llar- 
ony, Counterpoint, History of Music and Analysis of Form. 
In voice and violin department pupils will be required to pursue 
the study of piano sufficiently (two semesters as a minimum), 
' i i liable them to read easy accompaniments at sight.       __ 
!" addition to the work required in the Conservatory, can- 
didates for graduation will be required to complete the following 
Academic studies: One year of modern Language, English and 
Mathematics corresponding to entrance requirements for Dcnison 
' "iversity. The presentation of satisfactory evidence that this 
w
'"k has been completed elsewhere will be accepted upon the 
terms as in Denison University. 
1 
GENERAL INFORMATION. 
I 
Student* may enter at any time, but cannot register for less 
than a half semester. All students arc under obligations to per- 
form at the regular examinations and recitals, according to the 
direction of the teacher, and are not allowed to perform in public 
without the content of the instructor. 
The Circulating Library furnishes all necessary music for 
students, excepting in the violin and voice classes. 
1 he length of tile course depends u[K>n the native talent and 
the perseverance of the student. 
Artists' recitals take place during the school year, which 
I to attend by payment of a small fee. 
Pupils' recitals occur semi-monthly. All music students are 
expected to be present. 
During the last two yean the following artists have ap- 
peared in Cranville: Mme. Lawson, Soprano (2); Cleveland 
Philharmonic String Quartette (2); Oley Speaks, Basso; Dr. 
Ilenr> '• Hanchett, Pianist-Lecturer (4); Leroy McMakin, Vio- 
linist; William Sherwood. Pianist; Augusta Cottlow, Pianist; 
Ernest Gamble, Basso; Spiering String Quartette and others. 
This affords students op|>ortunity of hearing the best artists 
fir the payment of a small fee, 
The ( onservatory is now equipped with new practice pianos 
of the highest grade, thus making more efficient the work of the 
piano student. 
For further information in regard to the Conservatory of 
Music address Arthur I..   Fudson. Manager, Granville, Ohio. 
V.   SCHOOL Or ART. 
LAURA B. PARSONS, DIRECTOR. 
Draiving, Painting, Wood-carving, Clay Modeling, Pottery. 
CARIE MARIE HOWLAND, 
China Painting. 
HARRIET M. BARKER, 
Hitlory of Art. 
The Art Course is arranged as follows: 
I.    CHARCOAL DRAWING. 
FIRST GRADE. 
Geometrical solids in outline — also in light and shade. 
Principles of elementary perspective. 
Cast drawing  from  historic ornament;  niaiks; hands and 
fnt; details of human face. 
Simple studies from still life. 
SECOND GRADE. 
Advanced cast drawing from the antique.    More elaborate 
studies from still life.   Sketching from life. 
THIRD GRADE. 
Cast drawing continued from the full length figure. 
Drawing from life costumed model. 
II.   WATER COLORS AND OIL. 
In this work thorough study is given to Composition, Color, 
Textures, Values, Light and Shade. 
1 
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Besides the W"rk of the regular course*, classes may V 
formed in I ■• I t ration, Pyrography, Ornamental Wood- 
Carving, Clay Modeling, etc 
Wat< ■ ; tinting is taught according to the French and 
1 nglisli method, great attention being given to technique. Out- 
of-door sketching is taught during the entire course. 
Those registered for regular work in the Art studio are 
admitted, free of charge, to the class in History of Art, which 
embraces the Study of architecture, sculpture, painting and the 
lives of the great masters. These courses in History of Art must 
be taken as a condition of graduation. A thesis in art is required 
from each applicant for graduation. 
An  Art   Reception   will   be  given   during  Commencement 
at which time the work done in the studio during the year 
will be "ii exhibition.    For this reason it is inqiortant that the 
be left in charge of the Director of the Department until 
the close of the year. 
The Art graduates arc invited to leave one specimen, each. 
of iheir work, as a gift to the College. 
Pupils will receive certificates from the Art Department 
mpleted the required course of three years. 
TUITION. 
The tuition is the «amf for each semester, as follows: 
 $21 00 
olon  21 M 
On Chin  81 W 
Paste!  18 00 
- ud White  18 00 
Ornamental  Wood Carving  2100 
Pyrography — ten lessons  5 00 
ORATORY AND ELOCUTION. 
Miss ECKEKT. 
The work in this department is along the line of scienee as 
well as that of art. Until recently but little attention was paid 
to the underlying principles of expression. The subject was 
taught almost entirely as an imitative art. Progressive thinkers 
have BOW so developed and systematized the constituent elements 
of voice and action that the study of oratory is taking a place by 
the side of the sister sciences in the best curricula in our country. 
In recognition of this fact the University gives credit, as an elec- 
tive study, to work done in Oratory and Elocution, in proportion 
tci the number of hours taken. The following courses are offered, 
<;ich occupying one semester. 
I. Principles of Elocution. A study of vocal organs and 
mug les; method! of breathing; vocal culture for purity, strength, 
compass, flexibility and sustaining power. Study and application 
of vocal elements; form, degree, stress, quality. Eirst principles 
of action. 
II. Principles of Elocution. Vocal culture continued. 
Study and drill in the vocal elements; pitch, degree, change, mel- 
ody, time, quantity, pause, movement. Completion of principles 
of action. Analysis, preparation and rendition of selections. 
Criticism of application of elements. 
Ill Literary Analysis and Rendition.. .Development of 
individuality in voice and action. Lectures on analysis, mind, 
concentration, imagination, memory, scene building and interpre- 
tation. Individual study of selections from every style. Ren- 
dition of prescribed selections and criticism by members of class 
and instructor. 
IV. Argumentation and Debate. Lectures on ex tempore 
■peaking, principles of debate, preparation of briefs, arrangement 
of argument, team work and rebuttal. Ex tempore speeches and 
debates required of every student. 
1 
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\'. Original Orations. Lectures on styles of address, kinds 
of discourse, construction of speeches, ancient, medixval and 
modem oratory, and the sources of eloquence. Declamation of 
selections from great orators. Preparation and delivery of top- 
ical speeches and original orations. 
VI. English Classics. Lectures on Shakespeare, Dickens, 
Browning and Tennyson Study, interpretation and memoriter 
rendition of one of Shakespeare's plays Interpretative analysis 
of one other play and of selections from other English masters. 
SOCIETY Or THE ALUMNI. 
The Society of the Alumni was organized in 1859, with 
William P. Kerr, class of 1845, as President; Edward M. 
Downer, class of 1850, Vice President; Francis M. Hall, class 
of 1856, Secretary, and Henry Fulton, class of 1859, Treasurer. 
Rev. Samson Talbot, class of 1851, four years later to become 
President of the University, delivered an address on "The Im- 
portance of a Right Moral Development in Education." The So- 
ciety has at various times exerted itself effectively to supply some 
pressing need of the University. For the year 1903-1904 its 
membership fees were devoted to the purchase of historical books 
for the Library. For 1904-1905 to the purchase of works of art 
for (be adornment of the buildings of the University. 
The officers of the Society for the current year are: 
President G. M. PETERS, ESQ., '67 
Vice President O. C. HOOFER, ESQ., '79 
Secretary-Treasurer PROF. W. H. JOHNSON, '85 
I 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
CHAIRMAN, BUNYAN SPENCER, '79. 
T. J. SHEPPARD, '70. E. P. CHILD*, '94. 
DEGREES CONFERRED JUNE 1904. 
Honorary. 
I 
PBOPXSSOB JOHN \V   MONCBIEE Doctor of Divinity. 
PionsMn WAITMAN  BABBE Doctor ol I.iltrature. 
REV. JAMES C. FEBNALU Doctor of Humanities. 
Bachelor   of   Arti. 
ROMA EABL BBOWN, HENHY JOHN SKIFF, 
JiFIN  I.EE UAOOOI HAMIONO Dl-ANE SPBOUT, 
CABL Miuaoua REVENAIGII, JAMES SAMUEL WEST, 
ROBEBT MOBBIS W'YLIE. 
GHAIE WINIFRED 11A< mi JANE BELL SIMPSON, 
Bachelor of   Science 
GBMCI MAXWELL BABTON, HEBBERT DAY MCKIIIBEN. 
EDWA*:> BlAlX0    I      .iikii-.E JOHN LITTLE RANKALL. 
OBTTLLI I*.".I EY MoNTGOMEBY. WlLLIAM   ELGIN  WlCKENDEN, 
'ONES. RLBY JONES. 
Bachelor  of   Philosophy. 
CHABLES FELIX Bl'BKE 
I.ii i us ALICE SNOW, MABEL ESTHEB W'YUI, 
Bachelor of   Literature. 
FEED SI.'UNEB I.ARI.-E. ELIZABETH FULLEBTON, 
MABY CLAUDIA JONES, LILLIAN ALICE WYLY. 
STUDENTS IN GRANVILLE COLLEGE CLASSES. 
Senior CUll. 
JAMBS Po6m CHAPPIE, Cl.. 
CHAIUI KING CHAPMAN, Cl., 
JCPIIN ANTON CIIF.HNEY, Cl., 
Bum FIRING CONLEY. SC. 
JOHN GAIDIND CROSS, Cl., 
EBOAI GonoM DAVIS, SC. 
Rom.nr Sum GASKELL, Cl.. 
.1' us Email (,EIL, Cl. 
I'AVIII HAVDEN, Cl., 
K M I'   Ill-NT. Ph.. 
Ku.tk M JUNES. Cl, 
RALPH BAMTON MIU.EE. Lit, 
CHAILEI HIBTON NICKELS, Cl., 
JUTIH Wn NIJCON, a., 
DAHIB    i'.M I. IIIBUTT, St., 
CIIAHI. KMMETT OXLEY, SC, 
CHAIUI litNJAMIN  PATT, Cl., 
CHAIUI I VIIION PATTERSON, Cl., 
AITBUI Nous PECKIIAM, SC, 
CAU SEAMAN, Cl., 
I'll  I.   SlIEPAKa, Sc, 
Goat, SWING, SC, 
JOHN FUTON VAN VOOHHIS, SC, 
Pn«v DANIEI. WOODS, a., 
Marshall, Texas. 
Granville,  Ohio. 
Qcveland, Ohio. 
Omaha. Neb. 
Narragansett Pier, R. I. 
New York. 
Hamilton, H. Y. 
Granville. 
Cleveland. 
Franklin. 
Newark. 
Newark. 
Toledo. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
West Carlisle. 
Sidney. 
Jamestown. 
Kingston, R. I. 
Snringfield. 
Wyoming. 
Granville. 
Newark. 
Pickaway. 
i 
junior CUas. 
OBK Jonra ANDERSON, SC, 
"U.LIAJI  HOWARD ARTER,  Sc. 
Y*u,s CLA»K BECK, SC, 
WA«D Ci.irrF., BELL, SC, 
HOWAU Loan BETHEL. Ph., 
THO" 
Join 
llo„ 
»l JOHNSON BOLGER, Cl., 
BRIDGES, Cl.. 
>■* OMm CAESON, SC, 
Newark 
Kennon. 
Bethel. 
Utica. 
Holloway. 
Chicago. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Mo DKXISOM    fNUHHSIIV 
Bow* Bi i> MI l ii IMREBS, Cl. 
LEWIS HENRY DENMAN, S . 
WILLIAM ANDERS EVANS, SC, 
It    N ABB JVUUI   POX, 5c , 
JOHN HI '.HI- HISLOP, SC . 
ARTHI K HANOI n HIXOH, SI . 
< lEOBI I   il BOH  HOV. ILL, Sc . 
\\ U m   CVETIN  HvMPTON,   Si   . 
LAWEEH t i UPTON IBWW, SC, 
JAMIS kussEU JENNESS, SC, 
EHHETI HOMER l.i-iit, Sc, 
! . 
I'll IUI ■   IK.Ski IN   MATTHE* -. 0 . 
PAUL Si '  Kmiits. Sc , 
IE    I'h. 
PAUL DUNCAN MIT HI   , Cl., 
MERKTI!   REEI MONTGOMERY, Sc . 
ALMJU KING MOEEI 
I il  Ed   A ■■     l   |   \.   ,i 
r, I'h, 
<..v HAU I 
M i  RICE DAVID PACE, Ph , 
JAMES FEANK PEASE, I'h. 
< inrns VEENS PEIEST, SC, 
JOHN CLINTON PEIOI 
RALPH WIU II Quiet, Cl, 
WEN R   .■■ii -II. a, 
JESSE WILHELII STENGEB, SC, 
IVAN,  Sc, 
RAVN rsACY, a, 
ROEEEI i : u VAN VOORHIS, a . 
Rov lj-.si.it \'., ■ ■     - 
jAints FRANX WHALLON, Cl . 
WILUAU B ■ ION WRICHT, SC, 
II HER BENJAMIN VALE, I'h , 
HuntinRton, W. Vs. 
Granville. 
\cwport, Ky. 
1 layton. 
Columbus. 
Newark. 
Krampton. 
Granville. 
Alexandria. 
Cherry   Point,   III. 
Peniel. 
Granville. 
Richwood. 
(iranville. 
Granville. 
Newark. 
Newark. 
Middletown. 
Bedford. 
'iranville 
Granville. 
Johnstown. 
Dayton. 
Newark. 
Granville. 
Fort Collins, Col. 
Baiavia 
(iranville. 
Dayton. 
Ilubbsrd. 
Newark. 
Alexandria. 
Joliet. III. 
Homer. 
Waynesfield. 
Sophomore Cl»ai. 
HABVEY .IAMF<   ALEXANDER, Ph , 
JOHN WA   ra  il> \: rit. Cl, 
I HI M IN EARI  BOUINGEB, Ph. 
CLAI    if    • mi BOYER, II . 
HoWAEa EDWABB BRILLIART, SC, 
la i- Hum Bmi, ci, 
Newark. 
Norwalk. 
St    Paril. 
Joliet, III. 
Newsrk. 
Toledo. 
( 
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KENNETH JAMES CAMPBELL, SC., 
Rowi INO SMITH CUSSOLP, SC, 
I "\ nv. Cl, 
ERNEST COBNELL, Ph., 
FRANK HUBD COX, Cl., 
WILLIAM HOWARD COX. SC., 
JOY ALLEN (HAVEN. SC, 
IILI n>N CKD'I-EN, Cl., 
CBARU l lnM.sr PLEMIITO, Cl., 
u M i MM HENRV FOWLS, Cl., 
WALTER NEWHOME GWMMELL, SC, 
IM DONALD HUSTON, Cl., 
DB KITE, Cl.. 
PRAHE GlEBElON   I.A KUE, Sc, 
rfABWOOO LEEECH, SC, 
I rlERBBJtr LUBE, SC, 
WlLUAM   ALOHZO  MABTIN,   Cl., 
DATO HUQB MILLER, SC, 
Auric    STAN DN MYERS, SC, 
1   \iK\ANi»ER PAYNE, Ph., 
SFSHI KM RoCKWOOEs SC, 
h MB   JoSIAH   Kl'NYAN,   Cl., 
11 Roi DUANE SARGENT, SC, 
HUGHES, SHEPARD, SC, 
WILUAM ('.EAR SPENCER, Cl, 
JOHN ( USWELL SWABTS, Cl.. 
LEON RUTHERFORD TAYLOR, Ph., 
IMGEE WALSH, SC, 
■: WATANABB, SC, 
FRANK EUGENE Wooe, Sc, 
Mt. Vcrnon. 
Morgan Park, III. 
Madison, 
Alexandria. 
Macksburg. 
Norwood. 
Daylon. 
Granvillc. 
Prazeysburg. 
Omaha. Neb. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Mobile, Ala. 
Granvillc. 
Imlaystown. N. J. 
Elyria. 
Clifton. 
Springfield. 
South Whitley, Ind. 
Granvillc. 
Pasadena, Cal. 
Union   City, Pa. 
Cincinnati. 
Belle font a inc. 
Wyoming. 
Granvillc. 
Newark 
Avon-by-the-Sca.  N.  J. 
Dayton. 
Formosa, Japan. 
Granvillc. 
1 
freshman Cla». 
I
'''«" CLUIMCI ANDDtSON, SC, 
ItUH ASM MORE, Sc 
CAUnoM WILLIAM ATWATEH, Cl., 
1
 »»m BAKU., JB, Ph.. 
JVUXAKIW Hnua BAU.A«D, SC 
Fowm BAUCIS. SC, 
' GtAMAM III. ku, Cl, 
linair, Sc, 
A
«"i« Bauwai CiiArra. Sc, 
Cum DITTO, SC. 
' ' i '"• Amn UOTY. Sc, 
Geneva. 
Swalow,  China. 
Cleveland. 
Adrian. Mich. 
Washington C.  H. 
Sunbiiry. 
Granvillc 
Dayton. 
Marshall, Texas. 
Pelphos. 
Grand Junction, Mich. 
118 I.) NOON   I'MVKBSITY. 
I 
; } M II DOUGHTY, SC . 
I > ^ \ : 11   SHEETS   I > w .  S 
Josu H  K   ' lANMtn   Sc. 
i. i \ I iKovn Gumw, Ph . 
HEATH, Cl., 
CLYDI WAESHAII IIWIIT, Sc, 
i uAKLca 1 MMAS' M KAUFMAN, SC, 
CH IELU HOLLAND KID n, Sc, 
} otPH Howtu LLOYD, Cl., 
■ •    I i sui; Lown *   I 
■'■ n I I KM U II, Sc . 
HOWAI I      P 
. Cl., 
W Aki-> N   V   K.I ITS    Sc . 
'MM.   ^.   . 
!■-\sK Mix B 
l.\ MAN   U HIGH r   K'-.i IS, S 
Hirm, >' . 
5M    H, a 
Sc. 
- . IMCTT,  O , 
I KDA1 E, Sc, 
Rot H KLEE, S 
1
   . 
Newark. 
Ravca Rock, W. Vs. 
Wellington. 
Roeerille, 111 
St  Paris. 
Newark. 
Sioux Falls, S. D. 
Urban. 
Yotmfetown. 
MonroevHta. 
Sli.ii->.i.  i'a. 
S.ivana, III. 
Newark. 
Walnut  Hills, Cin. 
Galion. 
Cincinnati. 
Chicago,   III. 
Dayton. 
Granville. 
Mansfield. 
Moacvule. 
Cambridge. 
Lancaster. 
Columbus. 
Granville. 
Cherry Valley. 
Elective. 
■ 
■ 
KEN KCTH ■..>•■. 
r BA  ■ HB, 
CoKAWAY  B 
■ 
KM AH, 
IRK, 1 
■ 
: HIKE, 
M \t SHAI i  NEW POET DANA, 
auE, 
SAUL'EI    5HOWO MONI I'IN, 
Newark. 
1 )a> ton. 
Dayton. 
Hebron. 
i utmi' int. 
Newark. 
Alexandria. 
Granville. 
Bladensbarg. 
I )ayton. 
Marveysburg. 
Pioneer. 
Newport. 
Chicago. 
Washington, D. C 
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•   UOYSILS FEBBY, 
ALFRED LFE FISKE, 
EAIL HAKKINGTON FOOTE, 
WILLIAM Ki MIX FORSYTHE, 
JOHN WALLACE FULLER, 
I II   I■1UI.IT GuTBIDCE, 
R HDtf Post HAMILTON, 
I munii CLYDE HOLLOWAY, 
I H x- WAM HOYT. 
HOIAI I  Ml Kli: HUFFMAN, 
■ SSDGWICK JOHNSON, 
I HI. 1.U;LEH, 
V.HII HI GUDMM LEWIS, 
JAMES C LOUOBUDOK 
rBEB  I M IK.,Is  MfCoLLUM, 
WAYLAND MORLEY, 
HARRY I'AUMENT, 
FBANKJ IN  I'M I ION, 
LEWIS TIMEBOD PAULSON, 
m AND PENCE, 
I     PoMD, 
D FRANCIS POWERS, 
PEOSBJ 
I     AUSTIN PuRlNTON, 
DAVID CLAYTON KAILSBACK, 
>N RHONIHOUIE, 
ORLEY HENEY SEE, 
JOHN   YV'HITCOHB SlIEI'AROSON, 
I in- RAY SIIII.LINC, 
MI INTOSII SFENCEB, 
JAHES HAEOU THOMAS, 
' UNION THOMAS, 
« IlKRIlF.RT THOEP, 
i AiiiEBiNOToN TOLD, 
HEBBEBI IEVIHG TOITINO, 
I i M: Towmtm, 
JUOBOH WALKER, 
HABEY COLLINS WIGHT, 
Washington, D. C. 
Dayton. 
Medina. 
Granvillc. 
Columbus. 
Newark. 
Trinway. 
Adiiau, Mich, 
Norwalk. 
Dayton. 
Parkersblirg, W. Va. 
Dayton. 
Toledo. 
Granvillc. 
Cambiidgc. 
Sandusky. 
Waukcgan, Ills. 
Newaik. 
Newark. 
St. Paris. 
Granvillc. 
Norwalk. 
Granvillc. 
Conncllsville, Pa. 
Granvillc. 
Maumcc. 
Shelby. 
Chicago. 
Columbus. 
New Straitsvillc. 
Dayton. 
Dayton. 
Alexandria. 
Cincinnati. 
Granvillc. 
Zanesville. 
Granvillc. 
Dayton. 
1 
STUDENTS IN SHEPARDSON COLLEGE CLASSES 
TITLES CONFERRED 1904. 
Auo. iAtr in Ut«t»tur*. 
BUTIIAVM   BAN < M.ui.AtEi F»n Muuiw. 
Senior Clui. 
I 
Ph, 
i AMZKM   I A-K.  Lit, 
KATI I Ph, 
teirisoM, Ph., 
Kt in  \ -. % • i . \K». Ph . 
I HUSTO, O 
KITH ELM/ EN, Pit, 
In DUO Moon, Lit, 
MVRA I ■ ■    Ph., 
FAITH POMEMY, Ph, 
SMITH, O., 
NTDN, Ph., 
m ANN WATKINS, Ph, 
MARY] SC, 
Des Moines, la. 
Granvfluk 
Amanda. 
Toleilo. 
Piqua. 
Washington, D. C. 
(iranville. 
(iranville. 
it   Wayne, Ind. 
Boston, Mass. 
Granvillc. 
(iranville. 
Granville. 
Council Bluffs, Ind 
(iranville. 
Junior Class. 
ANNA BI UU BI inn   I 
I MITT,  I'll , 
CtARI 
. Ph., 
I .   I I. 
I tiLBM  MINT. Cl. 
Ph, 
MAm   I DM, Sc , 
I i       in M un \i HIS, Ph.. 
Norwalk. 
L'hrichsville. 
Alexandria. 
Atlanta, III. 
(iranville. 
Granville. 
Cherry   Point, 
Grand Rapids. 
Toledo. 
in. 
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FLORENCI PARRISH, Ph., 
EVA LOUISI K<X-KWOOD, Ph., 
RufttLL, CI, 
EDITH PLORENCI THOMAS, Sc, 
SAIAH ELIANM THOMAS, Lit, 
EDNA Ron THORNTOH, Ph , 
:      i  i vi urn, Ph., 
GRACI  WUCHT, Ph., 
Pittsburg,  Ta. 
Union Cily, Pa. 
Sidney. 
Chicago. 
Bay City, Mich. 
Granvillc. 
London. 
Croton. 
Sopho 
1 lURA DF.ITI.EII. Ph., 
I.rim. BRILLHART, Ph., 
JEAN ELIZA MOORE, CI, 
MART OWES, St, 
CLARA ELIZABETH RnrnFnu*it, Ph.„ 
1
 IERTRUDI SALKELD, a., 
I IMA WILLIS, Ph., 
AMV EUIUMI ZIMMERMAN, Ph, 
Clu>. 
Freshmaji Clui. 
Bum ME AUDREY BLACK, Ph, 
ZETTIE LOUISE CHRISTY, CI, 
VIRA ZULEUA CORES, a, 
tom NAOMI CONLEY, Ph, 
ABA MAY DINKLEMAN, Ph, 
■ Bmnun FULTON, Ph, 
IJTTIE CLARUJRX GRANDSTAFP, Sc, 
IMA ilEAlOCK, CI, 
MARIAN SI SAN I.AMB, Ph. 
• UIM MCKUOBH, Ph, 
■ ELFRIDA MANI.EY, Ph, 
F,,,r
" Auci MCKAY, CI.. 
:
    "  MCNEIL, SC, 
BHA McNeil, Sc, 
LBU BURHELLS .MONTGOMERY, Ph, 
KILT NlCHOL, Ph, 
U|M   PlMMWaTOH, CI, 
> LouiM PHILLIPS, CI, 
BARKARR I'ICKARD, CI, 
WtLU PRIEST, Ph, 
■"*»■ HECTOR, CI., 
Carey. 
Newark. 
Newark. 
Newark. 
Halavia. 
Granville. 
Washington, C. H. 
Perrysville. 
Granville. 
Bryan. 
Dayton. 
Omaha, Neb. 
Madisonville. 
Newark. 
Granville. 
Milton, Ind. 
Toledo. 
Granville. 
Dodgeville. 
Cleveland. 
Sidney. 
Sidney. 
Pataskala. 
Granville. 
Cleveland. 
Elgin, III. 
Lynchburg,  Va. 
Newark. 
Pawtucket, R. I. 
1 
• 
12t I'KMSO.N    I'NIVIRSITV. 
Ai'ME HA\   S: II K   l'h , 
K    : ii   5l IGB,   1'!: . 
(iranville. 
i ir.invillc 
Seniors in Two Yaan' CourM, 
Btrrvi ptHiXGi GtAa EUZAWKM STIMGO 
I Don ajMon SWING, 
Clf<tivM. 
i   M Utll : \   BATES, Madison. 
i            MAI NABD BMI/TELLE, Newark. 
taruan, (iranville. 
■    \v Franklin. 
tTH EVANS, ZaneivUle. 
■    i    Ll.D, (ir.invillc. 
S. GfcAH \M. Paris. III. 
Ll    Kl    '.■ 1 1 TV. Srlma, Ala. 
«A  FIANKII Granvillc. 
. Newark. 
i HUNT, Granvillc 
KLUA L Sidney. 
I'LA MAI Joic. • «, l'redcncktown. 
UTI GirriN .1 NI (iranville. 
1 . Newark. 
' iranville. 
unoM LAKIUOBE, Mt. Vernon. 
1  .    . (iranville. 
1           i MAI Granvillc. 
MAIII Jasper, Ala. 
■   ■ Bedford. 
' (iranville. 
I ■ Indianapolis,  Ind. 
■ W, Jefferson. 
I    K. Granvillc. 
U \n Gnmi H Rica, St.   Paris. 
1   K'lCEM, Granvillc 
' Johnstown. 
MAKV   Loi I-I   SAI   NDDS, Ironton. 
! |i in • ILUTIA SCOTT, (iranville. 
tlVA   Kt                          KITH, /anrsville. 
■I l UN .   Sou   . Omaha, Neb. 
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ELSII KHINF.HART STUDER, 
MAUD THOMPSON, 
(ifcHTuniC EVELYN TODD, 
IDA ELIZABETH WICKKNDEN, 
BERTHA WILKES, 
BESSIE. EMMA WILSON, 
LotuiA MATILUJAH WOODROW, 
Fredcricktown. 
Granville. 
Johnstown. 
'1 olcdo. 
Chicago,   Ills. 
King's Mills. 
Fmporia. Kans. 
SHEPARDSON PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 
Senior Clui. 
B BROOKS HUOWN, 
\i IISU.K CHAMDERS, 
>M./IEL. 
BERTHA ANNA FETZER, 
I KTUGHT HAIUSON, 
HUNT, 
HAKKIET THOMPSON I.AKIMORE, 
UARV EDNA MCDANIKL, 
CUVI MOSSHAN, 
"< ITT, 
M   POTTS, 
MARION KODEKTS, 
A.GHU SHAFFER, 
GRACE SKIPP, 
I   \UtUA TUTTLB, 
Granville. 
Shelbyville, Ind. 
Granville. 
Wamlbtk. Hamburg. Germany. 
Jersey. 
Granville. 
Ml. Vernon. 
Racoon Island. 
Newark. 
Granville. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
New Water ford. 
Springfield. 
1 
Middle C1«M. 
In* LOUIU FncuaoM, 
HAUU HOULT JENKESS, 
i11"'- GEACI M.O.EI.LAND, 
Cnumm NIXON, 
t SAWVM, 
'■"■" SrwcB, 
MAM SnmuHan, 
Junior Clui. 
\to HAY CALOWHI, 
1
 »n.i Km COLWBX, 
'"H*   llEKKIl K, 
Granville. 
Cherry Point, Ills. 
Fredericktown. 
Granville. 
Seymonr,  Ind. 
Granville. 
Sandusky. 
Adam's Mills 
Granville. 
Socorro,   N.  M. 
124 >X  \ NIVEaSITV 
I 
v < 
!■■«.,■..   ■ 
l  R     H 5tt \«r/. 
I ■       l       •       .    - 
i   . STIVEKSOM 1 
■ 
MKII ■   ■   •■   . 
■ DAIUV, 
".  • MAI DINKLSNAM, 
VUA M      is i ion 
■ Swan GIAUAM, 
'. ■-1  | 
I    \  MAY J     NSOH 
■ 
V IKION   S    UHB, 
M ■    } 
1
 KlMBM, 
I'. I   OftDII I \   M< V'  : 
1
    "    Ml   I . 
v  I' win   S'i» urn., 
K PROSE, 
GIACI S RAI 
■ 
■ 
\ H N A J 
rvoa, 
■mi, 
M ' : ii   W U KINDI v. 
EUctivet. 
(iranville. 
(iranville. 
< iranville. 
1 Icbron 
Macktburg. 
Decatur, Ind. 
I in   City,  Mich. 
Granvilw. 
Bryan. 
' >mnha,   Nch. 
t lark-burg, W. Va 
Springfield. 
MadUomrille. 
Zanesvillc 
Part*. III. 
Sydney. 
Tredencktown. 
(iranville. 
Toledo. 
Vanaita. 
(iranville. 
Sidney. 
Sidney, 
(iranvillc. 
\V   Jefferson. 
(iranville. 
Sunbury. 
(iranville. 
Granvflle. 
(Nnaba, Neb. 
IVrdrricktown. 
Columbus, 
(iranville. 
Toledo, 
STUDENTS IN DOANE ACADEMY. 
GRADUATING  CLASS  OF   1904. 
\-II MOKE. 
. 1 , UK Eta K, 
I nn IP Goau HAINES, 
\ks|iAN   JnH.NSON, 
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I IMMIOGI GlABAM  BECKEL, 
K<\ MONO liLisris  BELT, 
LOUIS III.NHV BIRR, 
ARTHUR   BlUJNGl  ClIAFFEE, 
I I K.NELL, 
FtAIII IIURD Cox. 
STEPHEN AUOUITOI DOUGLAS, 
DAXIEI SHEETS DIE, 
WILLIAM HENIV FOWLE, 
JOSEPH IIOWELI. LLOYD, 
HAMLD CIIESNKV MCCALL, 
JUSTIN VVAKKEN MI KIIIHEN, 
GEORGE WALLACE NICHOLS, 
WILLIAM ALEXANDER PAINE, 
FRANK MIX KOUBINS, 
WILLIAM MORRIS SMITH, 
CHARLES HEDGES STARRETT, 
BRUCE TORRENCE WORK. 
Senior Clua. 
i mill BAUGIIEU, 
rt'lLFRM CONAWAV BOLIN, 
MAW I ■ OUAN BOND. 
SAMUEL GATTHD BRIDGES. 
DUV BROWN, 
FARI  RANKIN BULL, 
REXFORJ]   BURNSIDE, 
RUDOLPH OMU Burnt, 
' -  \> GUSTINI CARMAN, 
GOLDE.I NotHAM DAGGER, 
I i  Ntwran DANA, 
RAYMOND CLYDE. DITTO, 
■ U Gma KRLER, 
•'    IAM ELMO FORSYTHE, 
'•'■ lira WnjH FiAira, 
' IAIRIU HA«NE», 
I LATER, 
ifliwon Snowici JOHNSON, 
Eiwm LATHIOP, 
J>"K FRANKUN MCDONNELL, 
I    \M'LRM>N   MCNAUGIITON, 
HORACE MumM MOORE, 
OiA^rs AUSTIN PURINTON, 
I "TON  RAILSBACK, 
n» I'AKKER READ, 
*V SHILLING, 
THURIIAN FRED SOWERS. 
F'tDERKK MclNTOSH   SpENCIH, 
WAlni ROBERT TAYLOR, 
CUUJDOM HERBERT THORPE, 
AMOU HFATHERINGTON TOLD, 
HUBERT IRVINC TOPPING, 
I Icbron. 
Newark. 
Wheeling, W. Va. 
Granville. 
Hagerstown, Md. 
Dayton. 
Alexandria. 
Sunbury. 
Granville. 
I'rbana.  , 
Newport. 
Dclphos. 
Toledo. 
Granville. 
Frazeysburg. 
Elkton, Va. 
St. Pariv 
Parkersbnrg, W. Va. 
Granville. 
Postboy. 
Claridon. 
Pataskala. 
Connellsvillc, Pa. 
Granville. 
Martin's Ferry. 
Columbus. 
Portsmouth. 
New Straitsville. 
Toledo. 
Alexandria. 
Cincinnati. 
Granville. 
126 DEN I SON    rSIVElSITY 
WALTD FISHM WALKS, 
Vos ^ SAMUEL W.MTNU. 
Nfu H i AS Gii i Warn, 
- 
Sunbury. 
Granville. 
Kirkersville. 
Carlisle, Ind. 
Middle CIMI. 
Ss«: ll    NtWILI     \*>: • 
v   I >-!!*'   BkM>-IIAW, 
Zi I   I >.\"\  BlOWHI, 
1
    AilMA.V. 
DTK, 
■     ■ 
■ 
r Sin ION Dix ue, 
■     i i \u:, 
UII  HVKT. 
JOHN LAMSOM, 
■ 
■    U    ION I >K' t IT. 
HAMY   ii DON Ok*. 
I    ■    |   I 
S     "IT. 
\W!N THOMAS, 
!
 "I ROMAS, 
Vi :». Wian, 
Geveland. 
Wilgus. 
Haskins. 
Granville. 
Newark. 
Mt   Gilead. 
Mt. Gilead. 
ZuMsvfllc 
Cleveland. 
Granville. 
Toledo 
Newark. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Newark. 
Medina. 
New Castle, Pa. 
Gxneva. 
Bav City, Mich. 
Granville. 
Dayton. 
Junior CUu. 
Gu s    V  -::;   BAKU 
' m BOM in, 
N BUM, 
I      -    Ml    I I -   I  AM, 
LAWUNI lElD    <   RAPFCt, 
How .M.. < LACK, 
\\ nnan Conn»■ <<>r. 
ARTHUI MILTON DATUM N, 
l' rLu DIAN, 
HAMV HENRY LEWIS DtntL 
MVM i STO KTON FiAun, 
Columbus. 
Fremont. 
Hebron. 
Newcastle, Pi. 
Northport, Mich. 
Saegerstnwn, Pa. 
Marshall, Tex. 
Bladensburg. 
Upland, Pa. 
Tippecanoe. 
Bellefontaine. 
Avondale. 
Frazeysburg. 
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NORMAN BROWN GRIDLEY, 
HARRY HARBISON JENNINGS, 
HAMLO EOQAI LAUSON, 
ELWIM KITTLE, 
DAVID HILL MASSIE, 
THOMAS HoPKIHI Mourns, 
H Asuni'RN NIXON, 
KARI   FMERSON   NOTTINGHAll, 
PUO ( IllVER OBTT, 
DARWIN L PALMER, 
WALTER MMLIIILA PENN, 
HOMER PORTER. 
Hn w EDGAI SHADE, 
Win IAM AARON SHIPP, 
Ron Sump, 
HI'LTZ, 
EDWARD WALKER SLADE, 
JAMES ROBINSON STEWART, 
Ainu /P.NAS STONER, 
) DONALD STRAWN, 
CARL SWISBB, 
PILIIIII. 
I   ixitD ALGEO, 
Srnicn AU,EN, 
KENNETH BUM ALLEN, 
M   WlU.IAM  ATWATER, 
SIMON BALLSY, 
WIIIIAM EARL RAKER, 
I  FOWLU BARCUS, 
J "in  DtHMItlOM BoYCK, 
RAI ! iiswoKTH CARMAN, 
HARLET I.EROY CHAPIN, 
n *: ID FRANK COLEMAN, 
: Cbnnu, 
I EROY CUMMINS, 
<   E I't CLEEQUE, 
1
 HARHI KRNEST FLEMING, 
EARL HARR-.NGTON FOOTE, 
WAITER N'EWIIOME GRIMMELL, 
1 tt I'VERETT (iUTRIUCE, 
HUDBI IIRUOKS HATCH. 
WILLIAM KELLEY HOPKINS, 
Granville. 
Byhalia. 
Toledo. 
Granville. 
Rosedale, Va. 
Venetia. 
Granville. 
Conneaut. 
Newcomerstown. 
Newark. 
RendYille. 
Berlin, Md. 
Verona, Pa. 
Shamokin, Pa. 
Shamokin, Pa. 
Newark. 
Cleveland. 
Newark. 
White Ash, Pa. 
Salem. 
Newark. 
Newark. 
Dayton. 
Dayton. 
Cleveland. 
Clermont, Ind. 
Springfield 
Sunbury. 
Hopcdale. 
Granville. 
New London. 
King's Creek. 
Alexandria. 
Pioneer. 
Chicago, III. 
Frazeysburg. 
Medina. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Newark. 
Cleveland. 
Rendville. 
1 
vx 11| NHOM  I'NIYKBSITV. 
I 
i 11 N I : ii i i    TOMBS, 
C. F.  KM pMAMM 
CH AMI } -  Hotl INO KlS] n, 
Wu i IAM I ii IDM -< LEW it, 
JAMES   I      LOI     HRIDQt, 
Mil LARD I.f-i if. Lownr, 
F  L  McCbu.1 u. 
FRAN i>   U  lYLAND   MOSLSY, 
HAKM I-  El WOOO NlEMAM, 
Ai GI -ir Oi)EB8tctir, 
FRANKI IN : i NM PA  I - *, 
Al I'llA  '  i BVBLAMO  Pull -. 
(i irroti   FRAN< II POWERS, 
i y 1 twis RHONEHOUSS, 
FRANK MIX RI 
ill ID  S   REFFEL, 
FRANK WVNN SHRIVES, 
EDWARD LiriNcttONi STOCKAALS, 
JAMEI II \m i D THOMAS, 
WILLIAM CI INTOM  I BOMAS, 
tM LEI   | m N    i 
VICTOR R I VS., ;   RHER, 
HARVI \ .'.     ■  KF.H. 
I[i ■ H   WlCKIKS, 
1 !!>■ PH      i REES \\ ILUAMS, 
HARRY ROU VAI.E. 
(BEEN RI V." MANS, 
Ciranville. 
Sioux Kails, S. D. 
I'rbana. 
Toledo. 
(■ranville. 
Monroavillc 
Cambridge. 
San dusky. 
Red Bank. N. J. 
Columbus. 
Newark. 
St. Paris. 
N'orwalk. 
Maumee. 
Cincinnati. 
Dayton. 
Omaha. N'eb. 
Cambridge. 
Dayton. 
Dayton. 
Zaneiville. 
Waynesfield. 
Triplet!. W. Va. 
Mackshurg. 
Columbus. 
Waynes field. 
Cherry Valley. 
STUDENTS   N CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC. 
MAM II  \i; tit, 
SAM \ s n n| 
5 S -\ IVOBRI .'.. 
FLORRNCI   M    AMIBROOK, 
FRANK ASH MOKE, 
MADELEIHI K\ n ■-. 
ORVILLX P  BASK US, 
MARY L BASH. 
MINNIE E  BATES, 
JOHN  W*l IER  BEATTIR. 
MAMIE BOND, 
PA I i.  BROWM. 
Newark. 
Cleveland. 
Alexandria. 
Alexandria. 
Swalow, China. 
Cass City, Mich. 
Sun bury. 
Granville. 
Madison. 
Norwalk. 
Fredericktown. 
Hagerstown, Md. 
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Hi KOI Loom BUCKLAND, 
J     K.    I'liMAMi, 
LYOIA B, BUCKLAND, 
■I.M.H.   Hl'TTERFltLD. 
RAY CAIMAN, 
JOY CAIMAN, 
FVA CASH, 
Kni ii: CASE, 
KATI L CM AMBUS, 
[RIM    \l    ('(IAMBUS, 
HAILBV LEMOY CHAPIN, 
ZI : ii Louiu CRUSTY, 
EMILY KIRR GH.WELL, 
MARGARET BANCROFT COLWELL, 
SARAH BILL COX, 
(
-
;
 i CAILETON CKIPPEN, 
UUMNn CROSS, 
HAZIL DAI LEY, 
DAY, 
Roy DEAN, 
GiAa Dii KIN, 
FRANCRJ   E V.IF.SON, 
MAIY E   I.VANS. 
NLLLU EVANS, 
I   A.   EVANS, 
PEARL C   l-l.ni.i ION, 
1
 "HU MARIAN FIELD, 
MARTHA FLURSCHUTZ, 
LAURA PREDRUCK, 
MAMII GEAI M, 
l A. GROVE, 
i I VMMON[», 
MART CROMLIY MALL, 
LAI -A HERRJCK, 
HttiBino, 
ARTHUR H  HIXSON, 
I   Hoi ITON, 
STELLA HOWARD! 
HRLER HI M. 
HARRIET HINT, 
CNARLII KAUFMAN, 
Ham KETCH, 
RMEM, 
LYRIA KIN,,, 
Granvillc. 
Granvillc. 
Granvillc. 
Granvillc. 
Granvillc. 
Granvillc. 
Alexandria. 
Granvillc 
Shclbyville, Ind. 
Shclbyvillc, Ind. 
New London. 
Bryan. 
Granvillc. 
Granvillc. 
Coshocton. 
Granvillc. 
Narragansctt  Pier, R.   I. 
Springfield. 
Newark. 
Bcllefontaine. 
Newark. 
Newark. 
Zanesvillc. 
Newark. 
Newport, Ky. 
Granvillc. 
Granvillc. 
Newark. 
Granvillc. 
Granvillc. 
Newark. 
Alexandria. 
Newark. 
Granvillc 
Newark. 
Ada. 
Rcndvillc 
Newark. 
Granvillc 
Granvillc. 
Sioux Falls, S. D. 
Plain City. 
Newark. 
Newark. 
190 I>R*ISOW   t'MVRRSITV. 
EUJS   P     LfGUR, 
Wll II VM   Gl IDU .*•   LEWIS, 
.!   H   LLOYD, 
N   M   I 
VKRN \ LOCK, 
I  S   M u  ii. 
CHAELEJ F  MATHRW I, 
M< KlRRCM, 
Hi rn En vN"» McKmur, 
■■ '■'  n, 
1 i: ■ w   MM i n, 
l*i ORI HCI   \:   KO i, 
I 
HAROI D Nil M vs. 
LUI \    N'<  RRlt, 
BMRII OGLE, 
M UV ' l» ' v 
,   BRB HER PAI un -  n 
• E I    PHILLIPS, 
MAI PRATT, 
r   PRISTON, 
S   \  PRI I 
l-M'i \  R 
Ll ' H   K r KUk. 
■■ 
EVA L   ROCK* 
BRICK, 
I i •»   Ro D (, 
ROUBSSUSH, 
I       G. SAI KKLB, 
ORLBV 
N 
'-' 
Huvn, 
M    l»   - 
ii SLACK, 
I <\ \ K SHITH, 
Surra, 
I iHNCKI, 
SI URI < r, 
RERTIIJ    5   EVEN 
D       m  STCRTZIKGRK, 
I 
Dayton. 
Toledo 
Granville. 
M.irengo. 
Yanatta. 
Granville. 
Rich wood. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Johnstown. 
Newark. 
Toledo. 
Bedford 
Red  Bank, N\ J. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Newark 
Granville. 
Elgin, III. 
Johnstown. 
Alexandria. 
Newark. 
Amanda. 
St   Paris. 
Union City, Pa. 
Union City, Pa. 
Matau*lon. 
Granville. 
Newtnnville. 
Granville. 
Shelby. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Chicago. 
Omaha.  Neb. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Zancsville. 
Zanesvillc. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Utica. 
Sandusky. 
Hebron. 
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J   HAROLD THOMAS, 
WILLIAM C THOMAS, 
SARAH ELEANOR THOMAS, 
HAUD I- THOMPSON, 
i I ;   IBI in   TIHWNTON, 
BERTHA VVll.KES, 
Gi V i. WELLS, 
CORA E WILLIAMS, 
HKI ci WORK, 
JRSSII WORK, 
EVA WRIGHT, 
HAUY K. YALE, 
Dayton. 
Dayton. 
Bay City, Mich. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Chicago. 
Granville. 
Alexandria. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Wayncstield. 
STUDENTS IN ART. 
MARY A. ANHEKSON, 
MAHFL Bui'tlRfllLBb 
i"i Anh i CARROLL, 
MARIE CASE, 
Al.Ii I   HUMPHREY, 
HARRII r HUNT, 
GWENDOLEN JONES, 
M u KNMWI.TON, 
MKS '.HI. I. MARSH, 
WARY MCGUOE, 
MARY EDNA MCNEIL, 
MINNIE NoRkls, 
JUUA HARNARD PICKARD, 
*1 IU0  I HOMP80N, 
SlhlE   1-MMA   WEUDELL, 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Alexandria. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Granville. 
Jasper,  Ala. 
Sidney. 
Granville. 
Lynchburg, Va. 
Granville. 
Cincinnati. 
DINUOM  INKKKSITY. 
SUMMARY Or STUDENT ATTENDANCE. 
Seniors.  Granvillc College 24 
Shcpardaoa College 15 
— 39 
Juniors, GranTillc ('"liege 43 
Shepardtou College 17 
— 60 
Granvillc   College 35 
ardaoa   College 8 
— 41 
Col ''in- 38 
23 
— 61 
Granvillc   College 54 
Shepardson College 40 
— 94 
Senior Year 36 
Middle Year 21 
Junior Year 34 
- 47 
— 13H 
• i ni'ir Year 15 
Middle  Year 7 
•   Year 8 
Elective! 29 
_        59 
1
   112 
ol An •-...........! is 
1
    '      '    ' *    ' ■ ■  all repetitions 483 
lhi
" ' ••■•  Ihe Pall and  Winter  terms ol the current 
■ 
INDEX TO FACULTY AND OFFICERS. 
Miss H. M. (Dean of Shcpardson College) 
    9, 10, 30, 59, 69, 70, 98, 109 
Benedict,   Mill K.  M 9. 98 
Merger, \V. A 10, 48, 99,  102 
Minn, Mill J. E 9, 98, 106 
Burrer. K. 0 10, 45, 81 
an,  AS 11,  26 
Carney, Professor F 9,30,52,69 
Chsmberliin,  Professor C. W 5, 7. 8,  11, 21, 30, 45, 69 
Chunberlin,  Professor W. A 9, 30, 48, 69 
Churchill.   Miss L. T 10,  99,  103 
Colwell. Professor K   S. (Registrar)    ....   8, 10, 11, 30, 37, 69 
li.i ...  Misi C   A 9, 70 
Eckerl, Mill A   T 10, 30, 70. 74.   Ill 
'.  Mill !■". J 10,  98,   105 
Irick, Prof. J. L. (De»n of Grsnville College)    .    8.10,30,36.69 
II, Professor C. E 9. 30, 50. 69 
Derrick, Professor C. J 8.30,40,69 
Hines, Mrs   K. S   (Librarian) 11 
Howland,  Mill CM.., 9, 109 
Hundley. Professor H. R. (Dean of Doane Academy)    .    .   .   8,10,81 
Hnm,  i'r,.i,:,„i )•:. \V 3, 5, 7. 8,  10, 30. 86, 68, 69, 81 
Hi"".   Mrs.   II    M.   (Matron   Slicpliardson   College)     ....     11,   70 
'">■   J. W 10,  30. 58. 70, 81 
on, Professor W. II 7, 8, 30, 48, 89, 118 
Jndson, A. L 9. 98, 108,  nil.   105, 106 
McKibben, Professor G. P 7,8,30,38.69 
mery,   ML.  N. A 9. 30. 42,  70 
I,   Miss  1.   II 10,   70.   109 
m,  Mi.. A. B 9, 69. 70 
Wuilipi,   Uiu  M 10,   99 
r, B 9. 30, 35, 68. 69, 81, 113 
Mill  B   N 11,   70 
Stamon.   F.   W 10,   30,   81 
StJckney, ME. 9, 30. 57, 69, 81 
T,
-
1sk
    11.  E 9. 30.  53. 69 
WMta, C. B 9, 81 
Williams. Professor C. L 8. 30. 42. 69 
row,   Miss I..   M 70 
INDEX OF STUDENTS. 
' .    ■   J   P., 188 
\  / .  ui 
Alexander,  II   J .  lit 
! ■   I     I1C   187 
Allen. II   S.. 118. 1S1 
K    !!    I!-. 187 
Allen, v 
C     117 
Anderson,  M. A.  HI. 
v ',•    •   o. J., lit 
•    -   N . I'M   128 
D   S S    128 
Arter, W   K.  US. 
I     M     128 
n    l-    117, 124, 128 
•   I    w   117, 187 
■ •   '■!   124, 128 
!     I.. 1 IT 
• G   \    128 
• W   I". 1ST, 
Ballarrl.  A   II     117 
0 r. 117, 187, 188 
M 1. . 188 
Bates, M  !•:. 188, IS 
r, R. I     118, 188 
A   P.. 120 
■   .!   W    118, 138 
'     115, 124 
el, (   G   117, 181 
Bi iler, I.    181 
Bel , W   C, 118 
I     ■    I. B   \    IK 
Bennett, \   F . I-"1 
II   I.. 118 
.   K  S. 117. 
Black, B  A   181 
Black, S  II. 188. 
\   I.. ISO 
Bolger, T. J. 118 
Bolln, W. C. IIS. MB, 
Bollinger, F. K.. Ilii. 
Bond, J  S. 1.-4 
Bond, M   0„ 188 
Boner,  M .  188. 
Boutelle, I.   II., I-"-'. 
BOWKT,   A    J .    188 
Bom, J >> • '-'" 
Boyer, C E.. 118. 
Bradthaw, E. 0. 188. 
Bridges, I  S., 115. 
Bridges, S. G .  188. 
Brillbart, K    181 
Brillhart. II. E., 118. 
Brown, II. 8.. 123. 
Brown, P  A . lir>. 128. 
Browni, Z I) . 138, 
Bnckland, II   L, 190. 
Buckland, J. R.. 188. 
lluckland, L. B.. 129. 
Budd, K   W. 188, 
Bull. E  R.. 138. 
Bnraside, F. R.. 118. 125.. 
Burr. L   H , 116, 125. 
Burrer.   H    O.,  125. 
BotterfieM, II., IS, 129, 131. 
Caldwell, A. M . 12a 
Campbell. K   J , 117 
Carman,   C,   A ,   188, 
Carman, J .   188. 
Carman, N,  H., 126. 
Carman. R   E., 118, 127, 129. 
Carr, G. F., 126. 
Carroll, C. 120, 131. 
Carson, H. O., 115. 
Case. II. T.. 120. 
Case,  N .  129. 
Case, S   If., 131. 
Cash, E„ 129. 
Chaflee. A. B., 117, 125. 
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Chaffee, J.  F.,  115. 
( naffee, L  E.. 126. 
Chambers, B. B., 116. 
Chamber*, I. M„ 123, 129. 
Chamtcra, K. L. 120. 129. 
Chapin, II. L., 127. 129. 
Chapman, C. K., 115. 
I'lirrney.. J. A.. 115. 
Chilcote, H, 126. 
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